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“No one makes it out.” 
–Songs: Ohia

“If you live a life of desperation, at least lead a loud life of desperation.”
–Dorothy Parker

“We dwell in fragile, temporary shelters.”
–Jewish Prayer Book

“The dead have pictures of you.”
–Robyn Hitchcock 







An Afterword to The Hoegbotton Guide
to the Early History of Ambergris
by Janice Shriek
(and Duncan Shriek)







A Note From the Author:

The following is my account of the life of noted historian Duncan Shriek. This text was originally begun as a belated afterword to Duncan Shriek’s The Hoegbotton Guide to the Early History of Ambergris, but circumstances have changed since I began the book.

Having begun this “account” as an afterword, ended it as a dirge, and made of it a fevered family chronicle in the middle, all I can say now, as the time comes to write ends, is that I did the best I could, and am gone. Nothing in this city we call Ambergris lasts for long. 

As for Mary Sabon, I leave this account for her as much as for anyone. Perhaps even now, as late as it has become, reading my words will change you.

Goodbye. 

									– Janice Shriek
									   Sister of Duncan Shriek
(When I found this manuscript, I contemplated destroying the entire thing, but, in the end, I didn't have the will or the heart to do so. And I found I really didn't want to. It is flawed and partisan and often crude, but it is, ultimately, honest. I hope Janice will forgive or forget my own efforts to correct the record. - Duncan)



I.




Mary Sabon once said of my brother Duncan Shriek that “He is not a human being at all, but composed entirely of digressions and transgressions.” I am not sure what she hoped to gain by making this comment, but she said it nonetheless. I know she said it because I happened to overhear it just three weeks ago, at a party for Martin Lake. It was a party I had helped put together, to celebrate the artist’s latest act of genius: a series of etchings that illustrated The Journal of Samuel Tonsure. (One party I missed LG Liz Gorinsky  Clarify this: it’s not as if Duncan was in the habit of going to many parties. Also, “affected the past” is a little vague: which past—the past before the party, or the one between the party and when Duncan writes this? . Maybe if I'd been there, everything would have turned out differently. Maybe it even would have affected the past.))
	Sabon arrived long after Lake, a reticent and not entirely undamaged man, had left for the Café of the Ruby-Throated Calf. I had not invited her, but the other guests must have taken her invitation for granted: they clustered around her like beads in a stunning but ultimately fake necklace. The couples on the dance floor displayed such ambition that Sabon’s necklace seemed to move around her, although she and her admirers stood perfectly still.
	Rain fell on the skylight above with a sound like lacquered fingernails tapping on a jewelry box. Through the open balcony doors came the fresh smell of rain, mingled— as always in Ambergris— with a green dankness. As I hobbled down the wide marble staircase, into their clutches, I could pick out each individual laugh, each flaw, each fault line, shining through their beaded faces. There were names in that flesh necklace—names that should some day be ticked off a list, names that deserve to be more public.
	At ground level, I could no longer see anything but patches of Sabon—a glimpse of red hair, of sallow cheek, the pink allure clumping, a flash of eye, the eyelashes overweighed with liner. The absurd pout of a lip. The crushing smell of a perfume more common to a funeral parlor. She looked so different from the first time I had met her—lithe, fresh student—that I thought for a moment she had put on a disguise. Was she in hiding? From what?
	“He is not a human being at all, but composed entirely of digressions and transgressions.”
	I admit I laughed at Sabon’s comment, but I laughed out of affectionate recognition, not cruelty. Because Duncan did digress. He did transgress. He might well have dashed Sabon’s living necklace to bead pieces with just as amusing a phrase to describe Sabon, had he not disappeared (possibly forever) LG Liz Gorinsky  Production recently told me that there’s no established way to tag text for coloration. At the moment, there’s a few parenthetical statements that seem more like Janice than Duncan’s… if I tag them with a question, can you confirm that they’re his? Or if this is actually a Janice comment, perhaps we should set it off with em dashes.  just days before the party. That was another thing—Duncan was always disappearing, even as a child.
	Sabon’s comment was amusing, just not, as one gentleman mis-identified it, “the definitive statement.” A shame, because my brother loved definitive statements. He used to leap up from his chair at definitive statements and prick the air out of them, deflate them with his barbed wit, his truculent genius for argument, his infinite appreciation of irony. (I think you both mock me here. Whatever I might have been in my youth—and I can't remember ever having been a witty conversationalist—I'm long past any such trickery. Let the spores be tricky. Let those who ignore them be fanciful in their abysmal phrasing LG Liz Gorinsky  I like the phrase but I’m not sure if it means much. Perhaps “…instead spend their fancies on abysmal phrasing” .)

I really ought to start again, though. Begin afresh. Leave Sabon to her admirers for now. There will be time to return to her later.
	Duncan often started over—he loved nothing better than to start again in the middle of a book, like a magician appearing to disappear—to leave the reader hanging precariously over an abyss while building up some other story line, only to bring it all back together seamlessly in the end, averting disaster. I would be a fool to promise to duplicate such a feat.
	For a time, Duncan sat next to the desk in my apartment—in an old comfortable yellow chair our parents had bought in Stockton many years before. There he would sit, illumined by a single lamp in a twilight broken only by calls to prayer from the Religious Quarter, and chuckle as he read over the transcript of his latest chapter. He loved his own jokes as if they were his children, worthy of affection no matter how slack-jawed, limb-lacking, or broken-spined. 
	But I best remember Duncan at his favorite haunt, The Spore of the Gray Cap, a place as close as the tapping of these keys. (Favorite? Perhaps, but it was the only one that would have me, at times. At the more respectable establishments, I would walk in and be greeted with a silence more appropriate to the sudden appearance of some mythical beast.) Sober or drunk, Duncan found the Spore perfect for his work. Within its dark and smoky chambers, sequestered from the outer world by myopic, seaweed-green glass, my brother felt invisible and invincible. Most of his writing occurred in some back room of the Spore. Through a strange synchronicity of the establishment’s passageways, out of keeping with its usual aura of labyrinth, those who congregated at the altar of the bar could, glancing sideways down the glazed oak counter, see Duncan illuminated by a splinter of common space—at times scribbling inspired on his old-fashioned writing pad, at times staring with a lazy eye out of a window that revealed nothing of the outer world, but which may, reflecting back with a green wink, have revealed to him much of the inner world. (The outer world came to me—at various times I entertained Mary, Sirin, Sybel, and, yes, even Bonmot, that pillar of the community, in that place.)
	He had become a big man by then, with a graying beard, prone to wearing a gray jacket or overcoat that hid his ever-evolving physical peculiarities. Sometimes he would indulge in a cigar—a habit newly-acquired from his association with the fringe historian James Lacond—and sit back in his chair and smoke, and I would find him there, gazing off into a memory I might or might not be able to share. His troubles, his disease, could not touch him in those moments.
	I much prefer to remember my brother in that space, calm and very much at the center of himself. While he was there, many regular tavern-goers referred to him as the God of the Green Light, looking as he did both timeless and timeworn. Now that he is gone, I imagine he has become the Ghost of the Green Light, and will enter the annals of the Spore as a quiet, luminescent legend. Duncan would have liked that idea: let it be so.

But I do choose to begin again—Duncan, after all, often did. And like the shaft, the silver of green light shooting down the maze of passageways at the Spore, each new shift of attention, each new perspective, will provide only a fraction, a fracture, of the man I, as his sister, knew, in several senses, not at all LG Liz Gorinsky  I like the sentiment, but is there a slightly less comma-heavy way to phrase this? .
	If there is a starting point in Duncan’s life, it would have to be the day that our father, Jonathan Shriek, a minor historian, died of convulsive joy at our house in Stockton, a town some hundred miles south of Ambergris, on the other side of the River Moth. This joy ripped through our father and destroyed his heart when I was thirteen and Duncan only ten. I remember because I was seated at the kitchen table doing my homework when the mailman came to the door. Father heard the bell and hopped up to answer it. Father was a defiantly ugly man, built like a toad, with wattles and stocky legs. 
	I heard him in the hall, talking about the weather with the mailman. The door shut. The crinkle of paper as my father opened the envelope. A moment of silence, as of breath being sucked in. Then a horribly huge laugh, a cry of joy or triumph, or both. He came into the kitchen, and barreled past me to the open hallway that led to the back door.
	“Gale,” he was shouting. “Gale,” my mother’s name. Out into the backyard he stumbled, me right behind him, my homework forgotten, beside myself with suspense. Something marvelous had happened and I wanted to know what it was.
	At the far end of the lawn, Duncan, ten and still sandy-haired, was helping our mother with the small herb garden. My father ran toward them, into the heart of the summer day. The trees were lazy in the breeze. Bees clustered around yellow flowers. He was waving the letter over his head and yelling, “Gale! Duncan! Gale! Duncan!” His back to me. Me running after him, asking, “What, Dad? What is it?” (I remember this with the same kind of focused intensity as you, Janice. Dad was running toward us. I was smiling because I loved seeing Dad’s enthusiasm. I loved seeing him so euphoric, so unselfconscious for once.)
	He was almost there. He was going to make it. There is no doubt in my mind, even today, that he was going to make it. But he didn’t. He stumbled. He fell into the sweet, strange grass (mottled with shadows from the trees) LG Liz Gorinsky  If this is Duncan’s comment, it feels a little bit like a phrase he’s kept for years since that day and waited to use—is this what you were trying to get across? . The hand with the letter the last to fall, his other hand clutching at his chest.
	I stopped running when I saw him fall, thought he had tripped. Looked up across the lawn at my mother and brother. Mom was rolling her eyes at her husband’s clumsiness, but Duncan’s face was pale with horror. Duncan knew our father hadn’t fallen, but had been made to fall. (I don’t know what I thoughthow I knew, just remember the way Dad’s smile flattened and his face took on a sudden pallor and sadness as he fell, and know he knew what was happening to him.) A moment later, Mom realized this, too, and all three of us ran to him, converged on him, held him, searched for a pulse, called for the doctor, and sat there crying when he did not move, get up, say it had all been a joke or accident. (Even now, the smell of fresh grass is the smell of death to me. Was there, even then, a sentinel in the shadows, peering out at us?)
	It was Duncan who took the letter from our father’s hand and, after the doctor had gone and the mortician had removed the body, sat down at the kitchen table to read it. First, he read it to himself. Then, he read it to us, Mom staring vacant-eyed from the living room couch, not hearing a word of it.
	The letter confused Duncan in ways that did not occur to my mother, to me. It bent the surface of his world and let in a black vein of the irrational, the illogical, the nonsensical. To me, my father was dead, and it didn’t matter how or why, because he was dead regardless. But to Duncan, it made all the difference. Safely anchored in place and family, he had been a madly fearless child—an explorer of tunnels and dank, dark places. He had never encountered the brutal dislocation of chance and irony. Until now. (Did it make a difference? I don’t know. I had to muster some courage to go on, but isn’t that true of all children encountering death for the first time?It may have required mustering up more courage after Dad died..) LG Liz Gorinsky  I think this comment might have conveyed more before you revised it. 
	For our father, Jonathan Shriek, minor historian, had died in the grasp of a great and terrible joy. The letter, which bore the seal of the Kalif himself, congratulated him “for having won that most Magnificent Award, the Laskian Historical Prize,” for a paper published in the Ambergrisian Historical Society Newsletter. The letter asked my father to accept an all-expenses paid trip to the court of the Kalif, and there study books unread for five centuries, including the holiest-of-holies, The Journal of Samuel Tonsure.
	The letter had become a weapon. It had rescued our father from obscurity, and then it had killed him, his blood cavorting through his arteries at a fatal speed. (I couldn’t get it out of my head that he had died due to something in his research, as irrational as that might seem. It instilled in me a kind of paranoia. For awhile, I even thought it possible that the letter had poisoned in some way by the Kalif’s men, that Dad had been too close to the solving of some historical mystery the Kalif would prefer remain unsolved
	The funeral that followed was farce and tragedy. We attended the wrong casket and were shocked to be confronted by the visage of a young man, as if death had done my father good. Meanwhile, another family with a closed casket had buried our father.
	“Death suited him.” It didn’t matter that it wasn’t true—it seemed true. That he had gone into death old and come back young. And more comforting still—the idea that there had been a mistake and he was alive somewhere.
	Of us all, Duncan stared the longest at that young man who was not our father, as if he sought the answer to a mystery for which there could be no solution.

Four years later, we moved from Stockton to Ambergris, there to live with our mother’s side of the family in a rheumy old mansion with a flooded basement. Set against the banks of the River Moth, remote from much of Ambergris, the place could hardly be called an improvement over the house we had grown up in, but it was less expensive, and our mother had come to realize that with her husband dead, nothing much remained to keep her in Stockton. Thus, we shared space with an ever-changing mob of aunts, uncles, cousins, nephews, nieces, and friends of the family. (Although, over the years, this cacophony of distant relations reduced itself to just our mother, which is probably how she would have preferred it from the beginning.) LG Liz Gorinsky  It makes sense to add this at some point, but perhaps later when she’s actually alone, rather than untiming the narrative here? 
	We came to Ambergris across the thick sprawl of the muddy River Moth, by ferry. I remember that during the journey I noticed Duncan had a piece of paper in his shirt pocket. When I asked him what it was, he pulled it out and showed it to me. He had kept the letter from the Kalif to our father; as far as I know, he has it still, tattered and brittle.
	“I don’t want to forget,” he said, with a look that dared me to doubt his loyalty to our father.
	I said nothing, but the thought occurred to me that although we might be traveling to a new place, we were still bringing the past with us.
	 LG Liz Gorinsky  Regarding the various questions about how best to fill in the missing historical bits: I don’t think it’s actually necessary to go out of your way to insert backstory. Sure, there’s plenty of fascinating things you could add, but how many of them do you strictly need to know to make progress in Shriek? The first time I read this, with no knowledge of Ambergris, I certainly didn’t get the impression that I was missing out on anything, then when I read the Early History and found out these cool tidbits I hadn’t known, it felt like I was just reinforcing a fond familiarity with a city I already sorta knew. In other words, I’d just try to get across the basics in ways that are natural to the narrative—Janice can say some of them, perhaps some others can be filled in as they’re reflected by the city’s artifacts (for example, “huge murals painted on the sides of storehouses depicting the artists’ envisionings of episodes in Ambergrisan history like Manzikert I driving the gray caps underground”), and a few dribs that Duncan can’t afford to let go by without elucidating. That way you won’t feel repetitive to people who have already read the Early History, and those who choose to read that *after* Shriek will have the pleasant experience of discovering how much lurks beneath the surface that they had no idea about. Not that Ambergris didn’t have a rich past of its own—just that we knew much less about it. We knew only that Ambergris played host to some of the world’s greatest artists; that it was home to the mysterious gray caps;  LG Liz Gorinsky  I wouldn’t delete this—“home to the mysterious gray caps” is a good first mention of them to prime people for finding out more about them later on. that a merchant clan, Hoegbotton & Sons, had wrested control of the city from a long line of kings; that the Kalif and his great Eastern empire had thrice tried to invade Ambergris; that, once upon a time, some centuries ago, a catastrophe called the Silence had taken place there; and that the annual Festival of the Freshwater Squid often erupted into violence, an edgy lawlessness that some said was connected to the gray caps. (The gray caps had long since retreated to the underground caverns and catacombs of Ambergris, first driven there by the founder of the city, a whaler despot named Manzikert I. Manzikert I had razed the gray cap’s city, massacred as many of them as he could, and built Ambergris on the smoldering ruins.) LG Liz Gorinsky  I think you might want to have Duncan fill in the specific bits of historically, as that seems like not so much Janice’s style—especially  since Janice is relating what they knew when they were kids. 
	Of artists, we found ample evidence as soon as we arrived—huge murals painted onto the sides of storehouses—and also of the Hoegbotton clan, since we had to pay their tariffs to leave the docks and enter the city proper.
	As for the gray caps, we discovered scant initial trace of this “old, short, indigenous race,” as the guidebooks called them. They were rarely seen aboveground during the day, although they could be glimpsed in back alleys and graveyards at dusk and during the night. We knew only what we had gleaned from our mother’s unsettling bedtime stories about the “mushroom dwellers of Ambergris,” and a brief description from a book for children that had delighted and unnerved us simultaneously:

Fifty mushroom dwellers now spilled out from the alcove gateway, macabre in their very peacefulness and the even hum-thrum of their breath: stunted in growth, wrapped in robes the pale gray-green of a frog’s underbelly, their heads hidden by wide-brimmed gray felt hats that, like the hooded tops of their namesakes, covered them to the neck. Their necks were the only exposed part of them—incredibly long, pale necks; at rest, they did indeed resemble mushrooms.

Of the Silence, we had heard even less—a whisper among the adults, a sense that we should not ask about it. Even in Stockton, so far from what had happened—separated by both time and geography—there seemed to be a fear that, somehow, the event might be resurrected by the most casual of comments. No, I learned about the Silence much later—only learned during my brief attendance at the Hoegbotton School for Advanced Studies, for example, that the annotations in Ambergrisian history books (A.S. and B.S.) stood for After Silence and Before Silence. Of Samuel Tonsure’s journal, so inextricably linked to the Silence, I heard not even a whisper until Duncan educated me. (You may have receivedI may have given you LG Liz Gorinsky  To disambiguate his teachings from her school lessons.  the most personalized and eccentric education on the Silence in the history of Ambergris!)
	I remember that one of my aunts tried to help orient us to the city, telling us, “There’s a Religious Quarter, a Merchant Quarter, and an old Bureaucratic Quarter, and then there are places you just don’t go. Stay out of them.” Faced with such vague warnings, we had to discover Ambergris in those early days by exploring for ourselves or asking our classmates.
	We soon learned that the main thoroughfare, Albumuth Boulevard, split Ambergris in two—a throbbing artery of commerce and art, sidewalk vendors and disreputable businesses. Everything in Ambergris drew its vitality from that one artery, much as every city along the river’s banks drew its life from the silty waters of the Moth. You could not get lost in Ambergris if you walked north to south or south to north, because eventually you would cross Albumuth Boulevard. It became our touchstone, in those early years, as it had to countless people before us. It was how you traveled into Ambergris, and the route they carried you out through when finally leaving.
 LG Liz Gorinsky  I dunno about this. Albumuth is obviously important, but its importance will come across in the text anyway, and mentioning it here just weakens that nice transition between “we had to discover” and “despite our rough knowledge” and lessens the impact of the great Duncan paragraph that closes this section. Somehow, despite our rough knowledge, we managed to fit in, to get along, to come to feel part of Ambergris with greater ease than might be expected. Much of it had to do with our attitude, I think. Duncan and I should have been upset about leaving our old school and friends behind, but we weren’t. Not really. In a sense, it came as a great relief to escape the pity and concern others showed us, that trapped us in an image of ourselves as victims. Freedom from that meant, in a way, freedom from the moment of our father’s death.
	(Dare I deprive the reader of that first glimpse of Ambergris? That first teasing glimpse during the carriage ride from the docks? That glimpse, and then the sprawl of Albumuth Boulevard, half staid brick, half lacquered timber? The dirt of it, the stench of it, half perfume, half ribald rot. And another smell underneath it—the tantalizing scent of fungi, of fruiting bodies, of spores entangled with dust and air, spiraling down like snow. The cries of vendors, the cries of the newly robbed, or the newly robed. The first contact of shoe on street out of the carriage—the resounding solidity of that ground, and the humming vibration of coiled energy beneath the pavement, conveyed up through shoe into foot, and through foot into the rest of a body suddenly energized and woken up. The sudden hint of heat to the air—the possibilities!—and, peeking from the storm drains, from the alleyways, the enticing, lingering darkness that spoke of tunnels and sudden exploration. One cannot mention our move to Ambergris and not setwithout setting that scene, surely!)

***

It is really no shift of attention now LG Liz Gorinsky  This transition is still a bit belabored, why not just drop it? Duncan received his advanced degrees in history from the Institute of Religiosity in Morrow, that other city by the River Moth LG Liz Gorinsky  Might want to clarify “other city.” I assume you mean Stockton, but without a map and given my poor grasp of geography, I feel like I’m only guessing. Perhaps something like “Morrow, the city a few miles down the river Moth from our previous home in Stockton”? , his emphasis on the many masters of the arts who had been born or made their fortune in Ambergris, as well as on the Court of the Kalif—for he saw in these two geographical extremes a way to let his interests sprawl across both poles of the world. He could not study the artists of Ambergris without studying the very anatomy of the city—from culture to politics, from economics to mammalogy? LG Liz Gorinsky  Why is this a question?  And because Ambergris spread tentacles as long and wide as those of the oldest of the giant Freshwater Squid, this meant he must study Morrow, the Aan, and all of the South. Study of the Kalif, which I always felt was a secondary concern for him, meant mapping out all of the West, the North. (Early on, I had no idea what constituted a “secondary concern.” Anything and everything could have been useful. The important thing was to accumulate information, to let it all but overwhelm me.)
	In that Duncan was never what I would call religious, I believe that this monumental scope represented his attempt to re-place himself within the world, to discover his center, lost when our father died, or to build himself a new center through accumulation of knowledge. In a sense, History was always personal to Duncan, even if he could not always express that fact.
	To say Duncan studied hard would be to understate the ardor of his quest for knowledge. He devoured texts as he devoured food, to savor after it had been swallowed whole. He memorized his favorite books: The Refraction of Light in a Prison, The Journal of Samuel Tonsure, The Hoegbotton Chronicles, Aria: The Biography of Voss Bender. Years later, he would delight me, no matter how odd the circumstances of our meetings, with dramatic readings, in the imagined pitch and tone of the authors, him still so passionate in his love of the words that I would forever find my own enthusiasm inadequate.
	In short, Duncan became overzealous. Obsessed. Driven. All of those (double-edged) (s) LG Liz Gorinsky  Is this Duncan adding both the “double-edged” and the “s”? words. He did not allow for his own human weakness, or his need to feel connected to the world through his flesh, through interactions with other human beings. Better, I am sure he felt, to become the dead hand of the past, to become its instrument.
	Duncan did not make friends. He did not have a woman friend. When I visited him, during breaks in my own art studies at the Trillian Academy, at his rooms at the Institute, he could not introduce me to a single soul other than his instructors. Duncan must have appeared to be among the most pious of all the pious monks created by History. (I had friends. Your infrequent trips to visit meant your idea of my life in that place was as narrow as that sliver of emerald light in the Spore that you keep going on about. I needed to converse with people to test out my theories, to gauge dissent and to begin to realize what ideas, when expressed to others in the light of day, evaporated into the air.)
	Recognizing both the his genius and the alienating need for lack of contact LG Liz Gorinsky Wouldn’t “n eed for alienating lack of contact” make more sense?  , the Institute, its generosity heightened by the small scholarship our fatherit had been endowed it with by our father, as well as the memory of our father walking its hollowed halls, had, by the second semester, isolated Duncan in rooms that expanded with his loneliness. My brother’s only window looked out at the solid, unimaginative brick of the Philosophy Building, giving him no alternative to his vibrant inner life. (This was, after all, the point of the Institute—to focus on the unexamined life. Nothing wrong with that.) 
	As if to embody the complexity and brittle joy of his inner life in the outer world, Duncan slowly covered the walls of his rooms with maps, pictures, diagrams, even pages torn from books. Ambergrisian leaders stared down impishly, slightly crooked, half-smothered by maps of the Kalif’s epic last battle against the infidel Stretcher Jones. Bark etchings by the local Aan tribes people shared space with stiff edicts handed down by even stiffer Truffidian priests. James Alberon’s famous acrylic painting of Albumuth Boulevard formed the backdrop for a hundred tiny portraits of the original Skamoo synod. The bewildering greens and purples of Darcimba’s “The Kiosks of Trillian Square” competed with the withered yellows of ancient explorers’ maps, with the red arrows that indicated skirmishes on military schemata. 
	Duncan devoted oOne dark, ripe little corner Duncan devoted to the “changing façade of Ambergris” as he called it. At first, this corner consisted only of overlapping street plans, as if he were building an image of the city from its bones. The stark white paper, the midnight black veins of ink, contrasted sharply with everything else in his rooms. The maps were so densely clustered and layered that the overall effect reminded me of a diagram of the human body. Or, perhaps more metaphorically accurate, like a concentrated forest of intertwining vines, through which no one could possibly travel, even armed with a machete. (My first great accomplishment—a way of cross- referencing dozens and dozens of seemingly unrelated phenomenon so that, in a certain light, in a certain darkness, I could begin to see the patterns, the connections. Later, I would use this same technique, on a vastly different scale, at the Blythe Academy.)
	With each visit, I noticed that the forest had grown—from a dark stain, to a presence that variously resembled in shape a mushroom, a manta ray, and then some horribly exotic insect that might kill you with a single sting. Gradually, in an inexorable invasion through both time and space, Ambergris came to dominate his rooms, and then layer itself to a thickness greater than the walls, or so it often seemed, sitting in my chair, looking over a manuscript.
	The stain had become the wallpaper, and the last remnants of non-Ambergris materials had become the stain. Looking back on those earliest diagrams and montages on his walls, could he have guessed how far they would lead him? How far he would travel, and at what price? (Underneath, any astute observer cwould have found a wealth, a riot, of new information. You had only to peel away a corner and there, revealed, the secret obsession: the ghosts of the Silence, the gray caps, and much else. “I’m going underground,” it all said. For those who could read it.)
	“Your wall has changed. Has it changed your focus?” I asked him once.
	“Perhaps,” he replied, “but it still doesn’t make sense.”
	“What doesn’t make sense?” I asked.
	“They’re the only ones who could have done it. But why? And how?”
	I looked at him in confusion.
	“The Silence,” Duncan said, and a shiver, a resonance, passed through me. The Silence and the gray caps.
	I had only learned about the Silence the semester before; it was frightening how adults could keep the details of certain events from their children. It came as a revelation to me and my classmates, although it is hard to describe how deeply it affected us.
More than two hundred years before, twenty-five thousand people had disappeared from the city, almost the entire population,  MSOffice   >  Could also excerpt the Early History here. I suppose, also, the EH could be footnoted by Sirin throughout the text? In small doses.  LG Liz Gorinsky  As I said before, I don’t think there’s so much a call for excerpting the Early History here. Footnotes might still be a nice way to increase the faux-scholarly factor and convince people how badly they need to read the EH, but it’s up to you whether it would be worth the work it would take you/me/us. while many thousands had been away, sailing down the River Moth to join in the annual hunt for fish and freshwater squid. The fishermen, including the city’s ruler, had returned to find Ambergris deserted, with no clue as to what had happened. To this day, no one knows what happened to those twenty-five thousand souls, but for any inhabitant of Ambergris, the rumor soon seeps through, in the mottling of fungi on a window, in the dripping of green water, in the little red flags they use as their calling cards, that the gray caps were responsible. Because, after all, we had slaughtered so many of them and driven the rest underground. Surely this was their revenge?
 LG Liz Gorinsky  I think these two paragraphs might work better if you switched the order. 	“It keeps coming back to the Silence,” Duncan said. “My studies, Dad’s studies. And Samuel Tonsure’s journal.”
	Tonsure, Duncan had told me, was one of those who pursued the gray caps underground during the massacre that had preceded the founding of Ambergris. He had never returned to the surface, but his journal, a curious piece of work that purported to describe the gray caps’ underground kingdoms, had been found some seventy-five years later, and subsequently pored over by historians for any information it might impart into the Silence or any other topic related to the gray caps. They were studying it still, Duncan included.
	“You’re not Dad, Duncan,” I said. “You could study something else.”
	Even then, before he met was employed by James Lacond LG Liz Gorinsky  Mention this here rather than in conjunction with his blurb on “On the Refraction…” , before he met Mary, I sensed the danger there for Duncan. Even then, I knew somehow that Duncan was in peril.
	But Duncan just stared at me as if I were stupid and said, “There’s nothing else to study, Janice. Nothing important.”
I remember the insidious progression of the images on his walls with the clarity of dream. Beyond the few words reproduced above, the conversations that formed the foreground to the backdrop of those walls have faded forever.


Duncan emerged from those rooms with a degree (with honors)  LG Liz Gorinsky  Janice or Duncan? D doesn’t seem the type to be this immodest. and good prospects, but even then he was different from the other students. (Mother, who had already begun to recede into her memories, did not come up for the ceremony—already, she had begun to recede into her memories—and we rarely went to see her, now that we were grown.) I watched his professors circle him at the various graduation parties. They treated him with a certain worried detachment, perhaps even fearfully, as if he had grown into something they could no longer easily define. As if they dare not develop any emotional attachment to this particular student.
	Later, Duncan told me that he had never known solitude, never known loneliness, as he did in those few hours after graduation when he walked like a leper through gilded rooms tabled with appetizers and peppered with conversations meant for everyone but him. The tall towers of senior professors glided silent and watchful, the antithesis of Mary Sabon and her quivering, eager necklace of flesh. (Everyone feels isolated at those types of events, no matter how good the party, or how scintillating the conversation, because you’re about to be expelled into the world, out from your own little piece of it, and so you feel the loneliness of that event, no matter how good the party, or how scintillating the conversation.)
	Yet out of his zeal, his loneliness, his passion that had literally crawled up the walls of his rooms, Duncan had already created something that might take the place of the silence or at least provide an answer to it. He had written a book entitled On the Refraction of Light in a Prison.
	Despite countless exams, essays, and oral presentations, Duncan had found the time to write a groundbreaking tome that analyzed the mystical text The Refraction of Light in a Prison (written by the imprisoned Monks of Truff from their high tower in the Court of the Kalif). It will not surprise anyone that this was one of the subjects our father had meant to tackle prior to his sudden death. (How could I not tackle it before going on? It was like completing my father’s life in some small part. I remember looking at the finished book, in my hands, with the inscription, “To my father, Jonathan Shriek,” and thinking that I had resurrected him for a time, that he was alive again in my book. When I sent the book to our mother, she was so excited, she actually wrote me a long letter, and told me many things I did not already know about Dad LG Liz Gorinsky  This phrasing is, forgive me, a little dorky. Maybe something like, “she broke her accustomed silence to write me a long letter relating stories about Dad she had never felt comfortable telling me before.” .)
	I had the privilege of reading the book (and helping to edit it, in your incendiary way) in manuscript form on one of my trips to Morrow. By then, my own education in Stockton and Ambergris had reached its somewhat disappointing end, and I was torn between pursuing a career in art or diving into art history. I had done much advanced research and encountered much in the way of genius, but I remember even then being astounded by the brilliant audacity of my brother’s conclusions. At the same time, I was concerned that the book might be too good for its intended audience. Perhaps my brother was destined for obscurity. I admit to a sting of satisfaction in the thought, for nothing is more savage than sibling rivalry.
	In any event, Duncan found a publisher in Morrow after only three months: Frankwrithe & Lewden, specialists in reference books, odd fictions, and histories. Frankwrithe & Lewden was an ancient publisher, rumored to have been established under the moniker “Writhelewd” during the last century of the Saphant Empire—and then, as the empire collapsed into fragments not long after “Cinsorium” became “Ambergris,”, transplanted their operations to Morrow, not long after “Cinsorium” became “Ambergris,” their name mangled and transformed during the long trek upriver in flat-bottomed boats. Who better to publish Duncan’s esoteric work? LG Liz Gorinsky  Sorry if I made the history incorrect, but please consider the ordering here: it seems odd to talk about the Empire, then F&W, then another city, then F&W again. 
	Frankwrithe & Lewden published fifteen thousand copies of On the Refraction of Light in a Prison. By barge, cart, and motored vehicle, the book infiltrated the southern half of the continent. Bookstores large and small stocked it. Traveling book dealers purchased copies for resale. Review copies were sent out with colorful advance blurbs from the dean of the Institute and the common man on the street. (A badly-conceived F&L publicity stunt, soliciting random opinions from laypeople; in this case, the blurbthat resulted in blurbs like read, “Not as good as a bottle of mead, but me and the missus quite enjoyed the bit about monk sex.” – John Tennant, plumber.)
	At first, nothing happened. A lull, a doldrums of no response, “as if,” Duncan told me later, “I had never written a book, never spent four years on the subject. In fact, it felt as if I, personally, had never existed at all.” Then, slowly, the book began to sell. It did not sell well, but it sold well enough: a steady drip from a faucet.
	The critical response, although limited, did give Duncan hope, for it was, when and where it appeared, enthusiastic: “After an initial grounding in cold, hard fact, Shriek’s volume lofts itself into that rarefied air of unique scholarly discourse that distinguishes a good book from a bad book.” (Edward Sonter, Arts & History Review). Or, this delicious morsel: “I never knew monks had such a difficult life. The overall sentiment expressed by this astonishing book is that monks, whether imprisoned or not, lead lives of quiet contemplation broken by transcendental bursts of epiphany.” (the aforementioned James Lacond, Truff love him, who would one day have us in his employ, with a rare appearance in the respectable Ambergris Today, Truff love him.) LG Liz Gorinsky  Should probably mention the “in his employ” bit on one of the earlier two times you mention him. 
	The steady drip became stronger as the coffers of the various public and private libraries in the South, synchronized to the opinions of men and women remote to from them—who might well have been penning their reviews from a lunatic asylum or between assignations at a brothel—released a trickle of coins to reward words like “rarefied air,” “good,” and “astonishing.”
	However, even the critics could not turn the trickle into a torrent. This task fell to the reigning head of the Truffidian religion, the Ambergris Antechamber himself, the truculent (and yet sublime) Henry Bonmot. How dear old Bonmot happened to peruse a copy of On the Refraction of Light in a Prison has never been determined to my satisfaction (but it makes me laugh to think of how he became introduced to us). The rumor that Bonmot sought out blasphemous texts to create publicity for Truffidianism (because the rate of conversions had slowed) came from the schismatic Manziists, it was later proved. That Duncan sent Bonmot a copy to foment controversy demonstrates a lack of understanding about my brother’s character so profound I prefer not to comment on it.
	The one remaining theory appears the most probable: Frankwrithe & Lewden conspired to place a copy on the priest’s nightstand, having first thoughtfully earmarked those pages most likely to rescue him from his impending slumber. Ridiculous? Perhaps, but we must remember just how sinister F&L has become in recent years. (Once upon a time, in a still-distant courtyard, I did ask Bonmot about it, but he couldn’t recall the particulars.)
	Regardless, Bonmot read Duncan’s book—I imagine him sitting bolt upright in bed, ear hairs singed to a crisp by the words on the page—and immediately proclaimed it “to contain uncanny and certain blaspheme.” He banned it in such vehement language that his superiors later censured him for it, in part because “there now exists no greater invective to be used against such literature or arts as may sore deserve it.” (It was just my good fortune that he turned to my—and Dad’s—  LG Liz Gorinsky  I think  Dad’s contributions are explained well enough by the next few sentences. explication of Chapter One of The Refraction of Light in a Prison, “The Mystical Passions,” which in its protestations of purity manages to list every depraved sexual act concocted by human beings over the past five thousand years. It was my theory, and Dad’s, that this was the monks’ method of having it both ways. It didn’t help that I included my Dad’s mischievous footnote about the curious similarity between the form of certain Truff rituals and the acts depicted in the chapter.)
	Luckily for Duncan, the darling (and daring) Antechamber’s excellent imitation of a froth-mouthed dog during his proclamation so embarrassed the more practical administrative branch of the Truffidian Church—“them what pay the bills” as an artist friend of mine once put it—that they neglected to impose a sentence or a penalty. Neither did the Truffidian Church exhort its members to “stone, pummel, or otherwise physically assault” Duncan, as occurred some years later to our soon-to-be editor Sirin, who had decided to champion a book on the “cleansing merits of inter-religious romantic love.” (Sirin, alerted by a sympathetic typesetter, managed to change both the decree and the flyers created by it, causing with the result that, as the Antechamber stood by his side, the designated Truffidian Voice,  the Antechamber by standing by his side, to read a decree, in front of the porcelain representation of the God Truff and all others in the Truffidian Cathedral, that called for the Antechamber’s stoning, pummeling, and much worse. I teased Bonmot about this event many times!)
	The ban led to the predictable upswing in sales, lofting the book into the “rarefied air” that distinguishes an almost-best seller from  a mediocre seller. (F&L took advantage of the ban to an uncanny degree, I must say, but it is not true that they had ten thousand copies of a new edition printed two nights before the announcement, with “Banned by the Antechamber!” blaring across the cover in seventy-two point bold Nicean Monk Face.)
	Suddenly, Duncan had something of a reputation. Newspapers and broadsheets, historians and philosophers, decried and debated, lauded and vilified both the book and Duncan—on unusually obscure elements of Duncan’s argument. (For example, as to whether or not the Water People of the Lower Moth Delta had ever been exposed to the teachings of Truff.)  LG Liz Gorinsky  Not sure this adds anything. Meanwhile, the Court of the Kalif denied it still held the monks who had written the original The Refraction of Light in a Prison and declared the new book to consist of a vast, sprawling fiction built on the foundation of another vast, sprawling fiction. (The Kalif also revoked father’s prize, an action I never forgave.)
	But no matter what position a particular  MSOffice    > Liz—I’m a little concerned about the amount of exposition in these opening sections. But I’m not quite sure how to break it up. Is it just the price the reader has to pay to access the novel, and for me to set up what I need to set up?  LG Liz Gorinsky  Although there’s a bunch of exposition in these sections, I’m not sure why it seems misplaced to you. The explanation of how Duncan arrived at his teaching positions and the discussion of his scholarship seems to me to be just as vital to the development of his character as anything else going on in the text. This is not like an opening act that the reader needs to suffer through—rather, it’s pretty vital expository material needed to arouse the reader’s sympathy towards Duncan. commentator took, it was always with the underlying assumption that On the Refraction of Light in a Prison contained ideas of substance and scholarship. Duncan was asked to contribute articles to several major and minor historical journals. Inasmuch as the fate of the monks had become a political issue, and thus one of interest to many people, he was invited to as many parties peopled by the Important, and more socialite social functions than he could have stomached on his most extroverted day…and yet did not reply to a single invitation.
	What made him reluctant to savor his new-found notoriety? The fear of the consequences of the ban did not make him a recluse, nor did his innate distress in social situations. The true answer is hinted at in his journal, which I have beside me now for verification purposes. Scrawled in the margin of an entry from this era, we find the words “Is this how Ddad felt?” Remembering the fate of our father, dead at the zenith of his happiness, Duncan truly believed he too would die if he partook of too much joy—if not by heart attack, then some other means. (Your theory may be correct on a subconscious level, but on the conscious level, I was merely obsessed and somewhat paranoid. Obsessed with the possibilities of the next book. Paranoid about how people would continue to receive my studies. Worried about how I would do on my own, so to speak, without Dad’s research notes to prop me up.)
	Of course, I did not understand this until much later. At the time, I believed his shyness had led him to squander perhaps his only opportunity to take up a permanent place in the public imagination. On this, I turned out to be wrong. Debate raged on for awhile regardless, perhaps fed by Duncan’s very absence.
	Then, to compound the communal mystification, Duncan disappeared from sight—much as he would several decades later in the week before Martin Lake’s party. His rooms in Morrow (which the Institute had let me keep for a year following graduation) were untouched—not a sock taken, not a diagram removed from the walls...Duncan simply wasn’t there.
	I walked around those rooms with the school’s Dean, and it struck me as I stared at the crowded walls that Duncan’s physical presence or absence meant nothing. Everything that comprised his being had been tacked or glued or stabbed to those walls, an . elaborate mosaic of obsession.
	Clearly, the school understood this aspect of Duncan, for they made a museum out of the rooms, which then became the physical location for discussions of Duncan’s work. Much later, of course, the “museum” became a storehouse, crumbled over time into a boarded up mess, and then a broken-down safety hazard; such is the staying power of fame. (I never expected it would last as long as it did, to be honest.)
	As we walked together, the Dean made sympathetic sounds, expressed the hope that Duncan would “soon return to his home.” But I knew better. Duncan had emerged from his cocoon—the wallpaper of plans, photographs, diagrams was just the husk of his leaving, the remains of his other self. Duncan had begun to metamorphose into something else entirely.
	Assuming he was still alive—and without the evidence of a dead body, I preferred to believe he was. (I was. As you know. Sorry to spoil your cliffhanger.)
 LG Liz Gorinsky  I think it is fairly evident that this is a cliffhanger, since Duncan reappears three lines down. I’m not sure if we need the snark too. 

***

Now I should start again. Now I should skip six months of worry. Now I should tell you how I came to see Duncan again. This is such a difficult Afterword to write. Sometimes I am at a loss as to what to put in and what to leave out. Sometimes I do not know what is appropriate for an Afterword, and what is not. Is this an Afterword or an afterwards? Should I massage the truth? Should I maintain an even tone? Should I divide it all into neat, easily-digestible chapters? Should I lie? (Dad, in his notes on writing: “A historian is half confidence artist and half stolid purveyor of dates and dramatic re-creations.”) 

Duncan reintroduced himself to me six months later with a knock on my door late one night in the spring. The prudent Ambergrisian does not eagerly open doors at night.
	I called out, “Who is it?” and received, in such a jubilant tone that I could not at first place the voice, the response, “Your brother, Duncan!” Shocked, relieved, perplexed, I opened the door to a pale, worn, yet strangely bulky brother wrapped in an old gray overcoat that he held closed with both hands. Comically enough, a sailor’s hat covered his head. His face was flushed, his eyes too bright as he staggered past me, pieces of debris falling from him onto the floor of my living room.
	I locked the door behind him and turned to greet him, but any words I might have spoken died in my throat. For he held his overcoat open like the wings of some great bird, and what I saw I could not at first believe. Just brightly-colored vest and pants, I thought, but protruding, like barnacles on a ship’s hull. How unlike my brother to wear anything that outlandish. I took a step closer…
	“That’s right,” Duncan said, “step closer and really see.”
	He tossed his hat onto a chair. He had shaved off his hair, and his scalp was stippled and layered in a hundred shades of blue, yellow, green, orange.
	“Mushrooms. Hundreds of mushrooms. I had to wear the overcoat and hat or every casual tourist on Albumuth Boulevard would have stared at me.” He looked down at his body. “Look how they glow. What a shame to be rid of them.” He saw me staring unabashedly. “Stare all you like, Janice. I’m a dazzling butterfly, not a moth…well, for another hour or two.” (A butterfly could not compare. I was magnificent. Every part of my body was receiving. I could “hear” things through my body, feel them, that no human short of Samuel Tonsure could understand.)
	He did not lie. From the collar of his shirt to the tips of his shoes, Duncan was covered in mushrooms and other fungi, in such a riot and welter and rash of colors that I was speechless. I walked up to him to examine him more closely. His eyelashes and eyebrows were lightly dusted with purple spores. The fungi had needled his head, burrowed into the skin, forming whorls of brightness that hummed with fecundity. I took his right hand in mine, examined the palm, the fingers. The palms had a vaguely greenish hue to them. The half-moons of fingernails had turned a luminous purple. His skin was rubbery, as if unreal. Looking up into his eyes, I saw that the spark there came from pale red ringing the pupil. Suddenly, I was afraid.
	“Don’t be,” he said. “Don’t be afraid,” scaring me even more. “It’s a function of diet. It’s a function of disguise. I haven’t changed. I’m still your brother. You are still my sister. All of this will wash away. It’s just the layers added to me the past three months. I just need help scraping them off.” (And, to be honest, to dull the pain a bit, I’d had a few drinks at a tavern before stumbling to Janice’s door.) LG Liz Gorinsky  Perhaps move this confession after “saw that the spark there came from pale red ringing the pupil”? 
	I laughed. “You look like some kind of clown...some kind of mushroom clown.”
	He took off his overcoat, let it fall to the floor. “I agree—I look ridiculous.”
	“But where have you been? How did this happen?” I asked.
	He put a finger to his lips. “I’ll answer your questions if you’ll help me get rid of this second skin. It itches. And it’s dying.”

So I helped him. It was not as simple as having him step out of his clothes, because the mushrooms had eaten through his clothes and attached themselves to his poor pale skin. A madness of mushrooms, mottling his skin—no uniform shape or variety or size. Some pulsed a strobing pink-blue. Others radiated a dull, deep burgundy. A few hung from his waist like upside-down wine glasses, translucent and hollow, the space inside filled with clusters of tiny button-shaped green-gold nodules that disintegrated at the slightest touch. Textures from rough to smooth to rippled to grainy to slick. Smells—the smells all ran together into an earthy but not unpleasant tang, punctuated by a hint of mint. The mushrooms even made noises if you listened carefully enough—a soft pough as they released spores, an intermittent whine when left alone, a pop as they became ghosts through my rough relocations.
	“Remember BDD when you three had to wash all that mud and filth off of me?” he asked, as we both worked with scrubbing implements and towels in the bathroom.
	“Of course I do,” I said.
	Before Dad Died, BDD, a grim little acronym meant to help us remember when we had been a happy family. If we had arguments or bouts of depression that threatened to get out of control, one of us would remind the others that we had all behaved differently before Dad died. We held BDD time in our heads as a sanctuary whenever our anger, our loss, became too great.
	Once, Duncan, his usual mad, exploring BDD- self, had managed to get stuck in a sewer pipe under our block and we had had to pull him out after a frantic half hour searching for the source of his pathetic, echoing voice. Then Mom, Dad, and I spent another three hours forcing the black-gray sludge off of him, finally standing back to observe the miracle we had wrought: a perfectly white Duncan, “probably as clean as he’s ever been,” as Dad observed.
I wonder, Mary, if Duncan ever shared memories like this with you, while the lights flickered outside his apartment windows?
	“Remember BDD…”
	Duncan’s remark made me laugh, and the task at hand no longer seemed so strange. I was just helping clean up Duncan after another BDD exploration mishap, while Duncan looked on half in relief, half in dismay, as the badges of his newly-gained experience fell away, revealed as transitory. (I was losing sensation with each new layer peeled off—I was losing all my new senses LG Liz Gorinsky  Any way to eliminate the sorta-repetition of “losing sensation…losing senses”? , reduced to relying on the old. I knew it had to be done, but I felt as if I were going blind, becoming deaf, losing my sense of smell.)
	Me, I felt as if I were destroying a vast city, a community of souls. On one level, I lived with the vague sense of guilt every Ambergrisian feels who can trace their family’s history back to the founding of Ambergris. Even for me, even come late to Ambergris, a mushroom signifies the genocide practiced by our forefathers against the gray caps, but also the Silence and our own corresponding loss. Can anyone not from Ambergris, not living here, understand the fear, loss, guilt, each of us feels when we eradicate mushrooms from the outside of our apartments, houses, public buildings? The exact amount of each emotion in the pressure of my finger and thumb as I pulled them from their suction cup grip on Duncan’s skin.
	It took five hours, until my fingertips were red and my back ached. Duncan looked not only exhausted but diminished by the ordeal. We had moved back into the living room, and there we sat, surrounded by the remains of a thousand mushrooms. It could have been a typical family scene—the aftermath of a hair cut—except that Duncan had left something more profound behind than just his hair. Already the red brightness had begun to fade from his eyes, his hands less rubbery, the half-moons of his fingernails light purple.
	I had opened a window to get the smell of mushrooms out and now, by the wet, glistening outdoor lamps, I could see the beginning of a vast, almost invisible spore migration: from the broken remains at our feet, from the burgundy bell-shaped fungi, from the inverted wine glasses, from the yellow-green nodules. Like ghosts, like spirits, a million tiny fruiting bodies, in a thousand intricate shapes, like terrestrial jellyfish—oh what am I trying to say so badly LG Liz Gorinsky  I don’t mind Janice getting overwhelmed, per se; I think it’s this particular phrase that prickles with me. I’d prefer something like “oh, I’m saying this so badly, but they were…” But if you feel strongly about this, then go ahead.  except that they were beautiful, gorgeous, as they fled out the window to be taken by the wind. In the faint light. Soundlessly. Like souls. 
	In that moment, almost in tears from the combination of beauty, exhaustion, and fear of the unknown, I think I caught a glimpse of what Duncan saw; of what had created the ecstasy I had seen in him when he had stumbled into my apartment five hours before. A hundred, a thousand years before. (I tried so hard to capture this for Mary, and yet I couldn’t make her see it. Maybe that is where the failure occurred, and maybe it is my failure. Not all experiences are universal, even if you’re in the same room when something miraculous occurs. I suppose it was too much to ask that she take it on faith?)
	“Look,” I said, pointing to the spores.
	“I know,” my brother said. “I know, Janice.”
	Such regret in that voice, mixed with a last, lingering joy.
	“I’m less than I was, but I’ve captured it all here.” He tapped his head, which still bore the scars of its invaders in the vague echo of color, in the scrubbed redness of it. “The spores are part of the record. They will float back to where I’ve been, navigating by wind and rain and by ways we cannot imagine, and they will report to the gray caps, in their fragmented way. Who I was. Where I was. What I did. It will make it all the more dangerous next time.”
	I sat upright in my chair. Next time? He stood there, across the room from me, dressed in the rags of his picked-apart clothes, surrounded by the wreckage of fungal life, and he might as well have been half-way across the city. I didn’t understand him. I probably didn’t understand him. I probably never would. (I didn’t need you to understand what I myself saw but dimly. I just wanted you to see—and you saw more than most, even then. Mary saw it all, by the end, and she stitched her eyes shut, stopped up her ears, taped her mouth.)
	“Yes, well, Duncan, it’s been a long night,” I started to say, but then his eyes rolled up in their sockets and he fell to the soft floor, dead asleep. I had to drag him to the couch.
There he remained for two days. I took time off from my job at an art gallery to watch over him. I went out only for food and to buy him new clothes. He slept peacefully, except for five or six times when he slipped into a nightmare that made him twitch, convulse, cry out in a strange language that sounded like birdsong. I remember staring down at his pale face and thinking that he resembled in texture and in color nothing more or less than a mushroom.

Duncan had no believable explanation for his enfeebled state when he finally awoke on the third morning. As I fed him toast and marmalade at the kitchen table, I tried to get some sense of what he might have endured in the six months since I had last seen him. Although I had swept away the remains of the mushrooms, their presence haunted us.
	Elusiveness, vagueness, as if a counterpoint to the terrible precision of his writing, had apparently become Duncan’s watchwords. I had never known him to be talkative, but after that morning, his terseness began to take on the inventiveness of an art form. I had to pull information out of him. (You may not believe this, but I was trying to protect you. I should have told you, though. You’re right about that LG Liz Gorinsky  Good change… but perhaps, “You’re right, though. I should have found a way to tell you.” . But how many times do I have to apologize?)
	“Where have you been?” I asked him.
	He shrugged, pulled the blanket closer around him. “Here and there. Mostly there,” and he giggled, only trailing off when he realized he had lapsed into hysteria.
	“Was it because of the Truffidian ban?” I asked.
	He shook his head. “No, no, no. That silliness?” He raised his head to stare at me. His gaze was dark and humorless. “No. Not because of the ban. They never published a likeness of me in the newspapers and broadsheets. No Truffidian outside of Morrow knows what I look like. No, not the ban. I was doing research for my next few books.” He rolled his eyes. “This will probably all go to waste.” He scratched at his ear, ran his hand through his hair.
	“Did you only go out at night?” I asked. “You’re as pale as I’ve ever seen you.”
	He would not meet my gaze. He wrenched himself out of the chair and walked to the window, hands in his pockets. “It was a kind of night,” he said.
	“Why can’t you just tell me?”
	He grinned. “If you must know, I’ve been with Red Martigan and Aquellus, Manzikert and Samuel Tonsure.” A thin smile, staring out the window at some unnamable something.
	A string of names almost as impenetrable as Sabon’s necklace of human beads, but I did recognize the name Manzikert I, of course, and Tonsure. I knew Duncan had continued to study Tonsure’s journal.
	“I found,” Duncan said in a monotone, as if in a trance, “something in Tonsure’s journal that others did not, because they were not looking for it…” LG Liz Gorinsky  I just realized that this is almost identical to the first line of the journal entry. Perhaps “something in Tonsure’s journal that no one’s ever seen”? 
	Here I mix my memories of the conversation with a transcription of the account found in my brother’s journal, which I am lucky enough to have in a box by my side, along with several other things of Duncan’s things. (It’s something of a shock to find you riffling through my papers and notebooks. For a moment, I was upset, even outraged. But, really, Janice, I’d rather you quote me than paraphrase, since the meaning becomes distorted otherwise. Usually, of course, it takes a person years to develop the nerve to attempt outright theft—I applaud your attempt ability to speed up the process.) 

I found something in Tonsure’s journal that others did not, because they were not looking for it. Everyone else—historians, scholars, amateurs—read it as a historical account, as a primary source to a time long past, or as the journal of a man passing over into madness. They wanted insight into the life of Tonsure’s captor, Manzikert I. They wanted insight into the underground land of the gray caps. But although the journal can provide that insight, it is also another thing entirely. You will remember the maps on the walls of my room? Of course you do LG Liz Gorinsky I don' t recall many journal entries that address an unseen third party; was this intended as a letter at some point? . I only noticed it LG Liz Gorinsky  “the way in”, perhaps?  because I had become so accustomed to staring for hours at the maps and diagrams on the walls of my rooms at the Institute. I fell asleep to their patterns. I dreamed about their patterns. I woke up to their patterns.

When I finally began to read Tonsure’s journal, I was alive with patterns and destinations. As I read, I began to feel restless, irritable. I began to feel that the book contained another level, another purpose. Something that I could catch only flashes of from a copy of the journal, but which might be as clear as glass or a reflecting mirror in the original.

As I reached the end of the journal—the pages and pages of Truffidian religious ritual that seem intended to cover a rising despair at being trapped below ground—I became convinced that the journal formed a puzzle, written in a kind of code, the code weakened, diluted, only hinted at, by the uniform color of the ink in the copies, the dull sterility of set type.

The mystery ate at me, even as I worked on On the Refraction of Light in a Prison, especially because one of the footnotes added to The Refraction of Light in a Prison by the editor inof my edition of The Refraction of Light in a Prison contains a sentence I long ago memorized: “Where the eastern approaches of the Kalif’s empire fade into the mountains no man can conquer, the ruined fortress of Zamilon keeps watch over time and the stars. Within the fortress, humbled by the holes in its ancient walls, Truffidian monks guard the last true page of Tonsure’s famous journal.”

That the love of a woman might one day become as mysterious to Duncan as a ruined fortress, that he could one day find the flesh more inexplicable than stone, must have come as a shock.

After the discovery, my curiosity became unbearable. I could not fight against it. As soon as I graduated, I began to make plans to visit Zamilon. These plans, in hindsight, were pathetically incomplete and childish, but, worse, I didn’t even follow the plans when I finally made the journey.

One night, as I stared at the maps on my walls, the pressure grew too great—I leapt out of bed, put on my clothes, took my advance money from Frankwrithe & Lewden from the dresser, peeled a map of the eastern edge of the Kalif’s Empire from the wall, and dashed out into the night.

Without a thought for my peace of mind, or our mother’s. Typical. And hoHow many times should we have to forgive you Duncan just because you werehe was always the eccentric genius in the family?  LG Liz Gorinsky  Very interesting addition. It makes me wonder, among other things, if Duncan would think to comment on the fact that Janice was probably half-angry about his desertion because she hadn’t yet learned how to be irresponsible herself, or because she’s writing this at a time when she can no longer get away with the wild ‘n’ crazy antics of her gallery owner days. (Surely this doesn’t reflect your feelings now, but only your emotions at the time? Not with everything you seen since? I refuse to defend myself on this count.).

The wanderings and mishaps of the next two months are too strangely humorous for me to bother relating, but suffice it to say that my map was faulty, my funds inadequate. I spent as many days earning money as traveling to my destination. I became acquainted with a dozen different forms of transportation, each with its own drawbacks: mule, mule-drawn cart, mule-powered rolling barge, leaky canoe, the rare smoke-spitting, back-farting motored vehicle, and my own two slogging feet. I starved. I almost died from lack of water. Once, when I had had the good fortune to earn good some money as a scribe for an illiterate local judge, I was robbed within minutes of leaving the accursed town. I survived a mud slide and a hail storm. My feet became thick, insensate slabs. My senses sharpened, until I could sense the stirrings of a fly on a branch a hundred feet away. In short, in every way I became more attuned to the details of my own survival.

Nor were the monks of Zamilon more understanding than the elements of nature or the vagaries of village dwellers. It took an entire week to convince the monks that the rag-clad, unshaven, stinking stranger before them was a serious scholar. I stood before Zamilon’s hundred-foot gates, upon the huge path cut out of the side of the mountain, the massive stone sculptures from some forgotten demonology leering at me from either side, and listened while the monks dumped down upon me, like boiling oil, the most obscure religious questions ever shouted from atop a battlement.

However, eventually they relented—whether because of my seriousness or the seriousness of my stench, which was off-putting to other pilgrims, I do not know. But when I was finally allowed to examine the page from Tonsure’s journal, all my suffering seemed distant and unimportant. It was as I had suspected: the original pages, the supposed idiosyncrasies found upon them, created a pattern intended solely as a map for anyone luck enough to decipher it. I only had access to one page—and would never see the rest, imprisoned at it was by the Kalif along with the authors of The Refraction of Light in a Prison—but that was enough to parse a fragmented meaning of the whole.

I wrote down my findings—and, indeed, a first account of my journey—on a dozen sheets of paper, forced myself to memorize the evidence before I felt left Zamilon, and then burned my original scribblings. The knowledge seemed too precious and too personal to commit permanently to paper. It frightened me. With what I had learned, I could now, if I dared, if I desired, access the gray caps’ underground kingdom…and survive.
 LG Liz Gorinsky  It occurs to me that I had forgotten that Duncan had this special knowledge to work with when I asked how he survived the underground when so many others had not. The question remains, though, whether he deliberately shared this information with Lacond at some point or if Lacond came by it by himself. 
I thought about at least two things on my long journey to Ambergris from Zamilon; I had no intention of returning to Morrow. First, to what extent had Tonsure corrupted his own journal in order to transmit this secret code—or had he corrupted it at all? In other words, did the coherent elements of the journal accurately reflect events and Tonsure’s opinions of those events, or had he, to create a book that was also a map, sacrificed reality on the altar of symbolism?

Further, I was now convinced that Tonsure had written the entire journal after he followed Manzikert I below ground, a revelation that would change the entire nature of discourse surrounding the journal, render obsolete a hundred scholarly essays, and not a few whole books besides. What followed from this conclusion is simply this: Another, earlier version of the journal must have, at one point, existed, whether a polished product or a loose collection of notes. And from this earlier version, Tonsure had created a facsimile that contained the map, the schematic, for navigation of the gray caps’ underground strongholds. Something even the gray caps had not been able to decipher. Something which, as long as he lived, would be Tonsure’s secret and his alone LG Liz Gorinsky  >>Forgive me if this is covered in greater detail elsewhere in the Ambergris stories, but the queries that I am left here tie enough into the central mystery of the text that it seems unfair not to have the cllue: na,mely, *why* would Tonsure go to these lengths to encode the information? The “Something even the gray caps had not been able to decipher” imples that they were reading our scholarship, which is qute contrary to Duncan’s assertion that our actions are irrelevant to them.  . MSOffice    >In answer to your question in the comment above—Tonsure wrote this while underground as the gray caps’ captive, and thought he wasn’t going to make it out and that the gray caps would confiscate and read all of his materials. So for him encryption was a way of getting the information past the gray caps. Do I need to include that information in the text?  LG Liz Gorinsky  Okay, now that I’ve read the other Ambergris material and your comment above, I understand better what's going on here. I think that it would make sense to mention explicitly that (Duncan's theory is that) Tonsure developed the code to get the journal past the gray caps. You should also give a quick mention to the presiding academic notion that Duncan now has the evidence to turn on its head. 

Second, and most important, my head was filled with the grandeur of Tonsure’s design, the genius of it, of which I had seen but a fragment of and which our father had glimpsed only in the potential for research revealed by the letter that killed him.

When I finally made my way back to Ambergris and strode down Albumuth Boulevard, I had only one thought. It ran through my mind over and over, like a challenge, like a curse: Did I have the courage to act on what Tonsure had given me? Could I live with not acting on that knowledge? 

I found out that my courage outweighed my fear. Perhaps because I could not let Tonsure’s supreme act of communication go to waste. The thought of him reaching out from beyond the grave only to be thwarted by my cowardice…it was too much to bear. More’s the pity.

So I found my way down among them and back again without being disfigured or murdered. It was easy in a way. With Tonsure as my guide, I could not miss this sign here, that symbol there, until even the vaguest scratch in muddied rock, the slightest change in temperature or fruiting bodies alerted me to the next section of the path. It was a strange, dark place, and I was afraid, but I was not alone. I had Tonsure with me.

Do I understand most of what I saw down there? No. Does the memory of seeing things I do not understand help me, do me any good at all? No. For one thing, who would believe me? They would say I am having visions. I’m not sure I believe myself. Thus, I have become no better off than Samuel Tonsure, except that I may move above and below ground at will.

	When Duncan related portions of this to me in person, he ended with the lines, “And now you will have to believe me when I say that I cannot tell you anything else, and that it will do no good to press me for information or ask more questions. This is for your own protection as much as anything else. Please trust me on this, Janice.” 
	Such a sense of finality informed his words that it never occurred to me to probe further. I just nodded, thinking about the mushroom spores floating out the window three nights before, from a room that now seemed so gray and empty. I was still trying to absorb that image. Unhappily, his Duncan’s journal entries are no more revealing than our conversations (You didn’t think I’d leave both of my journals above ground, did you?), but at the time, I was secretly glad he didn’t tell me more—his experience was so remote from mine that the simplest word sounded as if spoken in another language.
	“I’m just glad you’re safe again, and home,” I said.
	“Safe?” he said with a bitter little laugh. “Safe? Look at my hands.” He held them out for my inspection. The half-moons of his fingernails shone a faint green. Along the outer edge of both hands a trail of thin, fern-like fungi followed a rough line down to the wrists. Perhaps, in certain types of light, it might be mistaken for hair.
	“That will go away in time,” I told him.
	“No,” he said. “I don’t think so. I think I’ve been branded. I think I will always have these marks, no matter how they manifest themselves.”
	Duncan was right, of course, although the manifestations would not always be fungal: For decades, he would carry everywhere a reproduction of Tonsure's journal, the pages more worn with each passing year, until finally I began to feel that the diary of the madman had become Duncan's own. And he would add more marks to the book, nearly silent scars that would trace  LG Liz Gorinsky  Is “trace” the right word here? Possibly “etch”? the skin of his body with their own strange language. Unspoken. Unwritten. But there.
	Until only in the dim green light of the Spore would he feel truly comfortable above ground.






II.


Can I start again? Will you let me start again? Do you trust me to? Perhaps not. Perhaps all I can do is soar over. Perhaps we’ll just fly as a crow flies—on night wings, wind rattling the delicate bones of the rib cage, cold singeing feathers, eye scouring the ground below us. The landscape will seem clear but distant, remote yet comprehensible. We will fly for ten years straight, through cold and rain and the occasional indignant sparrow certain we’ve come to raid the nest. Ten years shall we fly across before we begin our slow, circling descent to the cause of Duncan’s calamity. Those ten years brought five black books flapping their pages. Five reluctant tombstones. Five millstones round my brother’s neck. Five brilliant bursts of quicksilver communication. Five leather-clad companions for Duncan that no one can ever take away. (Five progressively grandiose statements that stick in my craw.) 
	We fly this way because we must fly this way. I did not see much of Duncan during those ten years. The morning after my conversation with him, he borrowed money from me against expected book royalties and left my apartment. He rented a small one- bedroom apartment at the east end of Albumuth Boulevard in one of the several buildings owned by the legendary Dame Truff. Did he delight in living so close to the Religious Quarter, to know that he, the blasphemer, slept within a few blocks of the Antechamber’s quarters in the Truffidian Cathedral? I don’t know. I never asked him. (I delighted in the dual sensations of normalcy and danger, something you, Janice, always craved, but was new for me. To wake up every morning and make eggs and bacon, only to know that dull, dull routine might be swiftly shattered by the appearance of the Antechamber’s goons.)
	While Duncan published, I perished half a dozen times. I shed careers like snake skins, molting toward a future I always insisted was the goal, not merely an inevitable destination. Painter, sculptor, teacher, gallery assistant, gallery owner, journalist, tour guide, always seeking a necklace quite as bright, quite as fake, as Mary Sabon’s. I never finished anything, from the great sprawling canvases I filled with images of a city I didn’t understand, to filling the great sprawling spaces in my gallery. I’ve never lacked energy or drive, only that fundamental secret all good art has and all bad art lacks: a healthy imagination. Which, as I look back, is intensely ironic, considering how much imagination I have used to get to this moment with my sanity intact, typing up an afterword that will no doubt be as prone to accusations of bombast as any of my prior works, no matter how sincere.

I did my best to keep in contact with Duncan, although without much enthusiasm or vigor. The long trek to his loft apartment from mine often ended in disappointment; he was rarely home. Sometimes, curious, I would sneak up to the door and listen carefully before knocking; I would have looked through the keyhole, but it revealed only darkness.
	My reward for spying usually took the form of a rather echoing silence. But more than once I imagined I heard someone or something scuttling across the floor, accompanied by a dull hiss and moan that made me stand up abruptly, the hairs rising on my arms. My tremulous knock upon the door in such circumstances—whether Duncan Transformed or Duncan with Familiars, I wanted no part of that sound—was usually enough to re-establish silence on the other side. And if it wasn’t, my retreat back into the street usually changed from walk to run. (I heard you sometimes, although I was usually engrossed in my work and thought it best you did not enter. Ironically enough, a couple of times, I thought you were them, graycapped sister.)
	I imagine I looked rather pathetic in front of his apartment—this thin, small woman crouched against a splintery door, eagerly straining for any aural news of the interior. I remember the accursed doorknob well—I hit my head on it at least a dozen times.
	Thwarted, I gained any news of Duncan from rare interviews in the newspapers, which usually focused on writing technique or opinions on current events. For some reason, people are under the deluded impression that a historian—blessed with hindsight—can somehow illuminate the present and the future. Duncan knew nothing about the present and the future. (Or the immediate past. Not really.)
	The biographical notes on the dustjackets of his books were no help—they crackled with a terseness akin to fear: “Duncan Shriek lives in Ambergris. He is working on another book.” Even by investigating the spaces between the words, those areas where silence might reveal a clue, could anyone ever “get to know” the author from such a truncated paragraph? More importantly, no one would ever want to know the author from such a paragraph.
Only in the fifth book did more information leak through, almost by accident, like a water stain on a ceiling: “Shriek intends to write a sequel to his bestselling tome, Cinsorium.”
	By then, Duncan's luck had run its course, and all because of a single book we must circle back to as, Sabon as raptor swoopsing down to observe, delighted, over our feathered shoulder—Mary’s presence doubling, trebling, the scope of the disaster, because it was Mary she who turned Duncan into fodder for heryour  LG Liz Gorinsky  I just realized that I’m a little confused by this paragraph. For “her” own? own…what shall we call it? Words fail/cannot express/are not nearly enough. (Triumph. Unqualified. You must give her that. Bewitching eyes and the pen of a poet.)
	Gliding, wheeling, we circle back through the windstream and let the titles fall in reverse order, that  LG Liz Gorinsky  Or change “, that” to “so” we might approach the source by a series of echoes or ripples: Vagaries of Circumstance and Fate Amongst the Clans of the Aan; Mapping the Beast: Interrogatories Between the Moth and Those Who Travel Its Waters; Stretcher Jones: Last Hope of the West; Language Barriers Between the Aan and the Saphant Empire. And the first book, stretching out below us in all of its baroque immensity: Cinsorium: Dispelling the Myth of the Gray Caps. This maddening book, composed of lies and half-truths, glitters beneath us in all of its slivers and broken pieces, baubles fit for our true crow-self.
	What is it about even half of the truth that can tear at the fabric of the world? Was it fear? Guilt? The same combination of emotions that flickered through my thoughts as I extinguished the welter of mushrooms from Duncan's poor pale body?
	I don't mean to speak in riddles. I don't mean to fly too high above the subject, but sometimes you have no choice. Still, let me land our weary crow and just tell the story…

Perhaps Duncan should have realized what he had done after Frankwrithe & Lewden's reaction to the manuscript. (I realized it earlier, when I read over the first draft and saw the thousand red wounds of revision marks left by my second editor—lacerations explaining in their cruel tongue that this this book would either behave itself or be nonot be a book at all LG Liz Gorinsky  This works less well without the “be a x book or be a y book” parallel. .)
	A month after submission of the book, Duncan's editor, Mr. John Lewden, summoned Duncan to F&L's offices in downtown Morrow. The journey from Ambergris took Duncan two grueling days up river by barge, into the heart of what proved to be a glacial Morrow winter. Once there, Duncan found that his editor was “on vacation” and that F&L's president, Mr. L. Gaudy, would talk to him instead.
	A secretary quickly escorted Duncan into Gaudy's office, and left immediately. (I remember the office quite well. It was “resplendent,” with a rosewood desk, a dozen portraits of famous F&L authors, and an angry, spitting fireplace in the corner opposite the desk.)
	Gaudy, according to Duncan's journal, was “a bearded man of indeterminate age, his gaunt flesh wrapped across sharp cheekbones.” He sat behind his desk, staring at the room's fireplace. (His eyes were like blue ice, and in his presence I smelled a certain cloying mustiness, as if he spent most of his time underground, or surrounded by hundred-year-old books.)
	Duncan moved to sit, but Gaudy raised one hand, palm out, in abeyance. The calm behind the gesture, almost trance-like, made Duncan reluctant to disobey the man, but “also irritated me intensely; I had the feeling he knew something I did not, something I wanted to know.”
	They remained in those positions, respectively sitting and standing, for over five minutes. Duncan somehow sensed that just as he should not sit down, he also should not speak. “I began to think this man held some power over me, and it was only later that I realized something in his eyes reminded me of Dad.”
	When Gaudy finally lifted his bespectacled face to stare at Duncan, the flames reflected in the glass, Duncan saw an expression of absolute peace on the man’s face. Relieved, he again moved to sit down, only to again be told, through a gesture, to remain standing.
	Duncan began to wonder if his publisher had gone insane. “At the very least, I wondered if he had mistaken me for someone else.”
	As the fire behind them began to die, Gaudy smiled and broke the silence. He spoke in a “perfectly calm voice, level and smooth. He stared at the fireplace as he spoke, and steepled his fingers, elbows on the desk. He appeared not to draw a single extra breath.”
	He said:
	“You need not sit and thus defile my perfectly good chair because it will take no time at all to say what needs to be said to you. Once I have said what I am going to say to you, I would like you to leave immediately and never return. You are no longer welcome here and never will be welcome again. Your manuscript has just performed the useful function of warming us, a function a thousand times more beneficial than anything it might have hoped to accomplish as a series of letters strung together into words, phrases, sentences, paragraphs, and chapters. The fire has purified it, in much the same manner as I would like at this moment—and will desire at all moments in the future—to purify you, were it not outside of the legal, if not moral, boundaries placed upon us by the law and society in general. By this time it ought to be clear to you, Mr. Shriek, that we do not intend to buy the rights to your ‘book,’—and I use the word ‘book’ in its loosest possible sense—nor to its ashes, although I would sooner buy the rights to its ashes than to its unblemished pages. However, on the off chance that you still do not comprehend what I am saying to you, and allowing for the possibility that you may have entered a state of shock, I shall continue to talk until you leave this room, which happy event I hope will take place before very much longer, as the sight of you makes me ill. Mr. Shriek, as you must be aware, Frankwrithe & Lewden has a history that goes back more than five hundred years, and in that time we have published our share of controversial books. Your first book—which, by the way, you may be fascinated to know is as of this moment out-of-print—was the forty-first book to be banned by the various Antechambers of Ambergris over the years. We certainly have no qualms in that regard. Nor have we neglected to publish books on the most arcane and obscure topics dreamt of by the human brain. As you are no doubt aware, despite the fact that many titles no longer have even a nostalgic relevance, we keep our entire, and considerable, backlist in print—Pelagic Snail Rituals of the Lower Archipelago comes to mind, there being no such snail still extant, nor such an archipelago; still, we keep it in print—but we will make our first exception for your first book, which shall be banished from all of our catalogues as well. As I would have hoped you had guessed by now, although you have not yet left this office never to return, we do not like your new book very much. In fact, to say I do not like your book would be like calling a mighty tree a seedling. I loathe your book, Mr. Shriek, and yet the word ‘loathe’ cannot convey in even a thousandth part the full depths of my hatred for this book, and by extension, you. But perhaps I should be more specific. Maybe specifics will allow you to overcome this current, potentially fatal, inertia—tied no doubt to the aforementioned shock—that stops you from leaving this office. Oh look—the last scrap of your manuscript has just become a flake of ash floating above the fireplace. What a shame. Perhaps you would like an urn to collect the ashes of your dead new-born? Well, you can’t, because not only do we not have an urn, but even if we did, we would not allow you to use it for the transport of the ashes, if only from the fear that you might find some way to reconstruct the book from them—and yes, we do know it is likely you have a copy of the manuscript, but we will feel a certain warmth in our hearts if by burning this copy we havewe can at least slowed down your reckless and obstinate attempt to publish this cretinous piece of excrement. Returning to the specifics of our argument against this document: Your insipid stupidity is evident from the first word of the first sentence of the first paragraph of your acknowledgments page, ‘The,’ and from there the sense of simple-minded, pitiable absence of thought pervades all of the first paragraph until, by the roaring crescendo of imbecility leading up to the last word of the first paragraph, ‘again,’ any possible authority the reader might have granted the author has been completely undermined by your inability to in any way convey even an unoriginal thought. And yet in comparison to the dull-witted pedantics of the second paragraph, the first paragraph positively shines with genius and degenerate brilliance. Perhaps at this point in our little chat, I should repeat that I don’t very much like this book.”
	Gaudy then rose and shouted, “YOU HAVE BEEN MEDDLING IN THINGS YOU KNOW NOTHING ABOUT! DO YOU THINK YOU CAN POKE AROUND DOWN THERE WITH IMPUDENCE AND NOT SUFFER THE CONSEQUENCES?! YOU ARE A COMPLETE AND UTTER MORON! IF YOU EVER COME BACK TO MORROW, I’LL HAVE YOU GUTTED AND YOUR ORGANS THROWN TO THE DOGS! DO. YOU. UNDERSTAND. ME??!”
	What other rhetorical gems might have escaped Gaudy’s lips, we will never know, for Duncan chose that moment to overcome his inertia and leave Frankwrithe & Lewden’s offices—forever.
	“It’s not so much that he frightened me,” Duncan told me later. “Because after going below ground, really, what could scare me? It was the monotone of his delivery until that last spit-tinged frothing.” (I was terrified, Janice. This man was the head of an institution that had been extant more than five hundred years ago. And he was telling me my work was worthless! It took a month before I even had the nerve to leave my apartment in Ambergris. I rarely visited Morrow again, and kept a low profile whenever I did.)
	Later, during the War of the Houses (as it came to be called), we realized that Gaudy, for political reasons, could hardly have reacted any other way to Duncan’s manuscript. But how could Duncan know that at the time? He must have been shaken, at least a little bit. (Yes. A bit.)
	Shaken but undaunted, Duncan found a new publisher within six months of Gaudy’s strange rejection. Hoegbotton Publishing, a newly-created and over-eager division of the Hoegbotton & Sons trading empire, gave Duncan his contract. In every way, the book struck Duncan’s new editor, Samuel Hoegbotton—an overbearing and inconsequential young man with hulking shoulders, a voice like a cacophony of monkeys, and severe bad breath (who would never find favor in the eyes of his tyrannical father, Henry Hoegbotton)—as “A WORK OF GENIUS!” Duncan was happy to agree, bewildered as he might have been, unaware at the time that Samuel had transferred from the Hoegbotton Marketing Division. Samuel had not set foot in a bookstore since his twelfth birthday, when his mother had presented him with a gift certificate to the Borges Bookstore. (“Promptly traded in for the its monetary value,” Sirin, our subsequent editor, mused disbelievingly some years later.) That Samuel died of a heart attack soon after publishing Duncan’s fifth book surprised no one. (Except me!)
	The book, published with the full (perhaps crushing) weight of the Hoegbotton empire behind it, was called Cinsorium: Dispelling the Myth of the Gray Caps. It became an instant bestseller.
	Despite this success, Cinsorium signaled the beginning of Duncan’s slide into the obscurity I had previously wished upon him. If he had dreamt of a career as a serious historian—the sort of career our father would have died for—he should have suppressed the book and moved on to a new project. Samuel Hoegbotton, contributing to the disaster, ordered the printing of a banner across the top of the book (almost, but not quite, obscuring my name) that proclaimed: “At Last! The Truth! About the Gray Caps! All Secrets! Revealed!”
	I bought the book as soon as it came out, not trusting Duncan to send me a copy. (I would have, if you’d asked.) It disappointed me for contradictory reasons: because it showed little of the scholarly care displayed by On the Refraction of Light in a Prison, and because it never mentioned, even once, Duncan’s underground journey. I had already accepted the irritation of waiting to read about it along with everyone else. This I could have tolerated, even though it indicated a lack of trust. But to not mention it at all? It was too much. (I did mention Zamilon, though. Wasn’t that enough? To start with?)
	The book did not “reveal” all secrets. It obscured them. Duncan tantalized readers with incredible images he claimed had come from ancient books, the existence of which most scholars discounted. Mile-high caverns. Draperies of fungi that “undulated in time to a music conveyed at too high a pitch for the human ear.” Mushrooms that bleated and whined and “talked after a fashion, in the language of spores.” (Yes, perhaps I was obscureding some deeper truths, but nothing I put in there was made up., perhaps. Not made up, however.) LG Liz Gorinsky  I’m not sure your version of the response fully dealt with the accusation that he was making up images. 
	In typical Duncanesque prose, it tried with almost superhuman effort to hide the paucity of its insight:

Although the inquisitive reader may wish for further extrapolation regarding this aspect of Tonsure’s journal, such extrapolation would be so speculative as to provide a poor gruel of a meal indeed, even for the layperson. Some mysteries are unsolvable.
(One part fear, I suppose. One part truth. Some mysteries are unsolvable. Just when you unearth the answer, you discover another question.)

A beautiful sword, but blunt, the book relied on quotations from “unnamed sources” for the bulk of its more exotic findings. Although claiming to know the truth about the gray caps, Duncan instead spent most of the book combining a history of fungi with historical suppositions that made me laugh:

Could it be that the rash of suicides and murders in the Kalif’s Court fifty years before the Silence were the result of emanations from a huge fungi that lay under the earth in those parts? Might much of the supposed “courtly intrigues” of the period actually have more to do with fruiting bodies? Might this also reveal the source of the aggression behind so-called “bad Festivals” in Ambergris? 

The book, in short, violated most rules of historical accuracy and objective evidence. Duncan mentioned his journey to examine the page of Tonsure’s journal, but he gave no specifics of location or content. Certainly nothing like the detail and “local color” provided by his own journal. (I admit, it was hardly my finest hour, although I had my reasons for writing it at the time. My thoughts turned to Tonsure and his encryptions. My need for encryption was not as urgent as his, but I still felt a certain danger. Not just from the gray caps, but from those who might read the unexpurgated truth and...reject it. And reject it violently. Couldn’t I, I reasoned—falsely—allude to and suggest that truth, so that, in a thousand—, a hundred thousand— minds, my suspicions might harden into certainty in a handful of them, thus saving me from ? Without as muchthe risk of complete rejection from a majority who would be oblivious to those hints?  LG Liz Gorinsky  I found this a little confusing as written. Is this rewrite an accurate translation of what you were trying to say? It is a question I wrestled with even later, working with James Lacond.)
	The most daring idea in Cinsorium was the theory that after Tonsure had completed the journal, he had then rewritten it, thus alienating dozens of influential scholars (and their followers, don’t forget) who had based hundreds of books and papers on the an entirely conventionally accepted chronology. (I don’t think it alienated them—I just think most of them lacked the resources or the knowledge to verify or deny the discovery. I didn’t feel like an outcast, at first. Besides, is it fair to chastise me for both poor scholarship and unique ideas?)
	As I read, I became struck by how the half-truths wounded Duncan’s cause more seriously than outright lies. He stumbled, he faltered throughout the book, but continued on anyway—persevering past the point where any reasonable person might have given up on such a hopeless trek.
	Oddly, it made me love him for being brave, and it almost made me cry as well. I knew that he held our father in his head as he wrote, running toward him across the summer grass. That, I could respect. But by not revealing all, he became lost in the land between, where lies always sound like lies, and so does the truth. He could not protect the gray caps and satisfy serious readers without betraying both groups. (The gray caps needed no protection, only the readers. Janice, you may now be beyond protection, but there are still things that can be done for those above ground.)
	In part due to these defects, Cinsorium had a peculiar publication history. It became an instant bestseller when the Kalif’s Minister of Literature, rather than ban the book, had his operatives buy all available copies and ship them off to the Court. Readers in the South bought most of the second printings, the Kalif distracted by warfare with the Skamoo on his northern border. However, despite the sale of more than fifty thousand copies, Hoegbotton refused to go to a third printing.
	Certainly the strange and curious silence created by the book must be seen as a reason for Hoegbotton’s reluctance to reprint Cinsorium. This silence occurred among those most raucous of vultures, critics. In the superheated atmosphere that is the Southern book culture, such omissions rarely occur; even the most modest self-published pulp writer can find space in Southern local book review columns. (Fear. It was fear.) This lack of attention proved fatal, for although many journals noted the book’s publication in passing, only two actual reviews ever appeared, both in a fringe publication edited by James Lacond. Lacond, a passing acquaintance of Duncan’s even in those days before the war, wrote that, “Subtle subjects require subtle treatments. For every two steps back, Shriek takes three steps forward, so that in the circular but progressive nature of his arguments one begins to see the pattern, but also a certain emergent truth.” Perhaps. Perhaps not. (At least someone was prepared to accept it!)
	But none of these events concerned me, not in light of what I thought the book told me about Duncan. The book, I felt, was an argument between Duncan and Duncan, and not about any of the surface topics in the book. Duncan did not know what, exactly, he had seen while underground. He had only a rudimentary understanding of the gray caps. (This is true—I didn’t know what I’d seen. But I couldn’t keep what I didn’t know to myself. How could I? I saw too many things that might shake someone’s world view.) This kept alive Duncan’s compulsion to do what I most feared: return to the underground until he felt he understood… everything.

Perhaps it should not have surprised me that Duncan’s next four books settled back into the realm of acceptable accomplishment. Duncan reverted to the scholarship that had been his trademark. It was too late, of course. It didn’t, and couldn’t, matter, because the cowardly critics who had refused to review Cinsorium had read it. And so Duncan steadily lost readers to his scholarly style LG Liz Gorinsky  I wonder if this is a little vague. Should we perhaps spell it out, i.e. “And so Duncan, due to his scholarly style, steadily lost readers who had come to him for his sensationalistic content” , while critics savaged later books, most of them omitting any reference to Cinsorium. It hung over Duncan’s work like a ghost, an echo. The reviews that did appear dismissed Duncan’s work in ways that made him appear a crank, a misfit, even a heretic. (I’ve always blamed Gaudy for this, . I see his hand in it, although for a long time I had no coherent theory about how he had played his hand, really. But now I believe Gaudy used his connections to blacklist me. In typical F&L fashion—with the underhanded compliment, the innuendo, the insinuation. Did Gaudy do more than meet with a few influential journal editors? Perhaps not, but that might be enough. Although it’s true any author sees conspiracies when a book doesn’t get reviewed, or sell as expected.) They appended the story of his banning by Bonmot in harmful ways: “This, the latest offering from the author who blasphemed against the Truffidian Church, concerns…” It did not matter what it concerned.
	Shortly after the publication of Vagaries of Circumstance and Fate Amongst the Aan, Hoegbotton announced that Duncan had been dropped from their stable of writers. Gaudy must have been laughing from behind his rosewood desk in Morrow. No other publisher of note would prove interested in Duncan’s sixth book. None of his books would long remain in print. For all practical purposes, Duncan’s career as a writer of historical books had come to an end, along with any hopes of serious consideration as a historian. At the age of 33.
	And worse was to come, after he met Mary, who would spend too much of her time chipping away at Duncan’s respectability, so that though his books still existed—sagging on the back shelves of used bookstores; reprinted for libraries in tiny print runs of books with shoddy binding—they no longer contained anything but metaphorically shredded pages, or worse, were regarded as so fossilized that it was as if the pages had become fused together and no one could find their way past the covers.  
 MSOffice    >Does this give too much away? Or did you think the revelation at the end of the Sabon footnote section much later was not supposed to be revelatory. I think I forgot I had this in here.    LG Liz Gorinsky  I assume you mean the part where we learn about “Duncan’s out-of-print books brought back as ghosts”? I thought that that was a really cool “ooh, that bitch” detail , but I wouldn’t say I was particularly shocked by it. But if you’re worried, why not just trim this line to “though his books still sagged on the back shelves of used bookstores, they no longer…” 
Odd. It strikes me for the first time that Duncan has been preparing me for this moment all of my life. There’s a green light shining upon the typewriter keys, and maybe it’s the light that allows me to see so clearly. Must we always be blind to those we are close to? Must we always fumble for understanding? Duncan never mistrusted me. He just didn’t want me to implode from the information he had—he wanted to dole it out in pieces, so that it would not be such a shock to my system. And yet it would have been a shock, no matter how gradual. I don’t see how it could be otherwise.
	 LG Liz Gorinsky  I wonder if we could connect these two thoughts? Something like, “Duncan also apportioned his thoughts (rationed his storytelling) because he feared losing his audience.” Duncan feared losing his audience. Am I losing you? Duncan feared losing his audience. Have I lost you already? I hope not. There’s still a war to come, for Truff’s sake.
	Maybe the only solution is to start over. Should I? Perhaps I should. 

III.


We don’t see many things ahead of time. We usually only avoid disaster at the last second, pull back from the abyss by luck or fate or blind stupid chance. Exactly nine years before Mary Sabon began to destroy my brother like an old house torn down brick by brick, Duncan sought me out at my new Gallery of Hidden Fascinations. How he found me there, I still don’t know (a mundane story, involving broadsheet adverts and luck). I had just bought the gallery, a narrow place (I remember it when it was a former sweets shop that also sold mood-altering mushrooms—a much more honest trade!) just off of Albumuth Boulevard, with the help of a merchant loan against our mother’s property along the River Moth.
	Outside, the sky was a blue streaked with gold, the trees once again threatening to release their leaves, turning yellower and yellowest. The smell of burning leaves singed nostrils, but the relief of slightly lower temperatures added a certain spring to the steps of passersby.
	Half the proposed gallery lay in boxes around my feet. Paintings were stacked in corners, splashes of color wincing out from the edges of frames. Piles and piles of papers had swallowed my desk. The smell of turpentine, wood, and glue was wonderful.
	I was happy. After years of unhappiness. (It’s easy to think you’d been unhappy for years, but I remember many times you were invigorated, excited, by your art, by your studies. The past isn’t a slab of stone; it’s fragmented and porous.) By now I had given up my dream of a career as a painter. Rejection, rejection, rejection. It had made the part of me that wanted to paint wither away, leaving a more streamlined Janice, a smoother Janice, a less creative Janice. I had decided I would do better as a gallery owner, yet tohad not yet realized I was still traveling toward remote regions marked on maps only by terms such as “Art Critic” and “Historian.” (You were traveling toward me, Janice. That’s not such a bad thing.) Only later did I come to see my initial investment in the gallery as a form of self-torture: by promoting the works of others I could denigrate my own efforts.

This time, Duncan had a haunted look about him, the joy of his previous underground adventures stripped away, leaving behind only a gauntness akin to death. The paleness that had taken over his features had blanched away any expression, any life, in his limbs, in his movements. He:
	Beard like the tendrils of finely-threaded spores.
	Swayed in the doorway like a tall, ensanguinated ghost, holding the door open with one shaking, febrile arm.
	Shoes tattered and torn, as if savaged by a dog.
	Muttered my name as if in the middle of a dream.
	Clothes stained everywhere with spores, reduced to a fine, metallic dust that glittered blackly all around him.
	Trailed tiny obsidian mushrooms, trembling off of him at every turn.
	Eyes embedded with black flecks, staring at some nameless vision just beyond me.
	Clutched something tightly in his left hand, knuckles pale against the dark coating of spore dust.

He staggered inside, fell to the floor amid the paintings, the curled canvases, the naked frames vainglorious with the vision of the wall behind them. The gallery did smell of turpentine, of freshly-cut wood, of drying paint. But as Duncan met the floor, or the floor met Duncan, the smells became one smell: the smell of Duncan. A dark green smell brought from deep underground. A subtle interweaving of minerals and flesh and fungus. The smell of old water trickling through stones and earth. The smell of lichen and moss. (Flesh penetrated by fungus, you mean—every pore cross-pollinated, supersaturated. Nothing very subtle about it. The flesh alive and prickly.) The smell, now, of my brother.
	I locked the door behind him. I slapped his face until his gaze cleared, and he saw me. With my help, he got to his feet and I took him into the back room. He was so light. He might as well have been a skeleton draped with canvas. I began to cry. His ribs bent against my encircling arm as I gently laid him down against a wall. His clothes were so filthy that I made him take them off and put on a painter’s smock.
	I forced bread and cheese on him. He didn’t want it at first. I had to tear the bread into small pieces and hold his mouth open. I had to make him close his mouth. “Swallow.” He had no choice. He couldn’t fight me—he was too weak. Or I was, for once, too strong.
	Eventually, he took the bread from my hands, began to eat on his own. Still he said nothing, just stared at me with eyes white against the dust-stippled darkness of his forehead and jutting cheekbones.
	“When you are ready, speak,” I said. “You are not leaving here until you tell me exactly what happened. You are not leaving here until I know why. Why, Duncan? What happened to you?” I couldn’t keep the anguish from my voice.
	Duncan smiled up at me. A drunkard’s smile. A skeleton’s smile. My brother’s smile, as laconic as ever. 
	“Same old sister,” he said. “I knew I could count on you. To half kill me trying to feed me.” (To help me. Who else would help me back then?)
	“I mean it. I won’t let you leave without telling me what happened.”
	He smiled again, but he wouldn’t look at me. For a long time, he said nothing as I watched him.
	Then the flood. He spoke and spoke and spoke—rambling, fragmented, coherent, clever. I began to grow afraid for him. All these words. There was already less than nothing inside of him. I could see that. When the last words had left his mouth, would even the canvas of his skin flap away free, the filigree of his bones disintegrate into dust? Slowly, I managed to hear the words and forget the condition of the one who spoke them. Forget that he was my brother.
	He had gone deeper into the underground this time, but the research had gone badly. He kept interspersing his account with mutterings that he would “never do it again.” And, “If I stay on the surface, I’m safe. I should be safe.” At the time, I thought he meant staying physically above ground, but now I’m not so sure. (Be sure.) I wonder if he also meant the surface of his mind That if he could simply restrain himself from the divergent thinking, the untoward analysis, that had marked some of his previous books, he might once again be a published writer. (Who knows? I might have given up on myself if forced to listen to my own ravings. I might have even become a respectable citizen.)
	As he spoke, I realized I wasn’t ready for his revelations. I had made a mistake—I didn’t want to hear what he had to say. I needed distance from this shivering, shuddering wreck of a man. He clutched to the edges of the smock I had given him like a corpse curling fingers around a coffin’s lining. Somehow, the look on his face made me think of our father dying in the summer grass. It frightened me. I tried to put boundaries on the conversation.
	"What happened to the book you were working on?" I asked him.
	He grimaced, but the expression made him look more human, and his gaze turned inward, the horrors reflected there no longer trying to get out.
	"Still-born," he gasped, as if just breaking to the surface after being held down in black water. He lurched to his feet, fell back down again. Every surface he touched became covered in fine black powder. “Still-born,” he repeated. “Or I killed it. I don’t know which. Maybe I’m a murderer. I was... I was half-way through. On fire with ancient texts. Bloated with the knowledge in them. Didn’t think I needed firsthand experience to write the book. Such a web of words, Janice. I have never used so many words. I used so many there weren’t any left to write with. And yet, I still had this fear deep in my skull. I couldn’t get it out.” (I still can’t get it out of my head, sometimes. It’s like writing a book LG Liz Gorinsky  I find this simile a little odd—or redundant, maybe?—given that it *is* writing a book that he’s attempting to find a comparison to. —that fear of the unknown never really goes away. After awhile, it becomes a comfort.)
	He relinquished his grasp on the object in his hand, which I had almost forgotten.
	It rolled across the floor. We both stared at it, he as astonished as I. A honey-and-parchment-colored ball. Of flesh? Of tissue? Of stone?
	He looked up at me. “I remember now. It needs moisture. If it dries, it dies. Cracks form in its skin. It’s curled into a ball to preserve a pearl of moisture between its cilia.”
	“What is it?” I said, unable to keep the fear from my voice.
	He grinned in recognition of my tone. “Before Dad died,” he said, “you would have found this creature a wonderful mystery. You would have followed me out into the woods and we would have dug up fire-red salamanders just to see their eyes glow in the dark.”
	“No,” I said. “No. There was no time when I would have found this thing a wonderful mystery. Where did you find it?”
	His smirk, the way it ate up his face, the way it accentuated the suddenly taut bones in his neck, made the flesh around his mouth a vassal to his mirth, sickened me.
	“Where do you think it came from?”
	I ignored the question, turned away, said, “I have a canteen of water in the front, near my desk. But keep talking. Keep telling me about your book.”
	He frowned as I walked past him into the main room of the gallery. From behind me, his disembodied voice rose up, quavered, continued. A thrush caught in a hunter’s snare, flapping this way and that, ever more entangled and near its death. His smell had coated the entire gallery. In a sense, I was as close to him searching for the canteen as if I stood beside him. Beyond the gallery windows lay the real world, composed of unnaturally bright colors and shoppers walking briskly by.
	“So I never finished it, Janice. What do you think of that? I couldn’t. Wouldn’t. I wrote and wrote. I wrote with the energy of ten men each evening. All texts I consulted interlocked under my dexterous manipulations. It all made such perfect sense…and then I began to panic. Each word, I realized, had been leading me farther and farther away from the central mystery. Every sentence left a false trail. Every paragraph formed another wall between me and my thesis. Soon, I stopped writing. It had all been going so well. How could it get so bad so quickly?
	“I soon found out. I backtracked through the abyss of words, searching for a flaw, a fissure, a crack in the foundation. Perhaps some paragraph had turned traitor and would reveal itself. Only it wasn’t a paragraph. It was a single word, five pages from the end of my silly scribblings, in a sentence of no particular importance. Just a single word. I know the sentence by heart, because I’ve repeated it to myself over and over again. It’s all that’s left of my book. Do you want to hear it?”
	“Yes,” I said, still looking for the canteen under all the canvases, although I wasn’t sure.
	“Here it is: ‘But surely, if Tonsure had not known the truth then, he knew it after traveling underground.’ The word, of course, was ‘truth,’ and I could not get past the truth. The truth stank of the underground, buried under dead leaves and hidden in cold, dry, dark caverns. The truth had little to do with the surface of things.
	“From that word, in that context, on that page, written in my nearly-illegible hand, my master work, my beautiful, marvelous book unraveled syllable by syllable. I began by just crossing out words that did not belong in the sentence. Then I began to delete words by rules as illegitimate and illogical as the gray caps themselves. Until after a week, I woke up one morning, determined to continue my surgical editing of the manuscript—only to find that not even the original sentence had been spared: all that remained of my once-proud manuscript was that single word: ‘truth’. And, truth, my dear sister, was not a big enough word to constitute an entire book—at least not to me.” (Or my publishers, come to think of it. If there had been any publishers.)
	I had found the canteen. I came back into the room and handed it to him. “You should drink some. Rinse out the lie you’ve just told.”
	He snorted, took the canteen, raised it to his lips, and, drinking from it, kissed it as seriously as he would a lover.
	“Perhaps it is in part a metaphor,” he said, “but it is still, ironically enough, the truth.”
	“Don’t speak in metaphors, then. How do you tell truth from lies otherwise?”
	“I want to be taken literally.”
	“You mean literarily, Duncan. Except you’ve already been taken literarily—they’ve all ravished you and gone on to the next victim.”
	“Literally.”
	“Is that why you brought this horrible rolled up ball of an animal with you? Metaphor become flesh?”
	“No. I forgot I had it. Now that I’ve brought it here, I can’t let it die.” (Actually, Janice, I did bring it with me on purpose. I had just forgotten the purpose.)
	He sidled up to the golden ball of flesh, poured water into his hand.
	He looked up at me, the expression on his face taking me back to all of his foolish explorations as a child. “Watch now! Watch carefully!”
	Slowly, he poured water over the golden ball. After a moment the gold color blushed into a haze of purple-yellow-blue-green, which then returned to gold, but a more vibrant shade of gold that flashed in the dim light. Duncan poured more water over the creature. It seemed to crack apart, fissures erupting across its skin at regular intervals. But no—it was merely opening up, each of its four legs unfurling from the top of the ball, to settle upside down on the floor. Immediately, it leapt up, spun, and landed, cilia down, revealed as a kind of phosphorescent starfish.
	Duncan dribbled still more water over it. Each of its four arms shone a different glittering shade—green-blue-yellow-purple—the edges of the blue arm tinged green on one side, yellow on the other.
	“A starfish,” I said.
	“A compass,” he said. “Just one of the many wonders to be found below ground. A living compass. North is blue, so if you turn it like so,” and he reached over and carefully turned the starfish, “the arm shines perfectly blue, facing as it does due north.” 
	Indeed, the blue had been cleansed of any green or yellow taint.
	“This compass saved me more than once when I was lost,” he said.
	I stared at my ungainly, stacked frames. “I’m sick of wonders, Duncan. This is just a color to me, just a trick. The true wonder is that you’re still alive. No one could have expected that. You suffer what may have been a mental breakdown, go down below, return with a living compass, and expect me to say…what? How wonderful that is? How awed I am by it all? No. I’m appalled. I’m horrified. I’m angry. I’ve failed at one career after another. I’m about to open my own gallery. I haven’t seen you in almost ten years, and you shamble in here, a talking skeleton—and you expect me to be impressed by a magic show? Have you seen yourself lately?”
	I can’t remember ever being so furious—and out of nowhere, out of almost nothing. My hands shook. My shoulders had become rigid blocks of stone. My throat ached. And I’m not even sure why. (Because you were scared, and because you were my sister, and you loved me. Even when you were mad at me, I was your family.) I almost want to laugh, typing this now. Having seen so many strange things since, having been at peace amongst lying on a floor littered with corpses, having put up with so much strangeness at Duncan’s hands, for example, Duncan’sthat starfish almost seems almost mundane in retrospect, and my anger at Duncan self-indulgent.  LG Liz Gorinsky  This is a good addition; I’d just like to see it tied into her emotions as well as to external events. 
	He scooped up the starfish, held it in his hands. It lay there as contentedly as if in a tidal pool. “I don’t expect anything, Janice,” he said, each word carefully weighed, wrapped, tied with string before leaving his mouth. “I have no one else to tell. No one else who saw me the last time. No one else who might possibly believe anything I saw. Starfish or no starfish.”
	“Tell Mom then. Mom would listen. If you speak softly enough, Dad might even pick up a whisper of it. Did you meet him down there?”
	He winced, sat back against the wall, next to a leering portrait by a painter named Sonter. The shadows and the sheen of black dust on his skin rendered him almost invisible.
	Coated by the darkness, he said, “I’m sorry. I didn’t mean to—I didn’t realize…But you know, Janice, you are the only one who won’t think me crazy.”
	The starfish had begun to explore the crook of Duncan’s arm. Its rejuvenated cilia shone wetly, a thousand minute moving jewels amongst the windless reeds of his arm hairs.
	“It’s so hard,” he said. “Half of what you see seems like a hallucination, or a dream, even while you’re living it. You are so unsure about what’s real that you take all kinds of stupid risks. As if it can’t hurt you. You float along, like a spore. You sit for days in caverns as large as cities, let the fungi creep up and devour you. The stars that can’t be stars fall in on you in waves. And you just sit there. An afternoon in the park. A picnic for one.
	“Things walk by you. Some stop and stare. Some poke you or hit you, and then you have to pretend it is  LG Liz Gorinsky  You’re in? a dream, because otherwise you would be so afraid that nothing would stop you from screaming, and you’d keep screaming until they put a stop to you.”
	He shivered and rolled over on his side. “Sorry, sorry, sorry,” he whined, the starfish on his shoulder a golden glimmer.
	“Was it worth it?” I asked him, not unkindly. “Was it?”
	“Ask me in fifty years, Janice. A hundred years. A thousand.” (It didn’t take that long. Within five years, I began to recognize that my sojourn underground was akin to one more addict’s hit of mushrooms. It was, and ten years before I realized that I could only react to such journeys, never predict. Always absorbing, but mostly in the physical sense.)
	He twisted from side to side, holding his stomach.
	“I thought I could get it out of me if I talked about it,” he said. “Flush it from my brain, my body. But it’s still in there. It’s still in me.” 
	Again, he was talking about two things at once, but I could only bear to talk about what I might be able to help him with right then LG Liz Gorinsky  “right now” is confusing given the multi-timed perspective , right now.
	“Duncan,” I said, “we can’t wash it off of you this time. I think it’s inside of you, like some kind of poison. Your pores are clogged with black spores. Your skin is…different.”
	He gasped. Was he crying. “I know. I can feel it inside of me. It’s trying to change me.”
	“Talk about it, then. Talk about it until you talk it all out.”
	He laughed without any hint of humor. “Am I mad?  LG Liz Gorinsky  Hmm. So maybe I was more wondering why this isn’t “Are you mad?” I can’t talk it out of my skin. I can’t do that.”
	I joined him along the wall, moving Sonter’s leering  LG Liz Gorinsky  Same adjective as the last time you mentioned this painting. Intentional? portrait to the side. The starfish had splayed itself across the side of his neck like an exotic scar.
	“You’re due north,” I said. “Its arm is blue. And you’re right, Duncan. It’s beautiful. It’s one of the most beautiful things I’ve ever seen.”
	He moved to pull it off, but I caught his arm. “No. Don’t. I think it’s feeding on the spores embedded in your skin.” It left a trail of almost-white skin behind it.
	“You think so?” His eyes searched mine for something I’m not sure I’ve ever been able to give.
	In that moment before he began to really tell me his story, to which all of this had been foolish, prattling preamble—in that moment, I think I loved my brother as much as I ever had in all the years since his birth. His face shone darkly in my doomed gallery, more precious than any painting.


We lay side by side, silent in the semi-darkness of the backroom, surrounded by dead paint. The newly reluctant  LG Liz Gorinsky  Perhaps just “now-reluctant”? glare from the main room meant the sun had begun to fade from the sky. The starfish flinched, as if touched by the memory of light, as it continued its slow pilgrimage toward the top of Duncan’s head.
	I could remember afternoons when Duncan and I would sit against the side of the house in Stockton, out of the sun, eating cookies we’d stolen from the kitchen, while we talked about school or the nasty neighbor down the street. The quality of light was the same, the way it almost bent around the corner even as it evaporated into dust motes. As if to tell us we were never alone—that even in the stillness, with no wind, our fingers stained by the grass, we are never really outside of time.
	Duncan began to talk while I listened without asking questions or making comments. I stared at nothing at all, a great peace come over me. It was cool and dark in that room. The shadows loved us.
	But memory is imperfect, incomplete, fickle. It tells us the exact shade of our mother’s blouse the day our father died, but it cannot accurately recall a conversation between siblings decades after that. Thus, I resort, as I already have through most of this afterword, to a much later journal entry by Duncan—clearly later because it is polluted by the presence of Mary Sabon; so polluted that I could not easily edit her out of it. (You can’t just erase the past because you wish it hadn’t happened.)
	Does it make any difference now to Duncan who sees it? None. So why not steal his diary entry and spill his innermost thoughts like blood across the page, fling them across the faces of Sabon’s flesh necklace like a finethe spackle of retreating life. I’ll let Duncan tell us about his journeys  MSOffice    >I’m not really sure about your comment, below. Re the chronology. See the paragraph above—doesn’t that set the context well enough?  LG Liz Gorinsky  Hmm. It was a poorly phrased question, but I guess what I was getting at is that after he returns from his second trip underground, we hear “He kept interspersing his account with mutterings that he would ‘never do it again.’” However, I somehow get the sense from the next passage (maybe because he’s bringing it up again after his first meeting with Mary) that it’s based on any number of future visits. Since these subsequent visits haven’t yet been confirmed by the text at this point, perhaps we should clarify the line “Within five years, I began to recognize that my sojourn underground was akin to one more addict’s hit of mushrooms” to indicate that he did indeed succumb to the desire to go underground many times after he swore off it after his second trip.? underground. (Do I have a choice? But you’re right—it doesn’t matter anymore. I will not edit it, or anything else, out, although I may protest from time to time. I haven’t decided yet if you’re a true historian or one step removed from gossip columnist.)

Tonsure got parts of it right—the contractions of spaces, small to large, and how mysterious perspective becomes after long periods underground. The way the blackness picks up different hues and textures, transformed into anti-color, an anti-spectrum. The fetid closeness and vastness, the multitude of smells, from the soothing scent of something like mint to the putrid stench of rotting fungi, like a dead animal…And yet all my words make of me a liar. I struggle to express myself, and only feel myself moving farther from the truth. No wonder Mary thinks me a fool. No wonder she looks at me as if I am much stranger than the strangest thing she has ever seen. I caught a glimpse of her soft white breast when she leaned down to pick up a book. I’d be rougher than nails to her skin. The thought of being close tantalizes and yet makes me sick with my own clumsiness.

That is one thing I prefer about the underground—the loss of self to your environment is almost as profound as orgasm or epiphany, your senses shattered, rippled, as fragmented and wide as the sky. Time releases its meaning. Space is just a subset of time. You cease to become mortal. Your heartbeat is no longer a motion or a moment, but a possibility that may someday arrive, and then pass, only to arrive again. It’s the most frightening loss of control imaginable.

For me it was still different than for Tonsure. He had no real protection, no real defenses, until he adapted. At least I had the clues Tonsure left behind. At least I knew how to make myself invisible to them, to lose myself but not become lost. To become as still as death but not dead. Sometimes this meant standing in one place for days. Sometimes it meant constant, manic movement, to emulate the frantic writhing of the cheraticaticals [no known translation LG Liz Gorinsky  If we actually footnote anything, this would be a good candidate. ].

I found the standing still worse than the walking and running. I could disguise myself from the gray caps, but not from their servants—the spores, the parasites, the tiny mushrooms caps, fungi, and lichen. They found me and infiltrated me—I could feel their tendrils, their fleshy-dry-cold-warm pseudopods and cilia and strands slowly sliding up my skin, like a hundred tiny hands. They tried to remake me in their image, with the ironic effect that I was even more deeply masked from the gray caps, and thus spent even more time there, thinking myself safe. If it had been you, Mary, I would not have minded. If you had found me, I would have given up my identity as easily as a wisp of cloud.

I drifted and drifted, often so in trance that I did not have a single conscious thought for hours. I was a pair of eyes reporting to a brain that had ceased to police, to analyze, the incoming images. It all went through me and past, to some place other. In a way, it was a kind of release. Now, it makes me wonder if I learned what it feels like to be a tree, or even, strike me dead, a gray cap. But, that cannot be so—the gray caps are always in motion, always thinking. You can see it in their eyes.

Once, as I stood in one of my motionless trances, a gray cap approached me. What did he do? Nothing. He sat in front of me and stared up at me for hours, for days. His eyes reflected the darkness. His eyes had a quality that held all of me entirely, held me against my will. Mary holds me, but not against my will—her eyes and my will are in accord. Her eyes: green, green, green. Greener than Ambergris. Greener than the greenest moss by a trickling stream.

After a time, I realized the gray cap had gone, but it took me weeks to return to the surface of my thoughts, and months to find the real surface, and with it the light. The light! A weak trickle of late afternoon gloom, presage of sunset, and yet it pierced my vision. I could not open my eyes until after dusk, fumbling my way along the Moth river bank like some pathetic mole. The light burned into my closed eyelids. It seemed to crack my skin. It tried to kill me and birth me simultaneously. I lay gasping in the mud, writhing, afraid I would burn up.

	I took a long sip from the canteen at this point, if only to assuage Duncan’s remembered heat. The starfish now served as an exotic, glowing ear, eclipsing flesh and blood. It hummed a little as it worked. A smell like fresh-cut orange surrounded it.
	I offered Duncan the canteen. He used the opportunity to pour more water on his pet. I was about to prod him to continue when he pulled the starfish from his ear, sat up, and said, looking down at the compass as it sucked on his fingers, “Do you know the first sentences of the Truffidian Bible?”
	“No,” I said. “Do you?” Our parents had treated religion like an open door behind which stood an endless abyss: better not to believe at all, the abyss revealed, than have it be closed over, falsified, prettied up. (And yet, there is something in my skin now, after all these years, that hums of the world in a way that predicts the infinite.)
	“Yes, I do know them. Would you like to hear them?”
	“Do I have a choice?”
	“No. Those words are ‘The world is broken. God is in exile.’ Followed shortly thereafter by ‘In the first part of creation, God made light and made vessels for the light. The vessels were too fragile: they broke, and from the broken vessels of the supernal lights, the material world was created.’”
	Something very much like a void opened up inside me. A chill brought gooseflesh to my skin. Each word from my mouth sounded heavier than it should have: “And what does the creation of the world have to do with the gray caps?”
	He put a finger to his lips. His face in the sour light gave off a faint glow, pale relative to the illumination of the starfish. His skin winked from behind the mushroom dust. He looked so old. Why should he look so old? What did he know?
	He said: “A machine. A glass. A mirror. A broken machine. A cracked glass. A shattered mirror.”
	I remember now the way he used the phrases at his disposal. Clean, fine cuts. Great, slashing cuts. Fractures in the world and the word LG Liz Gorinsky  I wonder if this should be “the word and the world,” for proper escalation from talking about language to talking about the fate of the world? .
	“Some things should not be articulated. Some words should never be used in exact combination with other words.” My father said that once, while reading a scathing negative review of one of his essays. He said it with a tired little sigh, a joke at his expense. His whole body slumped from the words. Weighed down with words, like stones in his pocket.
	A machine. A glass. A mirror. Duncan’s journal, with the advantage of distance, described his discovery much more gracefully…

But it doesn’t work right. It hasn’t worked right since they built it. A part, a mechanism, a balance—something they don’t quite understand. How can I call it strictly a machine? It is as much organic as metallic, housed in a cavern larger than three Truffidian Cathedrals. You feel it and hear it before you see it: a throbbly hum, a grindful pulse, a sorrowful bellow. The passageways rumbles and crackles with the force of it. A hot wind flares out before it. The only entrance leads, after much hard work, to the back of the machine, where you can see its inner workings. You are struck by the fact of its awful carnality, for they feed it lives as well as fuel. Flesh and metal bond, married by spores, joined by a latticework of polyps and filaments and lazy strands. Wisps and converted moonlight. Sparks and gears. The whole is at first obscured by its own detail, by those elements at eye level: a row of white sluglike bodies curled within the cogs and gears, eyes shut, apparently asleep. Wrinkled and luminous. Lacking all but the most rudimentary stubs of limbs. But with faces identical to those of the gray caps.

You cannot help but look closer. You cannot help but notice two things: that they dream, twitching reflexively in their repose, eyelids flickering with subconscious thought, and that they are not truly curled within the machine—they are curled into the machine, meshed with it at a hundred points of contact. The blue-red veins in their arms flow into milk-white fingers, and at the border between skin and air, transformed from vein into silvery wire. Tendrils of wire meet tendrils of flesh, broken up by sections of sharp wheels, clotted with scraps of flesh, and whining almost soundlessly as they whir in the darkness.

As you stare at the nearest white wrinkled body, you begin to smell the thickness of oil and blood mixed together. As the taste bites into your mouth, you take a step back, and suddenly you feel as if you are falling, the sense of vertigo so intense your arms flail out though you stand on solid ground. Because you realize it isn’t one pale dreamer, or even a row of them, or even five rows of five hundred, but more than five thousand rows of five thousand milk-white dreams, running on into the distance—as far as you care to see—millions of them, caught and transfixed in the back of the machine. And they are all dreaming and all their eyelids flicker in unison, and all their blood flows into all the wires while a hundred thousand sharpened wheels spin soundlessly.

The hum you hear, that low hum you hear, does not come from the machinery. It does not come from the wheels, the cogs, the wires. The hum emanates from the white bodies. They are humming in their sleep, a slow, even hum as peaceful as they are not—how can I write this, how? except to keep writing and when I’ve stopped never look at this again—while the machine itself is silent.

The rows blur as you tilt your head to look up, not because the rows are too far away, but because either your sight or your brain has decided that this is too much, this is too much to take in without going mad, that you do not want to comprehend this crushing immensity of vision, that if comprehended completely, it will haunt not just your nightmares for the rest of your life—it will form a permanent overlay upon your waking sight, and you will stumble through your days like a blind man, the ghost-vision in your head stronger than reality.

So you return to details—the details right in front of you. The latticework of wires and tubes, where you see a thrush has been placed, intertwined, its broken wings flapping painfully. There, a dragonfly, already dead, brittle and glassy. Bits and pieces of red flesh still writhing with the memory of interconnection. Skulls. Yellowing bones. Glossy black vines. Pieces of earth. And holding it all together, like glue, dull red fungus.

But now the detail becomes too detailed, and again your eyes blur, and you decide maybe movement will save you—that perhaps if you move to the other side of the machine, you will find something different, something that does not call out remorselessly for your surrender. Because if you stand there for another minute, you will enmesh yourself in the machine. You will climb up into the flesh and metal. You will curl up to something pale and sticky and embrace it. You will relax your body into the space allowed it, your legs released from you in a spray of blood and wire, you smiling as it happens, your eyes already dulled, and dreaming some communal dream, your tongue the tongue of the machine, your mouth humming in another language, your arms weighed down with tendrils of metal, your torso split in half to let out the things that must be let out.

For a long time, you stand on the fissure between sweet acceptance of dissolution and the responsibility of movement, the enticing smell of decay, the ultimate inertia, reaching out to you…but, eventually, you move away, with an audible shudder that shakes your bones, almost pulls you apart.

As you hobble around to the side of the machine, you feel the million eyes of the crumpled, huddled white shapes snap open, for a single second drawn out of their dreams of you.

***

There is no history, no present. There are only the sides of the machine. Slick memory of metal, mad with its own brightness, mad with the memory of what it contains. You cling to those sides for support, but make your way past them as quickly as possible. The sides are like the middle of a book—necessary, but quickly read through to get to the end. Already, you try in vain to forget the beginning.

***

The front of the machine has a comforting translucent or reflective quality. You will never be able to decide which quality it possesses, although you stand there staring at it for days, ensnared by your own foolish hope for something to negate the horrible negation of the machine’s innards. Ghosts of images cloud the surface of the machine and are wiped clean as if by a careless, a meticulous, an impatient painter. A great windswept desert, sluggish with the weight of its own dunes. An ocean, waveless, the tension of its surface broken only by the shadow of clouds above, the water such a perfect blue-green that it hurts your eyes. A mountain range at sunset, distant, ruined towers propped up by the foothills at its flanks. Always flickering into perfection and back into oblivion. Places that if they exist in this world you have never seen, or heard mention of their existence. Ever.

You slide into the calm of these scenes, although you cannot forget the white shapes behind the machine, the eyelids that flicker as these images flicker. Only the machine knows, and the machine is damaged. Its thoughts are damaged. Your thoughts are damaged: they run liquid-slow through your brain, even though you wish they would stop.

***

After several days, your vision strays and unfocuses and you blink slowly, attention drawn to a door at the very bottom of the mirror. The door is as big as the machine. The door is as small as your fingernail. The distance between you and the door infinite. The distance between you and door is so minute you could reach out and touch it. The door is translucent—the images that flow across the screen sweep across the door as well, so that it is only by the barely-perceived hairline fracture of its outline that it can be distinguished beneath the desert, ocean, mountains, that glide across its surface. The door is a mirror, too, you realize, and after so long of not focusing on anything, letting images run through you, you find yourself concentrating on the door and the door alone. In many ways, it is an ordinary door, almost a non-existent door. And yet, staring at it, a wave of fear passes over you. A fear so blinding it paralyzes you. It holds you in place. You can feel the pressure of all that meat, all that flesh, all the metal inside the machine amassed behind that door. It is an unbearable weight at your throat. You are buried in it, in a small box, under an eternity of rock and earth. The worms are singing to you through the rubble. The worms know your name. You cannot think. Your head is full of blood. You dare not breathe.

There is something behind the door. 
There is something behind the door. 
There is something behind the door.

The door begins to open inward, and something fluid and slow, no longer dreaming, begins to come out from inside, lurching around the edge of the door. You begin to run—to run as far from that place as you possibly can, screaming until your throat fills with the blood in your head, your head skull now an empty globe while the rest of you drowns in blood. And still it makes no difference, because you are back in that place with the slugs and the skulls and the pale dreamers and the machine that doesn’t work that doesn’t work that doesn’t work thatdoesn’twork hat doesnwor atdoeswor doeswor doewor dowor door…

This entry about a defective “machine” built by the gray caps is the strangest part of my brother’s journal. By far. In its pure physicality I sense a level of discomfort rare for Duncan. More than a whiff of fear. As if, from fretful tossing and turning, he woke, reached for pen and notepad from the nightstand, and wrote down his first impressions of a fading nightmare. He appears at first anxious to record the experience, and then less so, the use of second person intended, I think, to place the burden of memory on the reader, to purge the images from his head. (It is more that I could not find words to accurately convey what I saw, and so I tried to describe how I felt instead.)
	If Duncan had, in the gallery that afternoon, told me about the machine with the calm madness of that journal entry, a silence would have settled over us. Our conversation would have faded away into a nothingness made alive and aware by his words. Thankfully, Duncan told his story with less than brutal lucidity. He used stilted words in rows of sentences crippled by fits and starts—a vagabond, poorly-rehearsed circus of words that could not be taken seriously. He focused on the front of the machine with its marvelous visions of far-distant places. He dismissed the back of the machine with a single sentence. Somehow, I could not reconcile his vision with my memory of the spores floating out of my apartment window.
	Even so, an element of unreality entered the gallery following his revelation. I remember staring at him and thinking that his face could not be composed of flesh and blood, not with those words coming from his mouth. The light now hid his features, but his hands, lit by the starfish, glowed white.
	“The door in the machine never fully opens,” Duncan said in a distant tone.
	“What would happen if it did?”
	“They would be free…”
	“The gray caps.”
 LG Liz Gorinsky  Whoops… is there a line of dialogue missing here? Janice asking “Who?,” perhaps? 	“Free of what?”
	Pale hands, darkened face, gray speech. “I think they care nothing for us one way or the other, Janice. They have only one purpose now. The same purpose they’ve had for centuries.”
	“In your unconfirmed opinion, brother,” I said, and shivered at the way the mushroom dust on his face still glittered darkly.
	“What did they teach you about the Silence at university?”
	“The gray caps killed everyone in the city,” I said.
	He shook his head. Forgetting the starfish in his hands, he stood abruptly. The starfish fell to the floor and began to curl and uncurl in a reflexive imitation of pain. Now Duncan was stooped over me. Now he was crouched beside me. If there were ever a secret he truly wanted to tell me, this was the secret. This was the cause of it. We had returned to the last survivor of his sixth book, alive amid all of the suicides: the truth. As my brother saw it.
	“You learned it wrong,” he told me. “That’s not what happened. It didn’t happen like that. I’ve seen so many things, and I’ve thought a lot about what I’ve seen. They disappeared without a single drop of blood left behind. Not a fragment of bone. No. They weren’t killed. At least not directly. Try to imagine a different answer: a sudden miscalculation, a botched experiment, a flaw in the machine. All of those people. All twenty-five thousand of them. The men, the women, the children—they didn’t die. They were moved. The door opened in a way the gray caps didn’t expect, couldn’t expect, and all those people—they were moved by mistake. The machine took them to some place else. And, yes, maybe they died, and maybe they died horribly—but my point is, it was all an accident. A mistake. A terrible, pointless blunder.”
	He was breathing heavily. Sweat glistened on his arms, where before the black dust had suppressed it.
	“That’s crazy,” I said. “That’s the craziest thing I have ever heard in my life. They’ve killed thousands of people. They’ve done terrible things. And you have the nerve to make apologies for them?!”
	“Would it be easier to accept that they don’t give a damn about us one way or the other if we hadn’t massacred them to build this city? What I think is crazy is that we try to pretend they are just like us. If we had massacred most of the citizens of Morrow, we would expect them to seek revenge. That would be natural, understandable, even acceptable. But what about a people that, when you slaughter hundreds of them, doesn’t even really notice? That don’t acknowledge the event? We can’t accept that reaction. That would be incomprehensible. So we tack the idea of ‘revenge’ onto the Silence so we can sleep better at night—because we think, we actually have the nerve to think, that we understand these creatures that live beneath us. And if we think we understand them, if we believe they are like us in their motivations, why, then we don’t fear them quite as much. If we meet one in a dark alley, we believe we can talk to it, reason with, communicate with it. Or if we see one dozing beneath a red flag on the street during the day, we overlook it, we make it part of the scenery, no less colorful or benign thanas a newly-ordained Truffidian priest prancing down Albumuth Boulevard in full regalia.”
	“You’re crazy, Duncan. You’re unwell.” Anger again burned inside of me. The idea of the Silence reduced to a pathetic mistake enraged me. The idea that my own brother might utter the words that made it so seemed a betrayal of an unspoken understanding between us. Before this moment, we could always count on sharing the same world view no matter what happened, even when we saw each other at wider and wider intervals.
	“It’s more complicated than you think,” he said. “They are on a journey as much as we are on a journey. They are trying to get somewhere else—either to leave us behind or to return to a place they once were LG Liz Gorinsky  “had been”? . But they can’t. It doesn’t work. With all they can do, with all they are, they still cannot make their mirror, their glass, work properly. Isn’t that sad? Isn’t that kind of sad?”
	I slapped him across the face. My hand came away black with spores. He did not move an inch.
	“Sad?” I said. “Sad? Sad is twenty-five thousand lives snuffed out, not a broken machine. Not a broken machine! What is happening to you that you cannot see that? Regardless of what happened. Not that I believe you. Frankly, I don’t believe you. Why should I? For all I know, you’ve been in the sewers for the past few weeks, living off of rats and whatever garbage you could get your hands on. And all you’ve seen is the reflection of your own filthy face in a pool of scummy water!”
	Duncan smiled and pointed at the starfish. “How do you explain that?”
	“Ha!” I said. “It was probably groveling for garbage along with you. It definitely isn’t proof of anything, if that’s what you mean. Why didn’t you bring something substantive, like a gray cap willing to corroborate your statement.”
	“I did bring a gray cap,” he said. “Several, in fact. Although not by choice. Take a good look through the doorway, out the front window, to the left. I doubt they will would corroborate anything, though. I think they’d like to see me dead.”
	“Don’t joke.”
	“I’m not. Take a look.”
	Reluctantly, I raised myself, my left leg asleep—even less impressed by Duncan’s story, apparently, than I was. …I peered around the doorway. Sheathed like swords by the fading light, more sharp shadow than dream, three gray caps stood staring in through the window. They stood so still the cobblestones of the street behind them seemed more alive. The whites of their eyes gleamed like wet paint. They stared at and through me. As if I meant nothing to them. The sight of them sent a convulsive shudder through me. I ducked back, beside Duncan.
	“Maybe we should leave by the back door,” I said.
	A low, humorless laugh from Duncan. “Maybe they came for your gallery opening.”
	“Very funny. Follow me…”
	In a pinch, I still trusted my brother more than anyone else in the world.

***

Every human being is a puppet on strings, but the puppet half controls the strings, and the strings do not ascend to some anonymous Maker, but are glistening silver strands that connect one puppet to another. Each strand is sensitive to the vibrations of every other strand. Every vibration sings in not only the puppet’s heart, but in the hearts of many other puppets, so that if you listen carefully, you can hear a low hum as of many hearts singing together…When a strand snaps, when it breaks for love, or lack of love, or from hatred, or from pain…every other connected strand feels it, and every other connected heart feels it—and since every strand and every heart are, in theory, connected, even if at their most distant limits, this means the effect is universal. All through the darkness where shining strings are the only light, a woundedness occurs. And this hurt affects each strand and each puppet in a different way, because we are all puppets on strings and we all hurt and are hurt. And all the strings shimmer on regardless, and all of our actions, no matter how small, have consequences to other puppets…After we are dead, gone to join the darkness between the lines of light, the strands we leave behind still quiver their lost messages into the hearts of those other puppets we met along the way, on our journey from light into not-light. These lost strands are the memories we leave behind…Magnify this effect by 25,000 souls and perhaps you can see why I cannot so lightly dismiss what you call a mistake. Each extinguished life leaves a hole in many other lives—a series of small extinguishments that can never be completely forgotten or survived. Each survivor carries a little of the void within them as a result.

	This is part of a letter I wrote to Duncan—the only attempt following our conversation to express my feelings about the Silence to him. One day I came home to my apartment early to find Duncan gone on some errand. For some reason I had been thinking about the Silence that day, perhaps because two or three new acquisitions had featured, in the background, the shadowy form of a gray cap. I sat down at my desk and wrote Duncan a letter, which I then placed in his briefcase full of papers, expecting he’d come across it in a week or a month. But he never mentioned it to me. I never knew whether he had read it or not until, going through his things after this final disappearance, I found it in a folder labeled simply “Janice.” (I did read it, and I cried. It made me feel more alone than I had ever felt before.)
	Duncan stayed at my apartment for nearly six months. By the fifth month, he appeared to have made a full recovery. We did not often speak of that afternoon when he had told me his theory about the Silence. In a sense, we decided to forget about it, so that it took on the hazy lack of detail specific only to memory. We were allowed that luxury back then. We did not have Sabon’s glittering necklace of flesh to set us straight.
	The starfish lasted four months and then died in a strobe of violent light, perhaps deprived of some precious nutrient, or perhaps just having attained the end of its natural life cycle. Its bleached skeleton on the mantel carried hardly more significance than a snail’s shell found by the river bank.


IV.

	Time to start over. Another dead white page to fill with dead black type, so I’ll fill it. Why not? I’ve nothing better to do, for now anyway. Mary’s still holding court at the bottom of that marble staircase at Lake’s party, but I think I’ll make her wait a little longer.
	Especially since it strikes me that at this point in the narrative, or somewhere around here, Duncan would have paused to catch his breath, to regroup and place events in historical context. (I might even have returned to LG Liz Gorinsky  Not bad, but perhaps you could build on the paragraph above by having Duncan say something like “I might even have returned to that marble staircase by now”  Mary on the stairs.) Years passed. They seem now like pale leaves pressed between the pages of an obscure book.
	Oddly enough, I don’t give a damn about historical context at the moment. I can see the sliver of green light becoming dull, indifferent—which means the sun is going down outside. And we all know what happens, or can happen, when the sun goes down, don’t we? Don’t answer that question—read this instead:
	The death of composer/politician Voss Bender and t. The rise of the Reds and Greens, whoto debate his legacydeath with knives: a c. Civil wWar in the streets, which the trader Hoegbotton uses to solidify control of the city. , over a composer. I witness a man die right outside my gallery, hit in the head with a rock until his skull resembled a collection of broken eggshells dripping with red-gray mush. No art to it that I could see. No reason, either. Followed by: defeat of the Reds, disbanding of the Greens, the tossing of Bender’s ashes in the River Moth—only, the wise old river doesn’t want them, according to legend, and blows them back in the faces of the assembled mourners; thus dispersing Bender all across the city when the mourners go home. Scandal in the Truffidian Church—boring as only a Truffidian scandal can be: oh my goodness, the Antechamber Henry Bonmot, who I miss terribly, h j jeffv  >Liz--not sure I understand re the time stream. She's still writing this from the perspective of the end of her life, so she knows him.  a LG Liz Gorinsky  I was questioning why the “who I miss terribly” is needed here. Most of this paragraph feels like a play-by-play of Janice’s reactions to things as they happened, and at the time that Bonmot is scandalized, he’s just some guy who caused trouble for her brother, not a dear, lost friend. s been caught taking money from the collection plates! Oh, yes—aAt the same time, the River Moth overflows its banks for a season and takes a sizeable portion of our mother’s property with it, making us officially heirs of Nothing but an old, rotting mansion. The Kalif of the Western Empire chokes on a plum pit, replaced by another faceless bureaucrat. The trader Hoegbotton solidifies control of the city by, it is later discovered, putting out contracts on former Greens. Meanwhile, infant mortality continues to decline, along with the birth rate, while o. Old people die in droves from a heat stroke that withers even the hardiest southern trees. A slight upswing in the fate popularity of motored vehicles due to an influx of oil from the Southern Islands is offset by a plummet in the availability of spare parts. Voss Bender’s posthumously produced opera, “Trillian,” reaches the two-year mark of its first run, its full houses unscathed by the dwindling tourist trade (no one likes to die while on holiday) LG Liz Gorinsky  Is this fear of death / dwindling of tourism tied to the aforementioned heat spell? . Other composers and playwrights, who could really use the Bender Memorial Theater as a venue for their own drivel, gnash their teeth and whine in the back rooms of bars and taverns: Bender, dead, still lives on! Three Festivals of the Freshwater Squid pass by without so much as a pantomime of real violence—what is wrong with us as a people, I ask you, that we have become so passive? Are we not animals? Perhaps this squalid, shameful peace has something to do with the introduction of the telephone, at least for the rich, which allows us to call up total strangers and breathe at them, make funny noises, or just vent our rage at the string of flat, bloodless festivals. The telephone: come to us from the Kalif, his empire a domesticated beast taken to colonizing through commerce rather than warfare, a domesticated beast; the ghost of the rebel Stretcher Jones, as Duncan might have put it, would have scarcely recognized this temporarily toothless Empire, slumped back on its haunches…. With the telephone come guns, for some reason. Lots of guns. In all types and sizes, mostly imported through Hoegbotton & Sons. Hoegbotton’s armed importer-exporters, now doing brisk trade in bandages, tourniquets, and bolted locks, are respected and feared the length and breadth of the River Moth—except by the operatives of Frankwrithe & Lewden, who continue their quiet infiltrations of Hoegbotton territory. Hoegbotton also insists on selling bandages, tourniquets, and bolted locks…More festivals, replete with the sound of gunplay. More years of “Trillian” and its vainglorious blather; will Voss Bender never die? Things liven up a bit by virtue of religious irritation: cababari pigs begin to proliferate (almost as widely as guns and telephones!) and, unable to find enough food, feast upon the Manziists’ holy rats in the Religious Quarter. Sadly, the Manziists are committed to nonviolence, especially against (fellow) animals, and cannot bring themselves to kill the intruders. Resolved after several months of handwringing and cries of, I imagine, “Oh, no—it’s eating another one!” by stuffing the pigs so full of slops they couldn’t possibly stomach another mouthful of rat…How’s that for a historical summary in my brother’s grand tradition?Yes, this really is a historical summary  j jeffv  >Okay--Liz, is it any better now? There's nothing in the historical summary that doesn't in some way refer back to people or places already mentioned in the narrative. of which my brother would be proud. (I’m dismayed that this is how I come off, but flattered by the imitationNot really, but think anything you like.) LG Liz Gorinsky  This is indeed working better for me, but I'd still consider trimming the Bender stuff to a line or two at most. While all of it is *interesting* in the context of having read "The Transformation of Martin Lake," Bender—like a bunch of other characters who are vital in other Ambergris stories but incidental to Shiek—functions in Shriek mostly as Generic Historical Figure (you don't need to know who George Washington is to notice that there are a lot of things named after him), and while that stuff is cool insider info to add to the cannon of "Martin Lake," for everyone else it's just infodump. I also think your outro needs a little work. Anyway, I played around with it a little, and would be happy with it as changed; let me know how the changes feel to you. 
	Meanwhile, everything Duncan had told me about his underground adventures began to recede into the distance as “real life” took over again, for both of us. A retreat of sorts, you could call it—me from what Duncan had said, Duncan from what he had done. Perhaps he needed time to absorb what had happened to him. Perhaps he had been exhausted by what he had seen, and he just couldn't physically undertake another journey so soon. Whatever the reason, he would soon become, in a sense, a religious man, while I would take a different path entirely. (I never became any more or less religious than I'd always been, or do you mean this as a joke? What I became was more aware of the world, the texture and feel of it, the way it changed from day to day, minute to minute, and me with it. And I did continue with my work, although I don't blame you for not noticing.)
	If I gave Duncan’s life less attention in those years after the starfish, it was because my fortunes waxed unexpectedly. Martin Lake—an arrogant, distant prick of a man—rose to prominence through my gallery, his haunted haunting paintings soon a fixture next to the telephones in the living rooms of the city’s wealthiest patrons of the arts. (And who can say, in the long run, which was the worthier work—Lake’s bizarre melancholia or the telephone’s febrile ring.)
	My gallery sparked a nameless, shapeless, and unique art revolution that soon became labeled (pinned like one of Sirin’s butterflies) as “the New Art.” The New Art emphasized the mystical and transformative through unconventional perspective, hidden figures, strange juxtapositions of color. (It would be most accurate to say that the New Art opened up to include Martin within its ranks, and that he devoured it whole.)
	As soon as I saw the change in Lake’s art—he had been, at best, uninspired before whatever sparked his metamorphosis—I sought out anything similar, including the work of several of Lake’s friends. Within months, I had a monopoly on the New Art. Raffe, Sonter LG Liz Gorinsky  Is it a problem that she had Sonter paintings in her shop back when Duncan first visited? , Mandible, Smart, Davidson—they all displayed their art with me. Eventually, I had to buy the shop next door as an annex, just to have enough space for everyone to come see my art openings.
	I had begun to experience what Duncan had known briefly after the publication of his first book: fame. And I hadn’t even had to create anything—all I had had to do was exploit Lake’s success, and build on it. (You're too modest. You made some brilliant decisions during that time. You were like one of the Kalif's generals, only on the battlefield of art. Nothing escaped your attention, until much later. I admired that. It was a talent I often thought I lacked. LG Liz Gorinsky  Not sure why Duncan would care whether or not he had this talent. )
	Suddenly, the local papers asked for my opinion on a variety of topics, only a few of which I knew anything about, although this did not stop me from commenting.
	I have some of the clippings right here. In the Ambergris Weekly, they wrote, “The Gallery of Hidden Fascinations lives up to its name. Janice Shriek has assembled a group of topnotch new artists, any one of whom might be the next Lake.” The Ambergris Daily Broadsheet, which Duncan and I would one day work for, noted, “Janice Shriek continues to build a dynasty of artists who are determining the direction of the New Art in Ambergris.” The clippings are a bit faded, but still readable, still a source of pleasure. (As well they should be—you worked hard for your success.) I can remember a time when I kept such clippings in a jacket pocket. I’d pull them out and make sure they still said what I thought they had said, that I hadn’t imagined it.
	However, the New Art soon became about something other than artistic expression. A kind of tunnel vision set in whereby a painting was either New Art or Not New Art. Those works identified as Not New Art were dismissed as unimportant or somehow of lesser ambition. I admit to participating in this mindset, although for the ethically pure  LG Liz Gorinsky  “ethically unambiguous”? Or should we take her sarcasm here as a given? reason that I wanted my gallery to make money. So I would do my best to label whatever I had hanging there as “New Art,” from the most experimental mixing of media to the most hackneyed scene of house boats, floating idyllically down the River Moth.
	“That’s an ironic New Art statement,” I would say of the hackneyed houseboats, mentally genuflecting before the latest potential customer. “In the context of New Art, this painting serves as a condemnation of itself in the strongest possible terms.”
	I have to say, I loved the sheer randomness of it all—there is nothing more liberating than playing an illogical game where only you understand all of the rules.

My gallery grew fat on Lake’s leavings, even after he left me, w. While Ambergris continued to prosper even as it headed ever deeper into complete moral and physical collapse or exhaustion. As the city’s fate, so my own—and it took so little time. This is what, looking back, I marvel at—that I could discover so many new appetites, vices, and affectations in so short a time. Four years? Maybe five? Before beginning the inevitable plummet. These things never last—you ride them, you live inside of them, and then, almost without warning, you are flung to the side, spent, used up. (Although you must admit that, in this case, you flung yourself to the side.)
	Most nights, I would be at a party until close to dawn. If not a party, then permanent residency at the Café of the Ruby-Throated Calf, drinking. I wore the same clothes for three or four days, unable to distinguish between day and night any more. It was one continuous swirling spangle of people and places in which to revel in my fame ever more religiously.
	I met many influential or soon-to-be-influential people during that time (Unsurprising, as you were one of those people, Janice.), Sirin being a prime example.
	My first memory of Sirin, our enigmatic future editor, has me slouched in a chair at the café and feeling someone slide into the chair next to me. When I opened my eyes, a slender, dark-haired man sat there. He held his head at a slight angle. He smelled of a musky cologne. His mouth formed a perpetual half-smile, his eyes bright, penetrating, and reflectionless. The man I saw reminded me of old tales about people who could shape-change into cats. He looked like a rather smug, perhaps mischievous, feline. (He was the most exasperating, talented, maddening genius I've ever met. My initial reaction to meeting him was to want to simultaneously punch him, hug him, shake his hand, and throw him down a dark well. Instead, I generally stayed clear of him and let Janice serve as my intermediary, as she saw mostly the his charm.)
	“Janice Shriek,” he said. It was not a question.
	“Yes?”
	“Sirin,” he said. He handed me a card.
	Still struggling with context (with alcohol, you mean), I looked down. The card gave his address at Hoegbotton & Sons, on Albumuth Boulevard.
	“I like what you do,” he said. “Come find me sometime. I may have a use for you.”
	Then he was gone. At the time, Sirin was a great womanizer; he attended parties and cafes just to identify his next victim. I wasn’t sure what “use” he might have for me, and I was skeptical.
	Sirin’s fame as an editor and writer had just begun to spread at that time. He had, like the mythical beast  j jeffv  >Liz, "Sirin" was Vladimir Nabokov's émigré pen name while writing in Berlin after leaving Russia forever at the rise of communism. It's a Russian mythical beast, chimerical in nature. Sirin in Ambergris is one of those little pressure points with our real world, warped and transformed. he LG Liz Gorinsky  Aha! I feel a bit silly for not having known that, but it’s awesome.  took his name from, generic yet universal qualities. He brought to his editing the same sensibilities found in his writing. He could mimic any style, high or low, serious or comedic, realistic or fabulist. It sometimes seemed he had created the city from his pen. Or, at least, made its inhabitants see Ambergris in a different light. That he thought too much of himself was made tolerable by the depth and breadth of his talent. It never occurred to me that he would want me to write for him.
	People like Sirin would come out of the haze of lights and nights, and I would receive them with a gracious smile, an arm outstretched, to indicate, “Sit. Sit and talk awhile!” I was very trusting and open back then. (Trusting? Perhaps. But can you be trusting or suspicious when you are not yourself? I came to some of those all-night sessions at the café, Janice, but most nights you were in such an altered state that you didn’t recognize me. And that conversation you recall so fondly? Your end of it was often, I hate to say it, a garbled warble of slurred speech and mumbled innuendo. Although it probably didn’t matter because only rarely were the people you spoke to any better off. I don’t mean to reproach, but I must provide a sense of the reality to this glorious, decadent age you write of with such wistful fondness. I became so bored that I stopped coming to the café. It wasn’t worth my time. I’d rather be underground, off on the scent of some new mystery.)
	Sybel—luminous, pale, short, sweet Sybel—was one of those people I met during this time. He had a thick rush of dirty blonde hair exploding off the top of his head, like waves of pale flame, clear blue eyes, a grin that at times appeared to be half-grimace, and he wore outrageous clothes in the most impossible shades of purple, red, green, and blue. He liked to prance about like a peacock, although I soon learned that this reflected a nervous energy. He had the metabolism, in those early years, of a hummingbird. A coiled spring. A hummingbird. A marvel.
	The first thing Sybel said to me was, “You need me. New Art will soon be dead. The newest art will be whatever Janice Shriek decides it is. But you still need me.” Which made me laugh.
	But I did need him. Sybel had explored every crooked mews in Ambergris. A courier for Hoegbotton, he also knew everyone. A member of the Nimblytod Tribes, he had an affinity for tree climbing that no one could match, and a cut-bark scent that clung to him as if it was his birthright. His only pride revolved around his knowledge of the streets, and his well-tended, lightweight boots, which had been given to him by his tribe when he had left for the city. He couldn’t have been more than eighteen years old when I met him for the first time.
	“I’m quick and good,” he said, but did not specify good at what. “I’m eyes and ears and feet, but I’m not cheap,” he told me, and then named a large monthly fee.
	I suggested a smaller amount, but added, “And you can stay at my apartment whenever you like.” After all, I was rarely there, except to catch up on three or four hours of sleep.
	So it was that, for the next few years, I acquired a roommate I rarely saw. I know he welcomed the refuge, though: his tumultuous love life meant he was continually getting kicked out of some woman’s apartment.
	I soon found I had chosen well. From careful observation at Hoegbotton— j jeffv  >See text--there's a reference on  one of the last couple pages about him being a courier for Hoegbotton.  LG Liz Gorinsky  Well, duh. Sorry I missed that. when he was not out all night cavorting with painters and novelists, sculptors and art critics—Sybel had learned how to run a business, something I never did well. Over time, he became my gallery assistant—on and off, because he had a habit of disappearing for several days at a time. But I was hardly punctual myself, and I loved his energy, so I always kept him on, no matter what his transgressions. I used to imagine that every once in awhile, Sybel got the urge to return to his native forests, that he would fling off his clothes and clamber into the welter of trees near the River Moth, soon happily singing as he leapt from tree to tree. But I’m sure his absences had more to do with woman troubles (Actually, Sybel's absences had a myriad of causes, because he led a myriad of lives, some of which he did not tell you about. He liked to keep each one separate from the next. I cannot remember exactly when I entered into one of those lives, but I do remember many a morning when, having emerged from yet another dank hole in the ground, grimy with dirt and sweat, I would stand exhausted by the banks of the River Moth, beside a particular tree chosen in advance, inhabited by a certain member of the Nimblytod Tribe.
	(Sybel always smiled down at me from that tree. It was the same smile onas the face of that idol we found in the forest as kids. I don't know if he liked the dawn or liked the tree or liked me, but it always made me smile back, no matter how grim the context of my emergence.
	(Our meetings had a practical purpose, though. The Nimblytod were renowned for their natural cures, using  roots, bark, and berries. Sybel made a considerable amount of money on the side selling various remedies. You had to go to him, though, and that meant appearing at a particular tree by the river bank and at a particular time.
	(For me, he did two things--sold me a tincture of ground bark and leaves for fatigue and, if I thought it was warranted, snuckpaid him to sneak a rejuvenating powder into your tea, Janice, to balance the effects of your debauchery.
	("If she ever found out, she'd be furious," Sybel told me once.
	("Better that than dead," I said.
	("She's much stronger than you think," Sybel said. "She can go on this way for a long time. So can I." He was looking at me with some measure of amusement--me in my fungal shroud, with the appearance of tottering on my last legs. Who was I to lecture anyone about these things?
	(I just stared back at him, a half-smile of acknowledgment on my face, and said, "Give me my tincture."
	(He never left that tree during any of my meetings with him there. Not once LG Liz Gorinsky  Nice addition, but I’m not sure about this closing note. Why would Sybel leave the tree during a business deal? Or do you mean that he kept using the same tree over the course of years? .)  
	Sirin and Sybel were the only men I didn’t sleep with during that time—for, suddenly, I had dozens of lovers. I slept with more men than there were paintings on the walls of my gallery, my nights a blurred fantasy of probing tongues, stroking hands, and hard cocks. I slept, quite a few times under the stars, with Lawrence, with John, with James, with Robert, with Luke, with Michael, with George…and the list goes on without me, intertwined with the sound of drums and a line of dancers. About as interesting, in retrospect, as Sabon’s necklace. I’m sure Duncan rolled his eyes behind his back whenever I mentioned a new “boyfriend,” since the longevity of my boyfriends was akin to that of the mayfly. I can hardly remember their names. (Since I was actually paying attention during that period, I remember them. There was the painter James Mallock, who you called “old hairy back,” and the sculptor Peter Greelin—too clutchy, you said, and the theatre owner Thomas Strangell, who had trouble getting it up on opening nights, and so many more—“an endless parade of erotic follies,” as you used to typify it. In an odd sense, it didn’t bother me, Janice. At least you were enjoying yourself. I don’t know if you ever realized this, but you rarely seemed to enjoy yourself.)
I became addicted to anonymous sex, sex without love, sex as an act. I loved the feel of a man’s chest against my breasts, the quickening of his breath while inside me, the utterly sublime slide of skin against skin. Each encounter faded from memory more quickly than the last, so that I only became more ravenous. I had an appetite. Before, I had been starving; n. Now, I felt as if I could never be satiated. Yet, yet: somewhere, in the midst of it, looking for emotional intimacy, seeking it in bodies…
In other words, I began, under the steady, orgasmic pressure of fame, to become someone totally different than I had been. Can I blame me? It felt marvelous. It felt so good I thought I would die from ecstasy. Successful! I was successful for the first time ever. For the first time ever, it was me, not Duncan, who commanded respect. If our father had been alive, he wouldn’t have ignored me—he couldn’t possibly have ignored me. (He never ignored you, Janice. No one ignored you. You just couldn’t see them looking at you, for some reason. I don’t know why.)
And still I consumed and consumed and consumed. I could not stop. Even in the midst of such carnality, a part of me remained distant, as if I were pulling the strings of my own puppet. I used to walk through a crowd of people, most of whom I knew intimately, and feel utterly alone. I had written that letter to Duncan about the golden threads and yet forgotten everything it meant.
Even Sybel had his doubts about my philosophy of life,  LG Liz Gorinsky  Elim. repetition of “even” despite how perfectly iteven though it fit the New Art so perfectly. We'd sit on the steps leading into the courtyard at Trillian Square, eating fruit that Sybel had plucked from some trees near the River Moth.
"How do you think everything is going?" Sybel would ask, a typical way for him to start a conversation if concerned about me.
I'd reply, "Great! Wonderful! Spectacular! Did you see that new painting? The one by Sarah Sharp? And it only cost us half of what it should have cost. If I can sell it, there are twenty more where that one came from. And after that there will be twenty more from somewhere else and then before you know it another gallery and after that, who knows. A--and that reminds me, did you see the mention in the broadsheet? You need to make sure the theater owners see that--free advertising for us both. We haveThere's a way to maximize any leverage we get."
And I couldn't. Stop. Talking. And Sybel would eat his fruit and sometimes he'd put his hand on my shoulder and he'd feel that I was trembling and that I couldn't control it, and that touch would become a firmer grip, as if he were steadying me. Righting me.
Despite this,So LG Liz Gorinsky  I think the “Despite this,” may make more sense here.  I didn’t stop. I refused to stop—I wanted to eat, drink, and screw the world. Each new party, each new artist, each new day, started the process anew. With what glittering light shall we drape the new morning? Starved for so long, I now became the Princess of Yes. I. Simply. Could. Not. Say. No.

It is because I could not say no, ironically enough, that I became involved in so many projects for Sirin at Hoegbotton Publishing that I inadvertently provided the catalyzedst for the first part of the clandestine (and erratic) second career of Duncan, my by then thirty-six-year-old brother. 
This new secret history he would carry with him was only one of many. He already brought with him the labyrinth beneath the city. He already brought with him a secret understanding of his own books—and a history intertwined with Ambergris LG Liz Gorinsky  Perhaps “a portion of Ambergrisan history” / “a portion of Ambergris’ history”  that none would know about or could know about. Duncan had discarded his public self; he had returned to the facelessness from which he had come. (What freedom there can be in this! Unfettered from all of the distractions, finally and forever. Yes, I would long for, pine for, legitimate publication many times—but when then  LG Liz Gorinsky  I may prefer “when” in the context of this sentence. I felt that first rush of anonymity after the last book went out of print, and with it went any real obligation to anything other than tracking the mystery of the gray caps…I wouldn’t trade that for anything.)
To become…someone else. I was learning that lesson every day as Janice Shriek remade herself into a hundred different images reflected from store windows and mirrors and the approving or disapproving expressions on other people’s faces. Duncan may not have seen it at first, but I would be the instrument of his transformation. No longer jailed by expectations—of himself or anyone else. No longer anything but himself.
It began as a slow slog back toward the printed page, from a different angle—a forced march with no true destination, just a series of way stations. Eventually, it became much more. It happened this way, and must have seemed more of a trap than an opportunity…

Duncan could publish nothing with Hoegbotton, at least directly. The last meeting with his editor had ended with a violent shouting match and an overturned desk. (For the record, I had nothing against either my editor or the desk—especially the desk. My reaction to the rejection of what would have been my sixth book for Hoegbotton was a delayed reaction to L. Gaudy’s calm diatribe several years earlier in the offices of Frankwrithe & Lewden. All my editor at Hoegbotton said was, “I’m very sorry, Duncan, but we cannot take your latest book.” Yet I found myself doing what I should have done to Gaudy—trying to beat his silly, know-nothing head against a desk. I’m lucky he didn’t have me detained by Hoegbotton’s thugs.)
But as I have written, Hoegbotton offered me more opportunities than I could possibly accept, and I did not turn them down. With the result that I had no choice but to enlist Duncan’s help. Duncan took to it easily enough (what choice did I have?). He was even eager for it. In fact, I can now reveal that the entire series of seventy-five travel essay pamphlets Hoegbotton published, one for each of the Southern Islands, was written by Duncan, not me. He would take my feverish, indifferent research, fortify it with his less-frenzied studies, and try to mimic my prose style, codified in many an art catalog:

Archibald With Earwig, by Ludwig Poncer, Trillian Era, oils on canvas. This tuititular crenellation of high and low styles, by virtue of its unerring instinct for the foibles of both the human thumb and the inhuman earwig, has delighted generations of art lovers who pine for the shiver of dread up the spine even as their lips part to offer the sinister white of a smile. 
Blah blah mumble mumble and so forth and so on yawn yawn.
	Duncan also wrote, under the pseudonym “Darren Nysland,” the three-hundred-page Hoegbotton Study of Native Birds (which included my lovely, poetic entry on the plumed thrush hen), still in print and often referenced by serious ornithologists. (And well it should be. It came into existence with excruciating slowness. Over many months, I soon wished a pox upon the entire avian clan. I never want to see another bird, unless egg-wise, sunny-side up on my beakfast plate, or simmering in some sort of mint sauce.)
	When, much later, I could not complete an essay on Martin Lake for the Hoegbotton Guide to Ambergris, Duncan did an admirable job of presenting my (crackpot, or at least unsupportable) ideas in good, solid prose. (And doing what you would not—protecting the identity of Lake’s real lover LG Liz Gorinsky  >> Is this a reference to something that was covered in great depth in other sources? Here it just seems to introduce too much new information without adding much. . j jeffv  > Now that you've read City of Saints, and "Transformation of Martin Lake," do you feel the same way?   LG Liz Gorinsky  I think I mentioned this in my “notes on other Ambergris stories” document, but no, this seems spot-on now. I wonder if you noticed. That and the peculiar “messages” I embedded in the text.) As if this was not confused enough, my work sometimes appeared under pen names, and thus when this work was actually written by Duncan, he appeared in print twice-removed from his words.
	I loved helping Duncan in this way. I loved that his style and my style became entangled so that we could not between us tell where a Janice sentence began and a Duncan sentence ended. For this meant I was very nearly his equal. (No comment.)
	It was during this period that the Spore of the Gray Cap first became his favorite haunt. He had begun to put on a little weight, to grow a moustache and beard, which suited him. He even began to smoke a pipe. Thus outfitted, he would spend a few hours a day at the Spore, sitting in the (this very) back room, where he could keep a friendly eye on the bar’s regulars and yet not have to speak to them if he did not wish to. The bartenders loved him. Duncan never made a fuss, tipped well when he could, and added a sense of authentic eccentricity that the Spore needed. (These were not the only or even the primary reason I spent so much time here. These were not the only or even the primary reason I spent so much time here. At some point, you will have to eschew suspense for a fully-dissected chronology, will you notAt some point, Janice, you will have to abandon suspense for a fully dissected chronology, will you not? Or perhaps I can help. It just so happens that below the backroom of the Spore lies the easiest portal to the gray caps' underground kingdom.?)
	This deception continued for over three years, to the continued glorification of Janice Shriek, with rarely even the warmth of reflected light for poor Duncan. Hoegbotton did pay very well and I dutifully gave Duncan sometimes as much as three-fourths of our earnings. (H&S could afford to pay well—not only were its trading activities booming, but it had managed to make inroads into the Southern jungles, and to consolidate control of almost all trade entering Ambergris. This was no benevolent organization, and but perhaps being an anonymous thrall was better than the alternative.)
	I suppose for this reason alone Duncan would have continued to supply his work for my byline. We eventually put a stop to it anyway. I believe it was because my own instability made him yearn for stability of his own. When your sister continually looks pale as death, throws up on a regular basis, introduces you to a new boyfriend every other week, and is given to uncontrollable shaking, you begin to wonder how long it will be before someone uncovers your deceptionpeople stop assigning her freelance work. LG Liz Gorinsky  (Since the very next sentence is also about how he would have uncovered it soon)  (Not true—you flatter yourself. There were two reasons. First, I was sick of writing fluff. You try writing seventy-five articles on vacation opportunities in the Southern Islands and you will have written a new definition of boredom. Vomiting would be the least of your worries. Second, freelancing did not appeal because there was no set schedule, and I could never know when you might have work for me. Third, I began to see that this facile copy writing was taking a lot of energy away from my underground inquiries, which became more urgent the more it seemed that the symptoms I’d manifested after coming aboveground were not going away.)
	Besides, Sirin, my editor at Hoegbotton, would soon have uncovered the deception. He had published all manner of pamphlets early in his career, passing off fiction as nonfiction and nonfiction as fiction; when his readers could not tell the difference between the two, it filled him with a nonsensical glee. In short, Sirin was as apt to ape a novel in his essays as to mummify a treatise in his fancies. He was also a scrupulous rewriter of other writers’ work, and drove Duncan to near insanity with his relentless line edits. With such an editor, it would not have been long before Sirin sniffed out the hoax. LG Liz Gorinsky  It occurs to me that the causality between Sirin’s publication history and his ability to sense a hoax is not made clear in this paragraph. What about something like, “In short, Sirin was as apt to ape a novel in his essays as to mummify a treatise in his fancies, which amplified two traits: He was a scrupulous rewriter of other writers’ work, and drove Duncan to near insanity with his relentless line edits; and he was frighteningly good at picking out variances in other people’s prose styles. With such an editor…” You could also work  Janice’s descriptive line about “He could mimic any style, high or low, serious or comedic, realistic or fabulist.” here instead of when he’s initially introduced, if you wanted. 
	For these reasons (and more, too tedious to, etc., etc.), the arrangement did not last. One day I came to Duncan with an assignment (the abysmal task of creating an “upbeat” listing and description of funeral homes and cemeteries in Morrow; it make me suspicious—had Sirin done that just to torment me?) and Duncan told me he couldn’t do it—he had taken a “regular” job.
	My brother, Duncan Shriek, the fearless explorer, had finally accepted the every-day reality as his own—just as I had begun to reject it. Joined the humdrum, wash-the-dishes, take-out-the-garbage, go-to-bed-early, get-up-and-go-to-work life shared by millions of people from Stockton to Morrow, Nicea to Ambergris. My shock only amused him. (Actually, dear sister, it was your squinty-eyed, sallow face, the way your pupils seemed ready to rise up into your head as your jaw, as if in balance, dropped. You looked, in short, as if we had traded places, sunshine for the subterranean. At least one of us was taking out the garbage.)
	What job had Duncan taken? A teaching job at Blythe Academy, a minor Truffidian religious school. Blythe might have been best known as having longevity—it had been established some years before the Silence, although it had wandered from place to place, finally coming to rest a few blocks from the Truffidian Cathedral. In a bit of irony I’m sure they had thought was just good sense, Blythe’s library had been super-imposed on the ruins of an old gray cap library. (It wasn’t ever a library. It was more of a marker for the Machine.) In the center of their main reading room, the circular nubs of that former structure, looked cold, remote, and threatening.
	Blythe had a pointed history of accepting as many students from "artistic" or "creative" parents as possible, especially those of a certain social status--regardless of whether they believed in Truffidianism or not. I suppose the founders believed that the rote, compulsory weekly religious services in the small chapel behind the school might eventually permeate the brains of their charges--or at the very least instill the kind of guilt that in later years results in large sums of money being sent in support of new buildings, philosophies, or styles of teaching.
	Blythe had also had famous teachers from time to time—Cadimon Signal for a few years, and even some of the Gorts who had gained such fame from the statistician Marmy Gort’s controversial findings. Certainly, there was no shame in attending as a student or teaching at the school. However, as Duncan soon found out, greater shame could be found in those serving as headmaster, or Royal, to the school.
	Imagine Duncan’s shock the first day, arriving in starched collar and suffocating tie, to find his interviewer, the Vice Royal of Blythe Academy, joined by the Royal himself, who turned out to be none other than the former Antechamber Bonmot. Bonmot’s, whose features, already naturally condensed into a look of continual bemusement by the circumstances of his fall from grace, had attained a sublime parody of surprise (did anything really surprise him any more?) as he looked up at Duncan and slowly realized who he was.
	“Ironic, isn’t it?” Duncan said with a toothy grin, as Bonmot nodded like a man in dream.

Duncan once again disappeared from my life, but this was a much gentler disappearance: his  j jeffv  >Not true--deal with contradiction. g LG Liz Gorinsky  Perhaps you could just replace this sentence with something like, “I feared that once Duncan no longer needed me to find him work, he would fall out of touch entirely. But perhaps the life of a teacher had finally bred some adult responsibility into him.” host remained behind. Postcards fluttered into my mailbox with alarming regularity, for him—at least one every three months. Duncan wrote on them in tiny letters, fitting long-winded, philosophical diatribes on them. (Not long-winded. Just, perhaps, impractical for the allotted space.) I would respond with postcards that teased him in the language of fashions and gossip—although, truth be told, sometimes I had Sybel write them when I was too busy. (It was no secret. Sybel told me, and his handwriting was different from yours. He used to apologize to me for you when I collected my remedies from him. But I didn’t think it was aIt's no secret, but also no sin. WhoeverI don't know who dictated my postcards to you, but it wasn't the person I am now. Still, I must admit to exasperation at the few times Sybel asked for advice on what he should write to me about!) From the evidence of the postcards alone, we might have been the two most uniquely different people in the world.
	But the postcards were just a way to remind each other of our existence, and those things most important to us at the time. Could I help it that my mind concerned itself with the ephemeral, the weightless, the surface, while he continued to plunge into the depths?
	On the corporeal level, the postcards meant nothing. What is a scrawl of letters next to that infinity of physical details that makes up a face? So I dropped by the Blythe Academy for lunch whenever I could find the time—once a month, once a week, depending on what demands Sybel and my ever-expanding gullet of a gallery made on me.

I shared the ghost of Duncan, this Serious Man supposedlyseemingly more concerned about his students than his life’s work (so it might have seemed, I’ll admit) with Bonmot, for the Antechamber and my brother had become friends. (Good friends? Great friends? I honestly don’t know. The dynamic of our relationship was transformed day by day. On some level, despite our affection for one another, I think there was a certain caution, a certain wariness. He may have felt my obsession with the gray caps would lead me to discoveries that might bring dishonor to his faith in God., and I know I was afraid that his religion might somehow infect my studies, change me in a way that I did not want to changed.)
	Without question, these lunches became the high point of my days. Whether in the sleepy cool heat of spring, the hot white light of summer, or the dry burnt chill of fall and winter. Under the willow trees. By the carp-filled fountain. They laughed so much!
I’d never seen Duncan laugh without bitterness or sarcasm since Before Dad Died. It almost felt like we were huddled around the dinner table in the old house in Stockton again, with Dad telling us some obscure fact he’d dug up in his research. Usually, he would mix in some lie, and the unspoken assumption was that we’d try to ferret it out with our questions. Sometimes, the truth was so outrageous that finding the lie took awhile. He would sit back in his chair, eyebrows raised in a look of innocence—something that always made Mom laugh—and answer us with a straight face. (I always knew when Dad wasn't telling the truth, because the faintest lilt or musical quality would enter his voice--as if the joy of constructing the story was too much for him to contain.)
	These lunches with Bonmot formed pockets of time and space separate from the stress and rigor of my responsibilities (or lack thereof). Where everything else blended together in a blur of faces and cafes and alcohol, that sun-filled courtyard with its rustling willows, light-soaked dark wooden benches, and aged gray stone tables riven with fissures, still remains with me, even in this place. And Bonmot was one with the benches and tables: weathered but comfortable, solid and stolid both. His hands felt like stone hands, his two-fisted greeting like having your skin encased in granite. He had been a farmer’s son before he found his calling, and his hulking physique remained intact, along with a startling openness and honesty in his light brown eyes. Nothing in him indicated a propensity for clerical crimes. (The honesty didn’t come easily to him. He had earned his reform, and it had transformed him.) His speech rippled out like liquid marble, strong and smooth. He was, in all ways, a comfort.
	As for Bonmot and Duncan, they pulled back far enough from the rift that was Duncan’s long-ago banned book to find they shared many interests, from explorations of history and religion to a taste for the same music and art. More than once, I would walk into that blissful place carrying sandwiches bought from a sidewalk vendor to find the two men deep in conversation, Bonmot’s wrinkled face further creased with laugh lines, his melon-bald head bowed and nodding as Duncan hammered home some obscure point, Duncan’s hands heavy with the weight of knowledge being expressed through them. Two veterans of exile, reborn in the pleasure of each other’s company. (Which isn’t to say we didn’t argue—we argued, sometimes viciously. We knew where we stood with one another.)
	Early on, Duncan dispensed with politeness and pressed Bonmot about his faith. Duncan’s journal relates one such discussion, over an early lunch I wasn’t at:

Bonmot irritates me with his faith sometimes, because it seems based on nothing that is not ephemeral. And yet my own faith, misdiagnosed as “obsession,” cannot incite such blind obedience or trust.
“What I don’t understand,” I said to Bonmot today, “is how you went from corrupt Truffidian Antechamber to beatific Blythe Academy royal.”
I supposed I was interested because of my own “scandal,” even if it was just the ignominious fate of being out of print. Perhaps I could recreate Bonmot’s path.
But Bonmot just laughed and dispelled any hope of true explanation by saying, “Better to ask how I became corrupt in the first place. But, really, to answer your question, I had no choice. It just happened. When you are inside a situation like that, you see the world in a way that allows you to rationalize what you are doing. When you lose that perspective, you wake up.”
“Are you saying that no trigger, no incident, that brought you to the realization?”
“No,” Bonmot said. “I just literally woke up one day and had the distance to realize that I had gotten onto the wrong path and I had to change.”
“Very convenient,” I said, which made Bonmot emit one of his rare belly laughs, doubled over for a moment or two.
“Ah, Duncan,” he said, wiping a tear from his cheek. “I admit it is convenient. That I should have been redeemed so easily. Such a pat revelation. But the good news is, the same may happen for you one day, if you have need of it.”
(Was it a nervous laugh? A genuine belly laugh? Did the disappointed look on my face make him laughamuse him? No, he was too kind for that. Was he laughing at something else entirely—some cosmic personal or religious joke? I couldn’t tell at the time, but I thought about it often, because it confused me. Now, if I had to guess, I would say that Bonmot was laughing at the memory of his own foolishness, laughing too at the sheer luck of having escaped it.) LG Liz Gorinsky  > LIZ: See this change. I think it helps. Also note how I’ve realigned the whole scene. It makes no sense that Bonmot would equate his own beliefs with just being another “theory”. He believes this is The Truth, and thus the changes.  LG Liz Gorinsky  Yes, I think this change helps, both in this paragraph and throughout. 
“I do need a few revelations,” I said.
“Maybe you need God,” Bonmot said, though with a lilt to his voice that let me know he might be teasing. “Do you think maybe that’s why you’ve come to me?” His tone of voice made it so. I hadn’t come to him for that reason, and yet I was open to it in a strange way. 
“You have faith in something you cannot see,” I said. “I can understand that, but I can’t believe in it.”
He shrugged. “ ‘There is no speech, there are no words; the song of the heavens is beyond expression.’ Not just something, but someone.”
“Someone, then,” I said. “So tell me—why are we so different? I also believe in something or someone I cannot see. It just happens to live underground.” I said it casually, and it came out like a joke, but my breath quickened, and I think that on some level, I really wanted a profound answer. I wanted an answer of some kind, at least—and one that  would help me understand why I could not stop pursuing my mystery.
“There’s a difference,” Bonmot said, although I’ve wondered ever since how he could know such a thing, without having seen what I’ve seen, down there.
“What is the difference?”
“Your unseen world only exists inside your head,” he said, in as gentle a way as he could—he even reached out across the table with his huge hands, as if, for a second, he meant to console me. “My unseen world, however, is the truth. It is truth that convinces and the divine that gives the gift of true faith.”
I’ve always had a problem with Truth and those who espouse Truthit, no matter how much I might love and respect them. Faith, on the other hand, has never been an issue for me. (I once had a conversation about Faith and Truth with Sybel whilst waiting for him to disburse a tincture. “What’s the attraction of Truffidianism? Of the Truth, Sybel?”  LG Liz Gorinsky  Hmmm. Perhaps “Why would anyone want to limit himself to a singular Truth?” I asked. “It’s simple,” he replied. “You don’t have to search anymore. You can just be.” “So can a tree, Sybel,” I said, which was probably the wrong thing to say.)
But, I said, because I could: “I thought it might just be a question of scale. Of the number of souls infected with the delusion.”
(Yes, it was a question of scale. That’s why I failed. You must infect the minds of “hundreds of thousands” to get anything done, to make an impact. You can’t spend your days presenting your theories to a hundred souls at a meeting of a discredited historical society LG Liz Gorinsky  It occurs to me that at the time of this journal entry, Duncan was probably not a member of AFTOIS yet. Is this a problem? . It just doesn’t make a difference.)
Bonmot wasn’t smiling any more. “No, it’s not a matter of scale.”
 LG Liz Gorinsky  I’d suggest swapping these two paragraphs and starting Duncan’s response with something like, “But of course it was a question of scale.” “What, then?”
Bonmot said, “I told you already. You just aren’t ready to listen. You have to know the truth—have something worth believing in. Over time. Over centuries. Something so important people are willing to form their whole lives around it. To live, and, yes, die for it. And that means it must be much bigger than anything imaginable. ‘Silence with regard to You is praise,’ ” he quoted. “ ‘The sum total of what we know of You is that we do not know You.’ ”
I leaned closer, across the table. “What if you could know, though? Would that diminish it? If you could see what I have seen. I think it might change your mind.” (And, toward the end, didn’t he change? And didn’t I wish I’d never tried, to see him uncertain.) LG Liz Gorinsky  Unsure what this second sentence means. Did you mean something like, “Not that I wouldn’t have traded in his uncertainty in an instant, if it would have reversed the circumstances that inspired it.” 
“ ‘The angels of darkness, whose names I do not know,’ ” Bonmot said. “You must take care to resist the false light.”
“The false light.” I shivered. Samuel Tonsure had written that once in his journal. But Tonsure hadn’t known about the Machine, about the door. There was, I had become convinced, a real door, not just an illusion or a delusion or a mirror. A door. And hereBut Bonmot was talking about not letting in a false light. For a moment, just a moment, I asked myself if Bonmot he might have some insight to the same truth I sought.
I pulled away, sat up straight on the bench, felt the lacquered rough-smoothness of its grain against my palms. Felt the sun against my face. Felt the breeze. Wondered at how I could get so lost in a conversation as to forget the world around me.
I started again. I don’t know why I tried. Bonmot couldn’t convince me and I couldn’t convince him. 
“It is that important to me, Bonmot. It’s a religion to me LG Liz Gorinsky  I’m not sure now where the “It is that important” follows from, esp. given that important-ness comes up again in just a few sentences. Maybe we could adjust this to, “What will it take to convince you that what I’ve seen underground is to me what your scripture is to you? It’s a religion to me.” .”
“I’ve no doubt of your sincerity,” Bonmot said. “I’m just not sure what you want from me.”
“To say my theories are not incompatible with your beliefs,” I said. 
“But your theories are impossible. Nor are they truly important to the larger world.”
This made me angry, for just an instant. “Important? Important. How about this—our future survival in Ambergris. A second Silence. Is that important enough for you?”
Bonmot sighed. It was like stone or solid earth sighing. “That’s what Truffidianism is all about, my friend. Exactly that—you should read our texts more closely in future. ‘The same fate is in store for everyone, pure and impure, righteous and wicked, the good and the sinners.’”
“ ‘No one makes it out,’ as Tonsure once wrote,” I said. “But what if that fate is coming sooner to all of us than it should?”
Bonmot shrugged. “I don’t believe in what you believe.”
But I knew that, faced with the reality of it, he would not be so calm or accepting. I knew that the reality of what might one day happen would trump the imaginations of even those who had the capacity to believe in an all-powerful being that had never once manifested itself to Bonmot in the flesh. LG Liz Gorinsky  Parallelism: can’t go from talking about all of “those who had the capacity” to something that just manifests itself to Bonmot.   
Conversations like this one usually ended amicably on both sides—for Duncan because he found much about Truffidianism compelling (This may be wish fulfillment on your part, Janice) and for Bonmot because he had been too flawed in his past to judge the disbelief of others too harshly.
	Duncan: “I’ve seen a kind of a god. It lives underground.”
Bonmot: “The Silence was more about sin than mushrooms.”
Duncan: “But rats, Bonmot? Why do you have to worship rats?”
Bonmot: “The ways of God are mysterious, Duncan. And, besides, you are coming perilously close to blasphemy. We do not worship rats.”
	Duncan: “Rats, Bonmot? Rats?”
 LG Liz Gorinsky  Is this another journal excerpt, or something Janice is reporting. If the latter, should we preface it with something like, “The conversations that took place in my presence took lighthearted paths like:” to help ease the transition back to including Janice in their talks  LG Liz Gorinsky  The structuring of this section still feels a little odd to me. How does this strike you? We talked about serious subjects, yes, but we also told dirty jokes and teased each other mercilessly. I shared wicked stories about the outrageous behavior of my artists, while Bonmot shared tales from his days at the religious academy in Morrow. (My personal favorites concerned the exploits of the head instructor, Cadimon Signal. But, really, Janice, you make it all sound so perfect. It was fun, but it wasn’t perfect.) There was certainly nothing revelatory about these lunchesRarely were our conversations revelatory. That’s not the point. These were people I loved and came to love. For him, I think our lunches allowed him to relax in a way he had not relaxed since he entered the priesthood. For me, sSome weeks, it saved me to be in such company. It took me out of the self-destructive spiral of my own thoughts in a way that even Sybel couldn’t help me. For Bonmot, I think our lunches allowed him to relax in a way he had not relaxed since he entered the priesthood. (And I had fun too, of course. But, really, Janice, you make it all sound so perfect. It was fun, but it wasn’t perfect.)
I should have been envious of the way Duncan and Bonmot talked, but the truth is, it made me happy for them both: the hulking giant and my, by contrast, relatively “dainty” brother. When I approached them with my sandwiches, I often felt guilty for taking them from their collective world of words and ideas, twinned heads turning to look up at me, bewildered—who was this intruder?—followed by recognition and a gracious acceptance into their company. (This is a subtle piece of misdirection that allows you to keep your even greater emotional intimacy with Bonmot secret, I think. As I had, later, Lacond, so you had Bonmot, in a way I didn’t. I was often the intruder, Janice. You two took so easily to one another it was remarkable. But if you don’t want to share such details here, I won’t make you.)
I still remember how Bonmot’s generous drum of a laugh, deep and clear, often drew disapproving looks from the students studying nearby. And yet, even then, during what I considered retreats from the exhausting carnality of my “normal” life, Mary Sabon was with us, folded into the pages of the student examination grade book Duncan kept with him. There is never really is a finite beginning, is there? No real starting point to anything. Beginnings are continually beginning. Time is just a joke played by watchmakers to turn a profit. Through memory, Time becomes conjoined so that I see Mary as a physical presence at those lunches, leaning against Duncan, trying to get his attention.
She is everywhere now. I am, almost literally, nowhere.

V.

Can a childhood memory be misconstrued as starting over? I don’t think so. Not inif I tell it this way: The forests outside Stockton remain as real to me as the humid, fungi-laden streets of Ambergris, maybe more so. The dark leaves, the mottled trunks, the sense of deep green shadows reflected on the windows of our house, as of a presence LG Liz Gorinsky  Perhaps something like “their presence reminding me of the trees that cast them”? . All sorts of trees grew in Stockton, but the difference between the staid oaks that lined our street and the misshapen, twisted, coiled welter of tree limbs in the forest seemed profound. It both reassured us and menaced us in our youth: limitless adventure, fear of the unknown.
	Our house lay on the forest’s edge. The trees stretched on for hundreds of miles, over hills and curving down through valleys. Various were the forest’s names, from the Western Forest to the Forest of Owls to Farely’s Forest, after the man who had first explored the area. Stockton had been nestled comfortably on its eastern flank for centuries, feeding off of the timber, the sap, the animals that took shelter there. Even though Stockton was marginally to the south of Ambergris—across the River Moth from it—Stockton was much more temperate because of the forest. It never got as sweltering as Ambergris.
	By the time I had turned thirteen and Duncan was nine, we had made the forest our own. We had colonized our tiny corner of it—cleared paths through it, made shelters from fallen branches, even started a tree house. Dad never enjoyed the outdoors, but sometimes we could persuade him to enter the forest to see our latest building project. Mom had a real fear of the forest—of any dark place, which may have come from growing up in Ambergris. (I never had the sense that growing up in Ambergris had been a trauma for her—she lived there during very calm times—but it is true she never talked about it.)
	One day, Duncan decided we should be more ambitious. We had made a crude map of what we knew of the forest, and the great expanse labeled “Unknown” irked him. The forest was one thing that could genuinely be thought of as his, the one area where he did not mimic me, where I followed his lead.
	We stood at the end of our most ambitious path. It petered out into bushes and pine needles and the thick trunks of trees, the bark scaly and dark. I breathed in the fresh-stale  LG Liz Gorinsky  ? air, listened to the distant cry of a hawk, and tried to hear the rustlings of mice and rabbits in the underbrush. We were already more than half a mile from our house.
	Duncan peered into the forest’s depths.
	“We need to go farther,” he said.
	Back then, he was a thin little kid, small for his age, his shocking blonde hair beginning to turn brown. His bright blue eyes sometimes seemed too large for his face. He liked to wear long green shirts with brown shorts and sandals. He said it served as a kind of camouflage. (Camouflage or comfort—I don’t remember.)  LG Liz Gorinsky  Alright, keep it… :) But perhaps we could try moving it forward a line? I used to wear the same thing, although, oddly enough, it scandalized Mom when I did it. Dad couldn’t have cared less. (Camouflage or comfort—I don’t remember.)
	“How much farther?” I asked.
	I had become increasingly aware that our parents counted on me to keep watch over Duncan. Ever since he’d gotten trapped in a tunnel the year before, we’d all become more conscious of Duncan’s reckless curiosity.
	“I don’t know,” he said. “If I did, it wouldn’t be much of an adventure. But there’s something out there, something we need to find.”
	His expression was mischievous, yes, but also, somehow, otherworldly. (Otherworldly? I was nine. There was nothing “otherworldly” about me. I liked to belch at the dinner table. I liked to blow bubbles and play with metal soldiers and read books about pirates and talking bears.)
	“But there’s all that bramble,” I said. “It will take ages to clear it.”
	“No,” he said, with a sudden sternness I found endearing, and a little ridiculous, coming from such a gangly frame. “No. We need to go out exploring. No more paths. We don’t need paths.”
	“Well...,” I said, about to give Duncan my next objection.
	But he was already off, tramping through the bramble like some miniature version of the Kalif, determined to claim everything he saw for the Empire. He had always been fast, the kind to set out obstinately for whatever goal beckoned, whatever bright and shiny thing caught his eye. Usually, I had control over him. Usually, he wanted to stay on my good side. But when it came to the forest, our relationship always changed, and he led the way.
	So off he dashed into the forest, and I followed, of course. What choice did I have? Not that I hated following him. Sometimes, because of Duncan, I was able to do things I wouldn’t have done otherwise. And, such a relief, when I followed him, the weight of being the eldest lifted from me—that was a rare thing, even BDD. 
	The forest in that place had a gathered a concentrated darkness to it because of the thick underbrush and the way the leaves and needles of the trees diluted the sun’s impact. To find a patch of golden sunlight in the gloom was like finding gold, but those patches only accentuated the surrounding darkness all the more. The smell of rot caused by shadow was a healthy smell—I didn’t mind it; it meant that all of the forest still worked to fulfill its cycle, even down to the smallest insect tunneling through dead wood. It did not mean what it would come to mean in Ambergris.
	Duncan and I fought our way through and over stickery vines and close-clumped bushes. We felt our way over fallen trees, stopping in places to investigate nests of flame-colored salamanders and stipplings of rust-red mushrooms. The forest fit us snugly; we were neither claustrophobic nor free of its influence. The calls of birds grew strange, shrill, and then died away altogether. (As if we had gone through a door to a different place, a different time, Janice. I could not believe, sometimes, while in the forest, that it existed in the same world as our house.)
	At times, the ground rose to an incline and we would be trudging, legs lifting for the next step with a grinding effort. The few clearings became less frequent, and then for a long time we walked through a dusk of dark-green vegetation under a canopy of trees like black marble columns, illuminated only by the stuttering glimmer of a firefly, or even just the repetitive clicking of some insect. A smell like ashes mixed with hay surrounded us. We had both begun to sweat, despite the coolness of the season, and I could hear even undaunted Duncan breathing heavily. We had come a long way, and I wasn’t sure I could find the route back to our familiar paths. Yet something about this quest, this foolhardy plunge forward, became hypnotic. A part of me could have kept on going hour after hour, with no end in sight, and been satisfied with that uncertainty. (Then you know how I have felt my entire adult life—except that we’re told there is no uncertainty. No one makes it out, we’re told, from birth until our deathbed, in a thousand spoken and unspoken ways. It is just a matter of when and where—and if I could discover the truth in the meantime.)
	The sting, the burn, of hard exercise, the doubled excitement and fear of the unknown, kept me going for a long time. But, finally, I reached a point where fear overcame excitement. (You mean common sense overcame excitement.)
	“Duncan!” I said finally, to his back. “We have to stop. We need to find our way home.”
	He turned then, his hand on a tree trunk for support—a shadow framed by a greater gloom—and I’ll never forget what he said. He said, “There is no way to go but forward, Janice. If we go forward, we will find our way back.”
	It sounded like something Dad would have said, not a nine-year-old kid.
	“We’re already lost, Duncan. We have to go back.”
	Duncan shook his head. “I’m not lost. I know where we are. We’re not there yet. I know something important lies ahead of us. I know it.”
	“Duncan,” I said, “you’re wearing sandals. Your feet must be pretty badly cut up by now.”
	“No,” he said, “I’m fine.” (I wasn’t fine. The brambles had lacerated my feet, but I’d decided to block out that discomfort because it was unimportant.)
	“There’s something ahead of us,” he repeated.
	“Yes, more forest,” I said. “It goes on for hundreds of miles.” I thought about whether I had the strength to carry a kicking, struggling Duncan all the way back to the house. Probably not.
	I looked up, the long trunks of trees reaching toward a kaleidoscope of wheeling, dimly light-spackled upper branches, amid a welter of leaves. In those few places where the light was right, I could see, floating, spore and dust and strands of cobweb. Even the air between the trees was thick with the decay of life, and as I type these words I wonder now if the underground is anything like deep forest LG Liz Gorinsky  But hasn’t she been underground at this point? Or did she go under to visit Duncan at some point later in the writing process? My chronology is fuzzy. , because I became accustomed to the deep forest that day. (It’s more intense underground, Janice, because you can’t match what you’re seeing to anything you’ve experienced before.)
	“Trust me,” Duncan said, and grinned. He headed off again, at such a speed that I again had no choice but to follow him. In the shadows, my brother’s thin, wiry frame resembled more the thick, muscular body of a man. Was there any point at which I could convince him to stop, or he would he stop on his own?
	Another half-hour or so—just as I could no longer identify our direction, so too I had begun to lose my sense of time—and a thick, suffocating panic had begun to overcome me. We were lost.   We would never make it home. (You should have trusted me. You will need to trust me.)
	But Duncan kept walking forward, into the unknown, through bramble and brush, over half-rotted tree branches, the thick loam of the forest floor rising at times to his ankles.
	Then, to my relief, the undergrowth thinned, the trees became larger but spread farther apart. Soon, we could walk unimpeded, over a velvety compost of earth covered with moist leaves and pine needles. A smell arose from the ground, a rich smell, almost like coffee or muted mint. I heard again the hawk that had been wheeling overhead earlier, and an owl in the murk above us.
	Duncan stopped for me then. He must have known how tired and thirsty I was, because he took my hand in his, and smiled as he said, “I think we are almost there. I think we almost are.”
	We had reached the heart—or a heart—of the forest, I think. We had reached a place that in a storm would be called the eye. The light that shone through from above did so in shafts as thin as the green fractures of light I can see from the corner of my eye as I type up this account. And in those shafts, the dust motes floated yet remained perfectly still. Now I heard no sound but the pad of our feet against the loamy earth.
	Duncan stopped. I was so used to hurrying to keep up that I almost bumped into him.
	“There,” he said, pointing, a smile creasing his face.
	And I gasped, for there, just ahead of us, stood a statue.
	Made of solid gray stone, fissured, splashed with light, overgrown with an emerald-and-crimson lichen, the idol had a face with large, wide eyes, a tiny nose, and a solemn mouth. The statue could not have been taller than three or four feet.
	We walked closer, in an effortless glide, so enraptured by this vision that we forgot the ache in our legs.
	Iridescent beetles had woven themselves into the lichen beads of its smile, some flying around the object, effortless on tiny wings, heavy bodies drooping below the wings. Other insects had hidden in the fissures of the stone. What looked like a wren’s nest decorated part of the top of the head. A whole miniature world had grown up around it. It was clearly the work of one of the native tribes that had fled into the interior when our ancestors had built Stockton and claimed the land around it. This much I knew from school.
	“How?” I asked in amazement. “How did you know this was here, Duncan?”
	Duncan smiled as he turned to me. “I didn’t. I just knew there had to be something, and if we kept looking long enough, we’d find it.”
	At the time, while we stood there and drank in the odd beauty of the statue, and even as Duncan unerringly found our way home, and even after Mom and Dad, waiting in the backyard as the sun disappeared over the tree line, expressed their anger and disappointment at our “irresponsibility”—especially mine—I never once thought about whether Duncan might be crazy rather than lucky, touched rather than decisive. I just followed him. (Janice, I lied to you, just a little. It’s true I didn’t know exactly where to find the statue, but I had already heard about from one of the older students at our school. He’d given me enough information for me to get a fairly good idea of where to go. So it wasn’t preternatural on my part—it was based on a shred, a scrap, of information, as are all of my wanderings.)

	Just as Duncan pushed me and himself farther than was sane that day, so too Duncan pushed Blythe Academy. It was not just the impending matter of Mary Sabon—it was the clandestine way in which he used the Academy to further Duncan’s primary lifelong interest: the gray caps and their plans.
	I’ve no inkling about Duncan’s ability to teach (thanks a lot). I never sat in on his classes. I never even asked him much about the teaching. I was too busy. But I do know he discovered that he enjoyed “drawing back the veil of incomprehension” as he once put it (jokingly). Just the act of lecturing exercised intellectual muscles long dormant—and exorcised the demons of self-censorship, for he could speak unfiltered by fear of a reading public. (Not to worry—I never had a real reading public, or I’d have continued to find publication somewhere. But, yes, I was fearful that I might one day develop one. Just imagine—someone actually reading those thick slabs of paper I spent years putting together.) He could entertain and educate while introducing his charges to elements of the mysterious he hoped might one day blossom into a questioning nature and a thirst for knowledge (and all too successful I was!).
	But was it all innocent education? Was there, perhaps, something else beneath it?
	An examination of his lesson plans reveals a pattern not unlike the pattern formed by the poly-glut  LG Liz Gorinsky  Intentional? Or did you mean polyglot? documents, maps, illustrations, and portraits that had once lined Duncan’s room at the Religious Academy. (I never told you, but I received word only a year ago that, at Cadimon Signal’s request, the entire display had been lovingly preserved under glass, framed, and spirited away to some dark, vile basement in Zamilon for a prolonged period of zealot-driven dissection. What they hope to find amongst my droppings, I don’t know, but the thought of their clammy hands and ratty eyes pawing through my former wall adornments is a bit much.)
	While Duncan could not, and would not, divulge the essence of his underground journeys, he taught a stunningly diverse series of texts, centered around The Journal of Samuel Tonsure—ostensibly for the review of early Truffidian twaffle, pamp, and circumglance—and including a number of subsidiary elements, such as Truffidian folklore, study of the mushroom dwellers, and direct scrutiny of transcripts of conversations between Truffidian priests around the time of Tonsure’s adventures. Related social, economic, religious, cultural, psychological, geographic, and confessional texts were also assigned to the students, supposedly to recreate a complete context for the formation of the early Truffidian church.
	I have, in this trunk of Duncan’s papers that I have half-dragged, half had dragged for me, to this location, some of his lesson plans. For example:
	SPRING SEMESTER
Primary Texts
	Cinsorium: teacher’s copy; to be loaned, three days each student
	The Journal of Samuel Tonsure by Samuel Tonsure
	Red Martigan: A Life by Sarah Galandrace
	The Relationship Between the Native Tribes of Stockton & the Gray Caps by Jonathan Shriek: thesis paper; copies to be distributed
	The Refraction of Light in a Prison by the Imprisoned Truffidian Monks 
	Zamilon for Beginners by Cadimon Signal: in preparation for next semester

		Areas of Study	
	Samuel Tonsure’s Journal: The Apparently Impossible Spatial Perspective Expressed in the Sections on the Underground. (I’ve since come to understand that the problem lies with the limitations of human senses, not Tonsure’s account.)
	Evidence of the Gray Caps in Morrow: A Selection of Texts, including a cavalryman’s diary from the period of the Silence. (Alas, this now appears to have been at worst a hoax, at best bad research.)
	An Examination of Fungi Found Outside of Religious Structures: Field trip.
	Guest Lecture by James Lacond (Oddly, Lacond and I did not converse much during that first face-to-face meeting. He came to class shortly before the appointed time, was polite but not inquisitive, gave his lecture on his own theories about the gray caps, and left. I sensed a wariness in him the entire time, which was understandable, given that he had experienced a lot of ridicule for his theories over the years.)

	Alas, Duncan either did not preserve his accompanying private notes or did not include them with these plans. However, after a careful review of all of the lesson plans—most too tedious to replicate here—I believe Duncan had more on his mind than teaching students. I believe he sought independent verification of his own findings. He thought that, subjected to the same stimuli, his students—maybe just one or two, but that would be enough—would one day vindicate him of historical heresy. How ironic, then, that his efforts would instead lead one of his students to convict him of historical heresy.
	(Janice, enough! You had ample opportunity to ask me about any and all of this, and would have received a more honest answer than the one generated by your suppositions. We may be siblings, but you cannot see into or through my mind. You have gotten it half-right—which means you have gotten it all wrong. I did seek to educate my students first and foremost. This did require a varied and wide approach, primarily because few existing texts interwove the complexity of historical issues with a thorough cross-disciplinary approach. Why do you think I had to create that “document” on my wall back at the Institute in the first place? So I taught them, and taught them well. The subtext of my teaching—yes, there was a subtext, I admit it—had nothing to do with hoping my students would replicate my work. The only true way any of them could replicate my work would be to follow me underground, and, as you well know, I made that mistake only once.
	(No. What you fail to see are the truly diabolical intentions behind my approach. You underestimate me. Validation? Hardly. Three hundred students could validate my findings and still not a soul would believe them, or me. No, my plan concerned additional research. With plucking the half-formed thoughts like plums. With growing another thirty or forty brains and limbs each semester, to become this multi-spined creature that might, in its flailing, lurching way, accomplish more than a single, if singular, scholar, ever could. Each text I made them read, every essay question answered, every research paper written, corresponded to a section of grid in the incomplete map of my knowledge. They taught me in many cases. They didn’t have the scars I had, or the foreknowledge; they were unblinkered, unfettered by my peculiar brand of orthodoxy. I used to watch them, heads bowed, heavy with knowledge, working on the latest test, each swirling loop of letter from their pens on paper signifying a kind of progress—this permutation, that permutation, forever tried, discarded, yielding nothing, and yet valuable for that fact alone. Discount this, and you can begin testing that. Sabon was part of it at first, certainly—she bought into it, sheand may even have understood what I was doing.
	(When one puzzle piece—and a semester of thirty students might fill in a single puzzle piece, at best—had been locked into position, we would move on to the next. A careful observer might have noticed that my curriculum began to resemble cheese cloth. Much of it was useless, much of it redundant, much of it insanely boring and obscured by lazy or talentless students. But they did receive a relatively full education from me. And keep in mind that I was not their only teacher.
	(In time, the game did outgrow its old boundaries. At every opportunity, I would murmur in the ears of my fellow instructors like an echo of their own desires: hints of scholarship and glory if they only turned their attention to this or that ignored corner of history. “I wonder if anyone has ever compared the version of Nysman’s report on the Silence stored at Nicea with the versioncopy stored at Zamilon. I am told they diverge in ways that speak to issues of authenticity in Samuel Tonsure’s journal.” Casually, off-the-cuff, as if it fell outside my area of expertise, but should be pursued by someone, with great rewards for any enterprising scholar. In all of this, Bonmot was an interesting factor. He guessed what I was up to rather early on, I think, but never did anything to stop me. Raised an eyebrow, gave me a penetrating stare, but that was it.
	(And so, by the fourth year of my employment at Blythe Academy, I had built my own machine, fully as terrible and far-reaching as the Machine I had encountered underground. You understand now, I hope? I had managed to subvert and divert the resources of an entire institution of higher learning to the contemplation of a single question with many branches. The diagram I drew of this question was based only on Tonsure’s account and inexplicably resembled the gray caps’ most recurrent symbol, which had been drawn on walls, on cobblestones, but never explicated.
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 LG Liz Gorinsky  > LIZ--see explanation, starting with “And I didn’t try to explain it, either”—didn’t show up as mark up for some reason... Question is whether it adds anything or not.  LG Liz Gorinsky  Yeah, I think it does. At the very least, it is non-intuitive what the diagram means from the diagram alone, so if Duncan decided it was worth including here, he would almost certainly offer some explanation. I’d just suggest not leading into it with a disclaimer of non-explanation. 
	(The diagram did not so much forward my quest asAnd I didn't try to explain it, either. I just used it to try to help me see the relationships between various people and concepts in a new way. Manzikert I had triggered the Silence, I felt sure, with his actions in founding Ambergris. Samuel Tonsure had somehow catalogued and explained the gray caps during his captivity underground. Aquelus, a later ruler of Ambergris, had suffered Manzikert's same fate LG Liz Gorinsky  Argh… my copy of City of Saints is in the office, so I can’t confirm, and my memory is fuzzy about what happened to who, but if Manzikert was the one who was returned insane and without eyes, then should this line read “had suffered Manzikert’s same fate, but sixed up Manzikert and Aquelus and it is the latter whose eyes were stolen, then perhaps “had gone underground like Manzikert, but survived and returned to the surface.” , but survived to return aboveground. As Zamilon held some answer, so too did Alfar, the ruined tower to which Aquelus' wife had retired prior to the Silence, thus ensuring her survival. And then there were the Silence and the Machine. How did they connected? And how did it all tie back in to the gray caps? These were the perhaps unanswerable questions I struggled with, and the structure through which I examined them. It was arbitrary, I know, but it helped me focus.
	(Although this is perhaps the least of the marvels unearthed during that time, it’s still an impressive experiment in collective unconsciousness, in beehive mentality. Did more than a few of those brains set diligently upon the course plotted for them ever suffer a tremor, a tickle of an inkling of my manipulation? I doubt it. I’m too proud of my work, perhaps, but I did little harm and much good. Several instructors published papers in prominent journals without ever knowing I had color-coded their innocent discoveries into a vast pattern of conspiracy and deception. They stood in their sunlit lecture halls turning their ideas over and over in their hands—brightly-colored baubles for their students to applaud, confident they had solved a complete puzzle rather than assembled a single piece. The students, meanwhile, became specialists sensitive to the rhythms of synergy, analysis, and synthesis. Tuning forks for knowledge, they vibrated prettily, their shiny surfaces one by one catching the light. I admit, I derived great satisfaction from my conspiracy. To have such a measure of control made me nearly ecstatic at times, fool that I was. And still, despite it all, I wasn’t gathering enough knowledge fast enough. I felt frustrated, twice-removed from where I needed to be: underground. Ironic that, aboveground, I felt much as James Lacond once described Tonsure underground:

Most of the time [Tonsure] walks in the darkest night. Now and again, a wavering finger of light flutters across the darkness, teasing him with the outline of a path. Hopeful, he runs toward it, only to find himself in another maze. The hope that night must give way to day allows him to continue, and he tries to guess where a more permanent light might break through—a crack, a crevice, a hole—but the end of night never comes.

Early on, I met these students, Duncan’s unwitting accomplices in an esoteric, possibly meaningless, research. They made no particular impression on me: a formless row of fresh-scrubbed faces attached to identical dark blue uniforms not unlike those of the local private police force. The eyes that populated those ruddy faces sparkled or flared or reflected light according to the intensity of their ambition. Some students stared defiantly at you. Some let you stare through them. Still others looked away, or down at their feet—every foot hidden by proper white socks, sheathed in black, brightly-polished shoes. They smelled like soap and sweat. Their voices cracked and buzzed and sang out with equal innocence and brashness. In their uniformed rows, I could not tell the poor from the rich, the smart from the stupid. Thus did Blythe Academy serve as an equalizer of souls.
Never once did I think to challenge that semblance of equality, to search for that one variant, that one mimic cleverly made up to resemble the others, but actually of a different species altogether. (She was just another student in so many ways. You shouldn't think that she was other, or different. I was the mimic, if anyone was. My presence threw off the balance in that place.)

Mary’s presence, when I look back, first resonated as a faint music vibrating through the strings of my golden metaphor: a resonance neither sinister nor angelic. In that respect, she reminds me of a character in a novel by Sirin. She exists on the edges of the pages, in the spaces between the words, her name unwritten except in riddles: a woman’s green-and-gold scarf on Duncan’s apartment desk, sudden honeysuckle in a glass in his school office, a puzzling hint of cologne during lunch. A half-dozen passive yet sensual details a jealous wife might hoard—or that a sibling might half-remember with amusement, but later revisit harshly. 
	Duncan never mentioned Mary during that time. (She was my student, for Truff’s sake! Why would I mention her? You make this all sound so tawdry yet ethereal. Is it possible she just escaped your myopic powers of observation? Is it possible you were so continually drugged and drunk that you noticed no one?) Curiously, though, Duncan’s postcards began to contain more personal information than our lunchtime conversations, possibly because of Bonmot’s presence.
	Sometimes the postcards consisted of odd lines that told me he had reopened his investigations well beyond Blythe Academy:

Even the flies have eyes, Janice. Eyes for them. There is no corner of this city they cannot see in some form. But it’s too much information. They cannot review it all at once. I imagine them down there, in the fungal light, reviewing intelligence gathered three, four, five years ago—awash in information, none of it useful to them because it overwhelms them. And yet—why? Why attempt to gather it?
	
If Dad had actually studied Tonsure’s journal, I wonder if he would have found what I found. Even more important—what would he have done with the knowledge?

Sometimes they gather around my door. Sometimes they burrow up from below. Usually, when they get in, which isn’t often—I’ve learned some of their tricks—they just watch me. Observe. It is more unnerving than if they were to hurt me.

Either he, in a sense, hoped to distance himself from such knowledge by physically sending it away from him on postcards, or, intensely involved in his studies, cast off these postcards in the fever of scholarship, like heat lightning,. Anyone other than his sister would have thought these notes the ramblings of a madman. (The fever of scholarship, Janice? Actually, Bonmot and I discussed “personal information,” as you call it, quite often, and he never thought I was mad. I admit to writing most of the postcards during the bouts of considerable pain caused by my diseases. Sometimes they reflected my research. Sometimes they simply reflected my agony. Even the starfish could not remove the source of the infection LG Liz Gorinsky  Of course, the starfish is long gone by now. “Even the starfish had not been able to”? . I was changing, and I was changing my mind to come to terms with that fact.)
	More alarmingly, Duncan changed his living quarters with insane frequency, sending dozens of change-of-address postcards to the (newly-renamed but still comfortingly inept) Voss Bender Memorial Post Office before finally giving up and listing the Academy as his mailing address. He refused to live at the Academy, although he would sleep in a guest room on nights when he worked late. Even after he met Sabon, Duncan moved from apartment to apartment. He never signed a lease of more than six months. He never took a ground floor apartment. He always moved up—from the second floor, to the third, to the fourth, as if fleeing some implacable force that came up through the ground. (Yes—bad plumbing. Not to mention gray caps.)
	Clearly he was hiding—and I might even have known from what—but why should his plight affect me? After all, he had been stumbling into danger even BDD. Yes, I had written him the note about golden threads, the way we all touch each other, but do you know how hard it is to keep that in mind from day to day? You’d have to be a priest or a martyr. So I let him go his separate way, confident that, just like the time we had gotten lost in the forest, he would find his way out again.
	Besides, I was distracted. By then, I had ascended to the very height of my powers. I led a council of gallery owners. I wrote withering and self-important reviews for Art of the Southern Cities. I had lunch with Important People like Sirin and Henry Hoegbotton at such upscale restaurants as The Drunken Boat. 
	For two years running, my stable of artists had received more critical attention and created more sales than the rest of the city’s galleries combined. A word from me could now cripple an artist or redeem him. Utterance of such words became almost sexual, each syllable an arching of the back, a shudder of pleasure. When Martin Lake abandoned my gallery, I told Sybel not to worry, for surely a thousand Lakes waited to replace him.
	“Are you sure?” he asked me. “I expected the world to leave Lake behind, which hasn’t happened. That we could deal with. But his leaving you behind could cause you damage.”
	I dismissed his concerns with a wave of my hand. “There are more where he came from.”
I should have taken heed of his astonished look. I had yet to realize that my power had limits—that it could recede like the River Moth during drought.
	The sheer opulence of my life disguised the truth from me. Not content with attending parties, I had begun to host parties. I entertained like one of Trillian’s Banker-Warriors from the old days, my parties soon become  LG Liz Gorinsky  Okay, so maybe you had this right the first time. :) so legendary that some guests were afraid to attend. Legendary not just for the food or music or orgies, but how all three elements could be artfully combined in new and inventive ways. Outside of the incessant, unceasing rumors that they were “squid clubs” (a euphemism for the more sado-masochistic sex parlors, so named for the habit of squid hunters of tying up their catch and delivering it alive to the buyer), nothing could beat  LG Liz Gorinsky  Diminish the allure of? Or is “beat” an intentional pun? my parties.
Sybel was a great help with the parties—he took to their planning as if he had found his true calling. Under his artful administration, we staged many delightful debacles of alcohol and drugs. Each weekend, we would move to some new, more exotic, location—the priests of the Religious Quarter, in their greed, would rent to me their very cathedrals for these parties. Or Sybel would hire “party consultants” to scout the burnt-out Bureaucratic District for suitable locations. Then, to the surprise of the homeless and the criminal element, some blackened horror of a building—say, the former Ministry of Foreign Affairs—would, well after midnight, erupt with light and mirth and the loud confusion of alcohol-aided conversations. The artists so elsewhere that they stood in corners talking to statues, coat racks, and desks. Morning revealed  LG Liz Gorinsky  I’m not sure you can really use this intransitively. Perhaps “manifested”? as grainy light touching pale bodies that in turn touched each other casually amongst the random abandoned divans and couches and make-shift beds crusted with cake and cum.
	I remember waking up once, in the middle of the night, my cold sweat moistening the bedsheets, my skin crawling with a nameless dread. Sybel sat in a chair beside my bed, snoring.
	I woke him up in a complete panic, chest tight, lungs heavy. because I couldn't bear to be alone with my thoughts. Chest tight, lungs heavy.
	"How long can we keep this up? How long can we keep going like this?”
	Poor beautiful, stupid-sly Sybel rubbed his eyes, looked up at me, smiled a sleepy smile, and said, “As long as you tell me to.”
	I hit him in the shoulder. The smile never left his face. “What does that mean?” I asked.
	Sybel’s gaze sharpened and he sat up in the chair. “Forever, Janice. Or close enough. This is just the beginning.” 
	Poor stupid me. I believed him. 

	This is just the beginning. And so it was. But the beginning of what? The beginning of the end, really. The one time Janice Shriek’s life significantly impacted Duncan Shriek’s life. I became addicted to hallucinogenic mushrooms. Little purple mushrooms with red-tinged gills. So tiny. So cute. They magnified the minute and humbled the magnificent, and I couldn’t get enough of them. I’d have a meeting with Sirin while on them and watch as his head became bigger and bigger, eclipsing his body. I would eat one while in the middle of another all-night drunken escapade and suddenly the noise and confusion around me would: stop. I would see the glittering detail of a street lamp light shining off of the water in the gutter, and that sudden moment would become as large as the world. A comfort, really. A solace. (A plague. A way for you to escape the world.)
Sybel called them Tonsure’s Folly, and I can’t blame him, because I asked him to get them for me. And I can’t even blame the mushrooms for everything that happened next. I was wandering farther and farther from the golden threads of my note to Duncan. I was becoming more and more unhappy, even though I was filling myself with so many substances and preying off of enough new people, new experiences, that my distress was for the longest time just an echo of an ache in my belly. (No, you can’t blame the mushrooms. But the mushrooms, over time, make the user more and more depressed. And you were already in a fragile state. I’m afraid I’d lost the thread of your life, caught up in my own problems, or I would have asked Sybel to intervene..)
The parties I still remember with fondness, although the only one I’ve really come close to describing happened ages afterwardsis the posthumous party—the Martin Lake party I was asked to help organize recently. The first party I’d been to for years, and haunted by the ghosts of other, grander parties. These ghosts lingered long enough to laugh at the staid properness of Janice Shriek in her old (c)age. No guests rolling naked over the carpet. No fruit served from the delicious concavities of the lithe bodies of young men and women. Not even the simple pleasures to be found in bowls of mushroom drugs. Just guests, music, light dancing, and lighter punch, not even spiked. Oh, what humiliation!
***
“Do you think she can see us from in there?”
“Naw—she’s busy.”
“She’s deep in thought, she is—but what could she be thinking, do you think?”
“About the next word she puts her hard finger to.”
Distractions abound. Sometimes they become part of the story. Anyway:
The careful reader will remember that when I last left off the story of my final confrontation with Mary Sabon and her necklace of flesh—which, if you will remember, consisted, before the metaphor came to life and lurched forward on raw feet, devouring literalness, of two dozen of her worshippers, those who had become falsely convinced she was the best historian since my brother—I was, when last you saw me, walking down the marble stairs in their direction.
I descended to the foot of the stairs. The marble shone like glass; my face and those of the others reflected back at me. The assembled guests slowly fell apart into their separate bead selves. Blank-eyed beads wink-winking at me as they formed a corridor to Sabon. Smelling of too little or too much perfume. Shedding light by embracing shadows. A series of stick-figures in a comedy play.
“What can she be typing so furiously?”
“How long’s she been in there?”
“At least five days. I bring her food and drink. I take it out again. She’s enough paper in there to last another week.”
“Do they mind?”
“What? They? Haven’t seen them here for weeks. They’ll not be around again.”
Mary Sabon. We are approaching Sabon now. Or I am, now that I’ve made it down the marble staircase. I suppose I must conjure her into existence before I can banish her…Red hair. Massive long locks of red hair, forest-thick and as uncivilized. Emerald eyes—or, perhaps, paste pretending to be jewel. A figure that. A voice which. A smile of.
I’m afraid I cannot do her the justice Duncan did in his journal entries, so I will stand aside to let him speak, even if he does stutter, enraptured by a school-girl-smell, white-socks fantasy with as much reality to it as a paper chandelier.

Mary Sabon. Sabon, Mary. Sabon. Mary. Mary. Mary Sabon. Sabon. Sabon. Sabon. The name burns like a flame in my head like her hair burns like her name burns like a flame in my head. She burns in my head. She burns in my head. I am delirious with her. I am sick with her. Blessed infection. I think of nothing but her. Walking home today, I could sense that the trees lining the boulevard contained her. I see her features when I stare down at the pavement over which I tread. She is half-formed in the air. The faint smell of Stockton pine needles and incense. As of her. As of an echo of her. Her form a flame in the world that burns through everything, and there is nothing in the world but her—the world revealed as paper that burns away at the first hint of her. Above and below, a flame in my head. I cannot get her out. I am not sure I want to get her out. Rather banish myself from myself than to banish her from me.

	“Does she tip well?”
	“Well enough. I don’t mind her. She’s no trouble. Not like you lot.”
	“That’s a rough thing to say.”
	They are beginning to annoy me. I cannot keep them out of the text. Everything around me is going into the text—each dust mote, each scuff upon the floor, the unevenness of this desk, the clouded quality of the windows. I cannot keep it out right now.
	Flame or not, at my party, Mary Sabon wore dark green. She almost always wore dark green. She might as well have been a shrub or a tree or a tree trunk.
	Ignoring my presence (she didn’t know who you were, Janice!) LG Liz Gorinsky  But they’d been to the opera together and Janice had sold her that painting. A protest like, “She didn’t see you!” or “She was in the middle of a conversation!” or even “You’ve changed so much since she knew you; she surely didn’t recognize you” would be more plausible. —something she would have done at her peril in the old days—she said, “Duncan Shriek? Why, Duncan is not a human being at all, but composed entirely of digressions and transgressions. Assuming he is still alive, that is.”
	As she said this, she turned and she looked right at me.
	I stared at her for a moment. I let her receive the venom in my eyes. Then I walked up to her and slapped her hard across the face. The impact shone red as her hair, as flushed as the gasp from the necklace of flesh. It lit up her face in a way that made her look honest again. It spread across her cheek, down her neck, swirled between the tops of her breasts, and disappeared beneath her gown.
If the world is a just place, that mark will never leave her skin, but remain as a pulsing reminder that, at some point in the past, she hurt someone so badly that she hurt herself as well.
	But I was not done. Not by half. I had just begun.
	What did I do? You’ll find out soon enough. Jump pages. Jump time. Skip through the rest as if it were a park pathway on a Sunday afternoon, and you eager to feed the ducks at the far end, in Trillian Memorial Square. But I haven’t written the path yet, and you’d just get lost without it—and, paper cuts aside, I’ll find ways to make you wait. Waiting is good. I’ve been waiting for over five days now. I know something about waiting. And afterwords.
	“I say again: What’s she typing in there? Clack-clack-clack—it’s disturbing my peace of mind.”
	“Wasn’t her brother the writer?”
	“Obviously not the only one in the family.”
	“You must be new to this conversation.”
	“What’s she writing, do you think?”
	“The story of your life, Steen. A history of the Cappans. How should I know?”
	“Whatever it is, it must be important. To her.”
 LG Liz Gorinsky  Hmm… at some point I’ll need to go through and make sure the excerpt indents don’t clash with the normal indents, but for now I’m taking a shortcut. 	Pickled eyes in pickled light. A glimpse of cheddar-wedge nose.
	“Funny. It’s like an echo. It falls away when we stop talking.”
	…
	“See. No typing. Do you think she’s…?”
	She’s what? Typing your inane speech, perhaps? Why not? You’ve become my companions after a fashion. Although I’ve never talked to them, I’ve shared this place with them for days now. I ought to feel grateful for their interest. I ought to get out of this dank back room and go over and suggest a game of darts.
	“Naw—she’s not typing us. Hasn’t got anything to do with us.”
	I think I’ll go for a walk. I’m going to go for a walk. My hands are cramping. My stomach growls. The clock on the wall tells me I’ve been here much longer than I thought.
	Even ghosts can take a walk, so why not me?

VI.

I was beginning to sound like a character in a book. I had to escape the relentless pressure of the words. I had to get away from the words. LG Liz Gorinsky  Still not terribly fond of this repetition.  From the typewriter keys. From my wrinkled hands, which prove my brain lies to me about my age. From the faces staring through the green crack where the corridors synchronize into a fracture of seeing. From the feeling that I had begun to parrot on these pages, blandly recitatingion of facts. (Janice, once you start a project like this, it’s impossible to tell what is truly important or who will find what the most interesting. You are too much in the middle of it all to tell, so it’s no use second guessing. You’re better off with too much than not enough., even when you get it wrong. Except when I tell you you’re wrong! MSOffice    >Not really fond of this insertion. I think something should go here, but my fix isn’t much better than the original. ) LG Liz Gorinsky  Is this any better? Of course, it will read as (deliberately) absurd, especially when we hear more about Duncan’s own overwordiness, but might be somewhat comical. 
	I went for a hobbling walk, leaning heavily on my cane every step of the way. But when you’ve lived in a place this long, no walk can occur solely in the present. Every street, every building, appears to you encrusted with memories, with perspectives that betray your age, your cynicism, your sentimentality, or your lack of feeling where you should feel something. There—the site of a quick fuck, a fumbling moment of ecstasy (“lover’s tryst,” Janice, is, I believe, the preferred term; once again your style slips from Duncanisms to gutterisms.) Here—a farewell to a departing friend. A fabled lunch with an important artist. The dust-smudged window of a rival gallery, still floundering along while you are forever out of business. A community square, where once you held an outdoor party, strung with paper lanterns. And if this were not enough—not relentless enough, not humbling enough—that unspeakable vision overlaying all of it, had Iyou only the glasses to see:, the vision I share with Duncan and perhaps no one else, that recognizes illuminates LG Liz Gorinsky  Or is this too literal?  the mark of the gray caps on the city in a thousand signs and symbols. 
	It is not an easy thing for me to walk through Ambergris these days, but there is also comfort: why, she said, her heart breaking a little, there are so many friends to visit, even if they are all underground.
	But at first I just hobbled down Albumuth Boulevard in the late afternoon light, letting my path be decided by the gaps between supplicants and pilgrims. I took deep breaths, to catch all the smells in this most beautiful and cruel of all cities: passionflower and incense, lemon trees and horse flop, rotting ham hock and coffee grounds. For a few minutes I tried to pretend to be a tourist, a passerby, an incidental part of the city. It didn’t work. How could it? I am Janice Shriek.  LG Liz Gorinsky  Nice. 

I thought I might feel more optimistic if I headed for the site of my greatest triumphs. , although mMy leg with its phantom attachment was already beginning to ache, but. I hadn’t visited it in ages, so I went LG Liz Gorinsky  As written, it implied that she hadn’t visited her leg in ages, not the site. Fix? . After a good half hour, I finally stood in front of what had once been the Gallery of Hidden Fascinations. A flower shop and a bakery stood to either side, but the part of the building that had housed the gallery lay empty as if cursed. The shadow where the handpainted sign had once hung had been branded into the wall by years of hard weather. Beyond the cracked windows lay dust, moldy frames, and darkness. No paintings. No paint not peeling. Just seasons and seasons of neglect. The smell of stale bread, rotting wood. Layers of purple fungus had taken root in the closest wall. Passersby hardly spared the place a second glance. It should have been a monument, or at least a memorial. It had housed dozens of famous paintings and painters. Conversations that shaped all aspects of the art world had taken place there. Much of the art mentioned in the Hoegbotton tourist guides, the descriptions of the New Art movement, had started with my gallery. I had started there. Everything I have been since  LG Liz Gorinsky  “since” implies that she was something before, in contrast to the assertion that she “had started” at the gallery. Perhaps “The woman I came to be”? came from my gallery. This dump. This husk of broken timbers. Even my memories of it—saturated in the marinade of all five senses and as sharp as yesterday—could not bring it to sudden life. I might as well have never left the typewriter. I was still trapped in an afterword.
	I headed into the Religious Quarter, immediately calmed by the sound of bells—bells from steeples and cathedrals, from alcoves and altars, which I could never quite find the source of, which lingered at the edge of hearing.
	I disturbed a boy in the act of lighting a candle in the recess that marked the northernmost corner of the Church of the Seven-Edged Star. He looked up at me, his face whiter even than his white robes against the tousle of black hair, his eyes a glistening green, his mouth forming a half-conscious “O,” the long match held with divine grace in his slightly upturned right hand. The white of his revealed wrist sent a shudder through me, but he smiled and the image of grace returned.
	He was right to start the candle, for the Quarter at that hour had not only distant bells but distant light, the dusk so strong it might as well have been a smell, a musk, that slid over the unprotected surfaces of cobblestones, windows, and walls, leaving behind the chaos of rippling illuminations that remain in the Quarter after dark. Priests shuffled past, murmuring mouths and bare feet. Truffidians, Manziists, Menites, Cultists? Doubtless Duncan would have known. (Probably not. I never was much of an expert on anything other than history. The ways of current religions hold little interest to me except when as they pertain to unraveling the secrets of the gray caps.)
	Moving on, I walked to the edge of the Religious Quarter, by now an act of will— my foot really hurt—past the stern-looking Truffidian Cathedral, and by way of a flurry of alleys, soon found myself in front of the Blythe Academy. The dark covered the academy comfortably, content to linger at the outskirts of lamps and torches.
	Even from the street I could see directly into the courtyard, and beyond the courtyard into the student apartments, here and there a window illumined with golden light. In the foreground, the pale willow trees rustled in the breeze. (As pale willow trees are wont to do.) The stone benches and tables were solid, dark, strangely-comforting masses. A monk strode across the courtyard. Another followed, cowl hiding his face. The sweet, pungent scent of honeysuckle wound itself around me.
	I do not know how long I stood there, remembering those long-ago conversations, but as I did, an unbearable sadness came over me. Nothing I can type on these pages can convey—truly—what I felt as I looked into the darkened courtyard where Duncan, Bonmot, and I had sat and talked. And, if I am truthful, that place I stood in front of, which meant so much to me, no longer had any more to do with me than the Borges Bookstore. The moment, the spirit, had passed out of it and it was just a place once more. Duncan no longer taught there. Bonmot no longer sat behind the desk in his office, listening to the imagined miseries of yet another homesick student. Duncan had disappeared. Bonmot had died more than fifteen years ago.
	What strange creatures we are, I thought as I stood there. We live, we love, we die with such random joy and grief, excitement and boredom, each brain as individual as a fingerprint, and just as enigmatic. We make up stories to understand ourselves and tell ourselves that they are true, when in fact they only represent an individual impression of one individual fingerprint, no matter how universal we attempt to make them.
	I stood there, mourning the death of that place, even though it had not really died, even though it had since  LG Liz Gorinsky  Would it be revealing too much to say “since the war”? spawned a thousand stories to join the millions of stories that comprised the city, and then I walked back here, to the typewriter, to continue my epic, my afterword, so consumed by what? By emotion. That my hands are shaking. They are shaking right now. What shall stop them? Perhaps a dose of the dead past.

***

At Bonmot’s funeral, some fifteen years ago, men and women who would not have dared visit him while he was alive circled around the polished oak coffin like impatient iridescent flies. The day held a hint of rain in the gravel sky, the air moist and cool. The smell of mold was everywhere.
Outside the Truffidian Cathedral, Martin Lake dourly limped about on his polished cane, stopping to mutter grim Lake-isms to friends such as Merrimount and Raffe, all of whom avoided me as if I embodied a disease they might one day become. That’s how far I had fallen. I limped like Lake by then. I had a cane like him. But I was not enough like him, especially now that he had passed from “successful” to that ethereal realm where one’s fame will always outlive the fading mortal body.
	The Morrow ambassador to the House of Hoegbotton—newly renamed, to reflect the aftermath of war—presented a dapper sight in slick black tuxedo and tails, at least until he managed to slide in a patch of mud created by overzealous grave diggers and groundskeepers. A general from the Kalif’s army, a supposed friend of Bonmot’s in his youth, looked out of place in turban and gold-and-red glittery uniform, his presence barely tolerated by a city that so frequently had been bombarded by his masters.
	Dozens of priests arrived from the Religious Quarter, from orders as diverse as the Cult of the Seven-Edged Star and Manziism. They all wore variations of black-on-white and somber stares. They all had guards with them. Ever since the War of the Houses, no one trusted anyone else. Hoegbotton’s men were out in force as well, armed with guns and with knives. Some of them stood in motored vehicles, in well-heeled clumps, staring.
	Business leaders also arrived to pay their bemused respects. The newly ascendant Andrew Hoegbotton, a weasly stick figure of a man with large, liquid eyes, shared uneasy space with Lionel Frankwrithe, a smug middle-aged man of middle age who kept pulling out his pocket watch with; at which sudden motions which kept wretched Andrew kept flinching. Truces between House F&L and House H&S rarely lasted very long any more.
At the edges, surrounding these dim luminaries, stood beggars, prostitutes, and the working poor, all of whom Bonmot had helped at some period in his life, whether as Antechamber or as Royal of Blythe Academy. As the Ambergris Daily Broadsheet noted:

Every element of Ambergrisian society turned out yesterday to grieve the death of a man most had abandoned in his exile and which, happy coincidence, they now remembered as the hour of heart-felt high-profile memorial speeches grew near. (Janice, you know I wrote this.)

The procession from the cathedral to Bonmot’s final resting place was silent. The flags of the Religious Quarter lay limp against the breezeless sky. As we walked, our procession grew larger and more diverse. More and more people left their homes or temples to join us. I remember thinking that this wasn’t just a funeral for Bonmot—it was a funeral for the city. So much uncertainty faced us now. We’d been shaken out of our preconceptions by the War and its aftermath. We’d been roused from our blindness—or so we hoped.
	The procession ended with an interminable parade into and through Trillian’s Cemetery. They say Trillian populated the cemetery with the victims of his bloody merchant wars. But, within its walls, I have always felt a theme of renewal and peace rather than death. Its massive oak trees, its giant, curling green ferns, its elegant stone houses for the departed—itthey all conspired to make the visitor think of woodland walks and primordial forests rather than decay. That day, the graveyard seemed more alive than the insensate, gangrenous city surrounding it.
	The trio of violinists abruptly stopped playing. The coffin was lowered into its final resting place, a headstone to be added later. The grave diggers who would fill in the dirt stood leaning on their shovels next to the mound of earth, their stares flat and steady. In front of them, the current Antechamber began to give the final speech of the afternoon, a few hollow words about his predecessor, couched in platitudes and numbing repetition.
	“Give back to this earth this good man, O Lord,” he said, much to the grumbling dismay of several Manziists present, who missed their traditional rat-festooned funeral ceremony. “Give back to this good man the earth, O Lord,” he said again, like a man who, having missed his memorized mark, has to start over in the correct order. “And let you, O Lord, serve as a light to him, for we are imperfect vessels and we platitude simile extended metaphor with barely any pauses followed by more repetition. Period. Comma. Stop. Start. Here I go again about God and the dirt and wait: another platitude, quote from the Truffidian Bible everyone’s heard a thousand times before, and even though I once actually knew Bonmot when I was a junior priest, not a single personal anecdote about the man because the scandal of his long-ago departure as Antechamber might somehow still cling to me like a fetid stench. Amen.”
	While they buried our friend, I watched a glossy emerald beetle, carapace age-pocked and mossy, fend off an attack by a dozen fuzzy ants, their red thorax glands releasing tiny jets of bubbly white poison. This drama took place in a leafy alcove while storks flew against the rapidly darkening sky, and moth wings muttered on mottled tree trunks, the world in constant rebellious motion against the stark silence within the coffin.
	Duncan came, of course, his face ever-more deeply lined with the weight of secret knowledge (or maybe I had just stayed out too late the night before), his gaze settling upon the assembled rabble, in search of one perfect, elusive face…but Mary did not come. Parties, lecture series, concerts, readings, she attended, even during wartime. Funerals, however, never made Mary’s agenda, save for burying Duncan with her books LG Liz Gorinsky  You’re still straining the metaphor a bit here. I think it would be just as effective to cut the second half of the sentence and leave it at that. . She did not like funerals. People, for her, did not die, and places never became disenfranchised from those moments that made them important. Both became entombed in her books, and, until placed there, never failed to behave as less than caricature or puppetry.
	“Duncan,” I said. “She’s not coming. She never was going to come. Not for you. Not for Bonmot.” She would be writing, or doing something equally destructive to Duncan’s (lack of a) career.
	He would not answer me. He would not look at me. He just stared at the coffin as the Antechamber tossed a clot of earth on Bonmot’s coffin, too downcast at Sabon’s absence to utter a word. (Janice, I never bought into religion—not entirely—but I believed in Bonmot, and because he had faith, I had faith through him. And I was heartbroken for missed opportunities, because it had been so many years since I’d had a personal conversation with him.) LG Liz Gorinsky  I like this, but think it might be more effective if you save it to use as evidence in his protests a few paragraphs down. 
	It did not matter—whether minutes after the dissolution of their relationship or years after, he was the same. Even when increasingly attacked and hounded by the words like knives from her various books, he would still allow her to control his heart.
	When we left the funeral, Duncan was still searching the crowd for any sign of Mary.
	(Janice, I accept your dressing down, which you conveniently dilute and misremember, because I knew you hurt from Bonmot’s death as much as I hurt. But please do not mistake my silence for agreement with your reading of my thoughts. If I surveyed the crowd, it was not to search for Mary. I knew she wasn’t coming. My gaze was blind—I saw nothing, but always looked inward to my memories of Bonmot. While the procession lurched toward the cemetery, while the Antechamber gave his depressing speech, even while you lashed out at me, I was nowhere near that place. I was where you should have been—in the courtyard with the willow trees, sitting on a bench beside Bonmot and talking. Besides you, our mother, and Lacond, Bonmot was one of the only people keeping me above ground. 
(You congratulate yourself on being sensitive to my thoughts, but you barely knew them at times. It stung that you saw what others could not—that the fungus had continued to colonize my skin, that even as I stood there and watched them pour dirt over Bonmot’s coffin my body fought a thousand battles more vigorous than that between beetle and ants, that I might not be changed utterly. You saw this, and yet you could not understand why I might be distracted, not myself. That my mind was consumed by another attempt to stand firm against the invasion of my own body on the most basic levels, like pissing black blood or sweating out green liquid fungus.)

***

Duncan and Mary. For a time, long before that horrible day in the graveyard, they were inseparable. And yet: Never a more unlikely couple, a pair less paired, less suited for suitability. Would that I could provide a complete chronicle of the misshapen event. Alas, I cannot tell this part of the story through Duncan’s journal. I am embarrassed to report that Duncan’s journal entries, on these matters prove nearly incomprehensible in itstheir extremes of love, despair, lust, and, yes, love again, repetitious and maudlin. I will spare the reader the full scope of its their sexual senility by only providing excerpts. I suggest you fill in any blanks with applicable entries from your own diary…
	It was, as they say, a beautiful spring day when Duncan first recorded his utter surrender. Outside, the willow trees breathed gently from side to side under a merciful sun, and street vendors danced joyously in anticipation of Duncan’s ardor, and the very birds stopped in mid-air to contemplate the innocence that was Duncan’s lust, and the gray caps came above ground to gift all citizens of the city with garlands of sweet-smelling fungus, and I must stop before I make myself sick. (I’m already sick. This whole section will make me sick, I think.)
	Inside the Academy, Duncan breathed gently on the neck of the woman child (she was already twenty!) he had kept after class for “further instruction”:

Today Mary wore a white blouse, and as I pointed out a relevant passage in Tonsure’s journal, she stood next to me, our clothes just touching. I felt a pressure between us, as if she held me up or I held her up, and if the tension was broken, one of us would fall. I turned my head into the blindness of that endless white as she stood beside me, and every inch of my body knew the certainty of her generous hips where the blouse disappeared into her skirt and the reckless knowledge of her soft neck above the blouse, the face shining above the neck. All of these elements destroyed me more than what I saw, which was just the blouse, filled with her. The stitching on the blouse. The texture of the fabric itself. The soft curving caress of her breast beneath. So near. The nearness of her made me tremble. The smell of her, the smell of clean, firm skin. All I would have had to do was incline my head forward a fraction of an inch and my lips would have kissed her through the fabric. Time was extinguished by the tension— between giving in, feeling her breast against my mouth for what might be only a second before her mutiny;, orand staying in position, forever teased by the possibility. Teetering on the edge of an abyss, where to fall was to fall was to fall into bliss, bliss, bliss; but torment, too…And yet what if the action met not with outrage or rejection, but with a sigh of acceptance? Would that not be worth the risk? Would it not be worth the cost to remove the torment by attempting to consume it? To extinguish the flame by joining it?

For all of his wretched fumbling for words—I hope he didn’t fumble that way with her bra strap!—I could have defined his condition for him with just one word: lust. Why, I had become a world-renowned expert on lust by then, seeing the problem firsthand from several dozen different positions. I could have helped Duncan, except he didn’t ask my advice; instead, he just wrote it all down in his journal. (Not fair. I knew you would have advised me against it, and this I could not bear the thought of. I must say—I do appreciate you baring my soul in your afterword LG Liz Gorinsky  What about something like, “Since you have taken advantage of every opportunity to bare my soul in your afterword, I was probably right to avoid asking you for advice.” .)—

I was destroyed by this. Destroyed. How can I describe the heaviness of her body next to me? The rich physicality of her, the smell of her skin, the way her body eclipsed my senses. She annihilated my dream of her—even flame too light a metaphor. Confronted by the reality of her, I was confronted by the reality of a choice I could not make. I shuddered and drew back, so overcome with desire that I shivered and said nothing, even though an awkward pause had descended over our conversation, her gaze upon me.

—Had Duncan taken lovers before Sabon? Rarely. He had no time for love with so much mucking about in underground tunnels ahead of him. I’ll tell you the distasteful truth: he lost his virginity to a prostitute the night he graduated from the Religious Institute in Morrow. (One begins to wonder here if you really have my best interests in mind.)
	I remember it quite well. She arrived at the Institute much earlier than Duncan intended, before I had left for my own quarters. H, and he made her wait in the cloakroom while he finished getting dressed; I felt like asking him why he bothered.
	She and I had nothing to talk about, although I looked her over as thoroughly as if she had been meant for me. She seemed as respectable as anyone from Sabon’s necklace of flesh, which is to say: not at all. Her blonde hair had streaks of brown in it, and her face was too pale. Her hastily-applied makeup encircled her eyes with too much blue. She looked ghost-like, waif-like, her dress a size too big. She wore it bravely nonetheless, struggling not to be lost in the greens of it.
	Duncan came out then, but not before I saw the look that passed between them. Duncan had entered with an expression of such utterly pathetic excitement that I found myself forgiving him, almost envying him. How could I pass judgment knowing how alone he had been? …But that wasn’t all: as I closed the door, I saw them standing there in front of his wall of oddities, and the stare of recognition that passed between them, the alone meeting the lonely, carried with it a level of comprehension much deeper than anything I ever saw between Duncan and Mary; as deep as if they had been lovers for twenty years (the truth beingwas, you spent about as much time with that prostitute as you did with Mary over the years, so how could you know?)—

The deliciousness of that moment, my intent almost exposed to Mary by my silence, lingers with me still, and I wonder if the consummation of this feeling could ever compare to the sheer, excruciating sweetness of this tension that binds me to her and her to me in this enclosed space of memory—my mouth so close to her blouse, which I must either kiss or tell her how I burn, and yet can do neither. There is no time in such a place, only thoughts and flesh transposed. The white of her blouse. The white of her beneath the white. And in my thoughts, where I can enslave everyone and everything, I cross the space between our bodies. I place my mouth upon her breast. She expresses neither surprise nor shock, but only sucks in her breath, moans, and slowly places her soft hands behind my head, drawing me into her, her hands so cool on my hair, her body soft soft soft.

	I think I am going mad.

Mad? What did my poor, deluded brother know about going mad? I find it somewhat pathetic that my brother, the great historian, could not tell the difference between going mad and falling in love. The difference, of course, as I know from bitter experience, is that when you go mad, you go mad utterly alone. Quite perfectly alone. This That is the only difference.
	How do I know this? I know this because that same afternoon, while Duncan wrestled with an entirely different sort of madness, I entered my apartment, turned on the lights, and went into the bathroom, never intending to come back out again…



VII.


Start again. Start over. How am I supposed to get through this part? I could ignore it, I suppose, but it wouldn’t go away—it would be a huge, gaping hole in this afterword. A few snapped golden threads. An unrealized opportunity. Did I become more of Duncan’s life, then, or did I become a shadow to him?
Release my breath. Breathe in again. Imagine a courtyard with stone benches and willows blowing in the breeze, and the scent of honeysuckle and sweet, good conversation.
I remember Bonmot asked me about death once when Duncan was off grading papers. I don’t recall the context, who had broached the subject.
“Are you afraid of death?” he asked me.
“I’m afraid of not knowing,” I said. “I would like to know. I would like to know when I am going to die.”
Bonmot laughed. “If you knew, you might relax too much. You might think, ‘I’ve got twenty years. Today, I don’t need to do a thing.’ Or you might not. I don’t know.” He took a bite of his sandwich.
“Duncan’s not afraid of death,” I said.
Bonmot looked at me sharply. “What makes you think that?”
“The way he courts it. The way he puts himself in the path of death.”
Suddenly, I felt as if Bonmot was angry with me.
“Duncan is afraid of death, trust me. Sometimes, I think he is more afraid of death than anyone I’ve ever met. Do you understand why I say that?” (Not afraid of death—afraid of dying too soon, before knowing everything I need to know.) LG Liz Gorinsky  Hmm. Interesting, but I'm not sure if the positioning works. Possibly better after "trust me", or after “ ‘Duncan’s not afraid of death,’ I said” (if the latter, change the em-dash to a “, but”)?  
At the time, I didn’t. I didn’t understand at all. Now, I do understand. It is all too clear now.
A courtyard. Stone benches. Willow trees. Honeysuckle.
Bonmot: “You needn’t be afraid of death. If you believe, you will come back.”
Me: “Believe in what?”
Bonmot: “Anything. It doesn’t matter what.”
But I’m not there. I am here, and I know that we die. We die and we don’t come back. Ever. Why should it matter that I tried to hasten the process—to delve underground farther than Duncan, to beat him to the beginning of the race, to fall between the glistening strands and keep on falling through the darkness? (I had my watchers on you by then. I would never let you fall between the strings—me, yes, but not you.)
I’m sorry. I’ve tried so hard to stick to a sophisticated style, something I thought Duncan would recognize and appreciate, even if he is gone forever. But the truth is, I can’t keep on this way. Not all the time. The green glass glares at me. The hole in the floor is opening. I defy anyone under these circumstances to smile and dance and prattle on as if nothing had gone wrong.
We die. We die. It shrieks at me from an empty cage  LG Liz Gorinsky  Ha! Ambergris in-joke. Awesome. :) (no pun intended?). Let my future editor, strange beast that he is, earn his wages and edit me. Edit all of me. Edit me out if necessary. By then I won’t care. The flesh necklace can glitter with its scornful laughter and, laughing, shiver to pieces. Laughter. Once, when I was very young, I said something funny and my father laughed so generously, I thought my heart would burst with happiness. (Maudlin, Janice.) MSOffice    I reinstated this just long enough to ask—is it the admittedly maudlin quality of the sentiment that makes you want to delete it, or because you think no reference to the father is needed here?  LG Liz Gorinsky  A little of both, but mostly it’s just too… *much*.  This is clearly a point where Janice is attempting to hold together her “sophisticated style,” which I think can justify her launching into a Mary reference, but the sudden, frantic father reference is just more pathetic than maudlin, and I think distractingly so. Not that your characters can’t have flaws, but this just makes me want to shake her. I apologize if I’m expressing myself poorly; the bottom line is that I just don’t see what, if anything, it adds.  
But where was I? It feels strange to type the words “But where was I?” but it helps orient me when I am truly lost. There’s a loud gaggle of musicians—some might call them a “band”, but I wouldn’t—out there now, and although I glimpse only frenetic slices of them, the sound distracts me. Sometimes, I wonder if the lyrics infiltrate my own words, change them or their meaning. Sometimes, I wonder if my words fly off the page and into their mouths, to infiltrate their lyrics, change them as they are changing me. Surely this is how Duncan became misunderstood. (No, my dear sister—I became misunderstood because everyone was terrified of understanding me.)
So if you can hear me through all of this noise, lean close, listen, and I will tell you a kind of truth that made sense to me at one time and may again, in time, undergo that startling transformation from madness to the purest form of sanity: If you are feeling low. If you are so full of poison that you can find no light within you. If everywhere you look you see only bitterness or despair. If all of these conditions and situations apply to you, I recommend a refreshing suicide attempt. No matter what the so-called experts might say, a suicide attempt will clean you right out. True, it will also squeeze from your body the last remnants of the last smile, the last laugh, the last scrap of hope, of any small, shy, but still-bright part of you that ever cared about anything. Not friends. Not family. Not religion. Not even love.  LG Liz Gorinsky  It occurs to me that this is a double negative, in that “[you will lose anything] that ever cared about anything [but] not [these things”. Perhaps it would be easier to parse as “cared about anything, be it friends, family, etc.”? A carcass picked clean and lying ignored by the side of Albumuth Boulevard. A hollowed-out statue. A wisp of mist off the River Moth. But that doesn’t last—how could it?—and at least it drains the poison so that even in your isolation from yourself, you feel…gratitude. Which fades in turn because at the end you don’t even feel numb, because to feel numb implies that at some point you were not numb, and so you feel like you don’t really exist anymore—which is the truest sort of truth: after a suicide attempt, you don’t really exist anymore, just the images of you in other people’s eyes.
Later, as I stared at the blood welling up from an accidental pen puncture (how could they let you have a pen, with all the money I was paying them?!), absent-minded and remote from the pain, I was amused at how concerned doctors get about such things; one would have thought a gardening convention had blossomed around the fertile flower bed of my body for all the quick consternation they displayed at this pinprick. 
Which belonged to a different world than my poor wrist, sliced to the bone. I could see the bone wink through at me the night I did it, as if it shared the joke in a way the blood could not. The blood wanted only to escape, but the good, solid bone—it ground against the knife, made me reconsider, if only for a moment, the bravery, the honesty, of pain. Craven, quivering flesh. Foolish blood. And the bone winking through. I wish I could remember what it said to me. I remember only fragments: the roar of blood as it raced away drowned out the murmur of the bones. Besides, I was preoccupied: I was laughing because my hand flopped off the end of my wrist in a way I found hilarious. I was shaking so hard that I could not hold the knife to cut my other wrist. This was simply the most stunning miscalculation I had ever made! I flopped around like a half-dead fish, unable to finish what I had started, and no one to help me out. Even funnier—and I almost tore myself apart with laughter over this one—I was not enveloped in a warm hum of numbness. Not so lucky, no. The pain blazed through me as intensely as if my blood were boiling as it left me. So intense my laugh became a scream, my scream something beyond even the vocal cords of an animal. Death, it seemed, wasn’t all that much fun after all, especially when I became vaguely aware that someone had smashed in the door and was carrying me out of the apartment, and he was weeping louder than I was… (That was me, Janice. When I saw you like that, your eyes so blank, blood everywhere, I couldn’t take it. Nothing affected me like that. Not the underground. Not the disease taking over my body. But you, crumpled in the bathtub, half-dead. You looked as though, without ever going underground, you had suffered all the terrors to be found there.)
So you can imagine my amusement over the doctor’s concern about my thumb prick. The pricks should have been more concerned about where I found the pen—and where they had made me stay, and whose company I’d been keeping.
For you see, the Voss Bender Memorial Mental Hospital is not what I would call the most hospitable of accommodations. I will not be recommending it to my friends and family. I will not be tipping generously. Indeed, I will not even be stealing the bath towels or the little soaps from the shower. (I did think about putting you in Sybel’s care—having him take you to live with the Nimblytod Tribes amid the thick foliage of tall trees. You would druink rainwater from the cups of lilies and feasted on the roasted carcasses of songbirds. But then I remembered the casual nonchalance with which Sybel provided anyone who asked with the tinctures/powders/substances of their choice, and knowing of your addictions, I could not take the chance. Thus, you wound up in the Voss Bender Memorial Mental Hospital instead.)
Strange light, strange life, to end up in a place like that: an ivy-shrouded fortress of cruel stone and sharp angles, and gray like the inside of a dead squid, gray like a gray cap, gray like a thunderstorm, but not as interesting. Little windows like crow-pecked eyes, not even round or square sometimes, but misshapen. Had former inmates chiseled at them, attempting to escape? If you looked at the gray stone up close, you could see that it wasn’t just stone—a type of gray fungus had coated those walls. It fit over the stone like skin; you could almost see the walls breathing through their fungal pores.
Smells? Did I mention smells? The smell of sour porridge. The smell of rotting cheese. The smell of unwashed others. Stench of garbage, sometimes, wafting up from the lower levels. Oil, piss, shit. All of it covered by the clean smell of soap and wax, but not covered well enough.
Intertwined with the echo of smells came the echo of sounds—screams so distant behind padded walls that I sometimes thought they came from inside my own head. The panting of inmates like animals in distress. A low screeching warble for which I could never find a source. (You’re exaggerating. It wasn’t that bad. I wouldn’t have sent you there if it was a torture chamber.) LG Liz Gorinsky  Should this go after the next paragraph? 
The hallways were like corridors to bad dreams. They rambled this way and that with no order, no coherence. You might find your destination, or you might not. It all depended on luck. I remember that once I turned a corner, and there was a dandelion growing out of a clump of dirt on the floor. After that, I wouldn’t have been surprised if the lower levels were vast swamps or brambles, through which inmates thrashed their way to open space. Once, I swear I even saw a gray cap in the distance, running away from me, toward a doorway. But I was not particularly stable; who knows what I really saw.
All of this—this grand design, this palace—was run by a man they called only Dr. V, as if his last name were so hideous or so forbidden that even saying “Dr. V” aloud might lead to some arcane punishment. I had the impression that the man’s name was very long. All I know is, I never saw him, not once, during my stay in those glorious apartments, those rooms fit for a king, or at least a rat king. 
But as bad as the facilities might have been, I found my fellow inmates more disturbing. My new best friends were, predictably, all depressed, suicidal people. If you want to make a suicidal person even more depressed, keep them cooped up with several other suicidal people, that’s what I always say.
My friends included Martha of the Order of Eating Disorders, who looked like a couple of wet matchsticks sewn together with skin; a writer who would not give his name and thought he had created all of us; Sandra, who suffered through enough experimental treatments involving street lamps and an engine from a motored vehicle tothat could have cooked a couple of hundred dinners; Daniel, who had reason to be devoid of hope—his deformity had fused his two legs into one stump that fed into his head, which had stuck to his shoulder in an unattractive way—and, of course, Edward.
Edward was different from the rest, and he stayed away from us. I would see him in the mornings, hunched in a corner. Short, dressed all in gray, with a large felt hat. Bright, dark eyes that peered from a pale, slack face. His hands had long dirty nails that looked as if they might snap off at the merest suggestion of a breeze. A stale, dull, rotting smell came from his general direction, which I later discovered was due to the mushrooms he kept about his person. Sometimes, he made little chirping sounds, kin to the cricket that sang to me from outside my cell when the moon was full.
Edward, according to the experts, thought he was a gray cap. His misfortunes included losing his job as a bookbinder for Frankwrithe & Lewden,; falling in love with a woman who could not love him back,; the recent death of his grandfather, his only living relative,; and not being taken seriously. (This last the fate of many of us.) He’d swallowed whole handfuls of poisonous mushrooms. They’d found him in time. He should have been grateful, but he was not.
In Edward, I seemed to have found someone who was distant cousins with Duncan. (I’d have been much like Edward if I’d let my obsession eat me. But I didn’t want to be a gray cap, Janice—I wanted to learn about them.) I told Edward—with dull sunlight seeping through the dusty fungal filigree of the dull windows, in that dull common room with dull faded carpets and dull faded paint covered with lichen, while we and the other dull inmates sat in our stupid dull deck chairs—pulled off a vacation ship to the Southern Isles? or a Moth River ferry?—waiting to start another dull hopeless session of rehabilitation with a woman so remote and uninteresting that I cannot even conjure up a shadow of her name—I told him about the singing of the blood, the murmuring of the bone, and he agreed it sounded like a much superior method for a suicide attempt. The mushrooms he had taken had just made his body fall asleep. A knife wound, on the other hand, spoke to you in a myriad of voices. It told you how you really felt. He nodded like he understood. I nodded back as if I knew what I was talking about.
Edward only talked to me in chirps and whistles, and the occasional drawing. He always drew tunnels—crisscrossing tunnels, honeycombing tunnels, tunnels without end. He used black chalk or charcoal on butcher paper. That was all we had in there to chart our creativity.
“I know,” I told him. “I know. You just want to go underground. Like my brother. My brother’s been underground. Trust me. You don’t want to go there.”
Chirp, chirp, whistle. Huge eyes glistening from beneath his hat and his cowl. Some days I made fun of Edward. Some days I thought he was more committed to the whole idea than my brother. Some days I thought he was my brother. (I was never crazy, just committed LG Liz Gorinsky  Does the word rep from the previous sentence bother you at all? Perhaps “single-minded”? .)
One day, on an impulse, I silenced his chirping with a hug. I held him tight, and I could feel his body shudder, relax, and melt into that embrace. I heard him whisper a word or two. I could not understand the words, but they were human. He did not want to let go. Something inside of him didn’t believe in his own insanity. And suddenly, I found myself holding him tighter, and crying, and not believing in my insanity, either.
Soon enough, though, the guards pulled us apart, and we each returned to our separate madness.

Over time, the days took on a sameness in that place. A crushing gray sameness. Sybel visited two or three times, letting me know how my reputation fared in the outside world—not well—and brought with him “get well soon” cards from Sirin, Lake, and several others. Sirin had written his using letters cut from the wings of dead butterflies, while Lake had scrawled a sketch and indecipherable message that appeared to be a horrible pun off of his name.
	Startling proof of my former life running a gallery for unstable artist types, and yet that whole life seemed unreal, as if I had never lived it. I felt as if I were receiving messages from lunatics I had never known.
	“When are you coming back?” Sybel asked as he held my hand. I could see real sympathy in his eyes, not just pity.
	I shrugged. “It depends.”
	“On what?” he asked.
	“On when Duncan’s money runs out. Where is Duncan anyway?”
	“I don’t know. I think he’s gone underground.”
	The truth was, Duncan never visited me. I never asked him why. I didn’t want to know. (I was too angry at you. And I had pressing matters to attend to underground.)
	“How’s the gallery?” I asked Sybel.
	“As well as can be expected with Lake gone and you…recovering.”
	“Recovering. A nice word for it.”
	“What word would you like me to use?” Sybel asked. A glint of anger showed in his expression. It was the only time I angered him, or the only time I saw his anger.
	“Any other word, Sybel,” I said. “Any word that conveys just how fucked up I am.”
	Sybel laughed. “Just look at your gGet wWell cards. You’re not the first and you won’t be the last LG Liz Gorinsky  “first” slightly implies that people would have to take decisive crazy action, rather than just being generically fucked-up. Perhaps “you’re not the only one”? .”



I stayed in that place for five months, until it became clear that I needed additional help, the kind that could not be provided at the hospital. At least they realized I would not try again. That madness was over with, although I had nightmares: Their hunger was savage. They ate like wild animals, ate mushrooms and worse, drank and drank, fornicated in front of me, all against the backdrop of a city mad with fire.
Two days before I left that place for a succession of other places, Edward told me he loved me as we played another ludicrous game of lawn bowling in the tiny interior courtyard around which the building curled like a half-open fist—me unable to hold the ball because of my traitorous wrist, him short-sighted and uncoordinated. Our legendary games lasted for brutal hours of incompetence while Martha, Daniel, the unnamed writer, and Sandra watched with a kind of disinterested interest. This was the first time Edward had used recognizable human speech.
Applying the doctor’s advice like a universal salve for any ill, I told Edward the truth: at the moment, I had no capacity for any kind of love. I did not love him back. I didn’t love anyone back. I wouldn’t have loved myself back if I’d walked past myself on a deserted street…
The day before I left, Edward used a variation on the Janice Shriek Method to try to kill himself. He stood in his corner as usual, his hands hidden as he cut at his wrists with a piece of metal he’d loosened from the underside of one of the deck chairs. He slowly rubbed the skin and flesh off of his wrists until the blood came and his body trembled with the anticipation of stillness.
He stood there for at least an hour, propped up by the wall, the blood hidden by his gray robes. He must have been very determined. I imagine the blood sang softly to him, comforting him. So I imagine. The truth must have a harder, sharper edge. It certainly did for those of us who had not noticed him in his corner, killing himself.
Luckily, or unluckily, an attendant discovered Edward’s sin before it could claim him. 
I swear I felt no guilt over the incident. It hurt terribly. No, it didn’t. I cried for hours. No, I couldn’t. He had bright, wide eyes, and he had had a mind inside the body, a mind that could feel. I didn’t have anything inside of me. My troubles looked so trivial next to his. Would it have hurt so much to say I loved him when I didn’t? I couldn’t even feel anger. Or despair. No despair for me today, thank you. Just an endless cool desert inside, and a breeze blowing and the sun going down, and this sense of calm eating at me…I only knew him for a few months and yet it hurt me terribly that his memories of me would most likely be triggered every time he saw the scar on his wrist. (Do you get away with it that easily, Janice? Don’t I have to forgive you, too? I was mad at you for a long time after that. There I was, lost in the tunnels under the city for days at a time, risking my life, and yet I never gave up the hope you abandoned all too easily.)
As it was, I never saw Edward again, or learned what happened to him or any of the other patients in that place. I had just been passing through.

***

So I left the hospital, but not for home—oh no. Duncan seemed to feel mental illness could only be cured by a great deal of travel at the disembarkation from which various “experts” poked and prodded various parts of your brain, only to prescribe more travel for the cure. From one end of Ambergris to the other, Sybel my unwilling steward (you have no idea how much I was paying him—he should have been willing) and, I spun like some poor gristle-and-yarn shuttlecock in a lawn tennis game.
	Let me try to remember them all. Dr. Grimshaw tried some gentle water shock treatment that left me with a nervous tic in my left eye. Dr Priott hypnotized me, which only made my tongue feel dry. Dr. Taniger tried night aversion therapy, but this only made me sleepy. Dr. Strandelson tried to make me believe that a life of severe and perfect nudity held the answer to my problems. Some tried religion, some science. None of them convinced me for even a moment. I rarely said anything. When I did, it was just to talk about Edward, the pretend gray cap.
	When my brother had exhausted the restorative talents of over two dozen Ambergrisian quacks, Sybel convinced him to transport my morbidly bored carcass to Morrow by the reincarnation of the locomotive engine: Hoegbotton Railways.
	Hoegbotton & Sons, with their customary twinned avarice and industry, had unearthed vast coal deposits in the mountainous western reaches of the Kalif’s empire, waged a private war to wrest the disputed area from the control of the Kalif’s generals, and then, through a crippling act of sheer will, ripped the old steam engines from their death-like slumber in Ambergris’ graveyards, refurbished them, straightened and de-rusted by various un-arcane means, and set them back on track. Like me, they had been resurrected. Like me, they resented it.
	The view from the pretty paneled windows reminded me of a thousand respectable landscape paintings laid side by side and brought to sudden life. I amused myself by rating each landscape against the next until my vision blurred—sobbing uncontrollably and staring down at the re-welded floors of the compartment while wondering what rats and hobos had lived there before the exhumation, what myriad battles over bread or scraps of clothing or glints of loose change had taken place, and how much dried blood had been painted over, and was that a scar the workmen had been unable to remove in the shape of the gray caps’ favorite symbol, and what was that stain/vein of green along the lower right side of the seats opposite—some fungus, some mold, some rot—and so just generally composing a long sentence in my head to keep out the emptiness, the sadness, and the plain old ordinary human embarrassment of what had occurred: Waking up from my attempt to find Duncan and Sybel looking down at me with a mixture of pity and sorrow. (My look was not pitying—I was furious with you. Perhaps that is why I sent you to so many specialists. Here we had helped save you, and all you could do was scowl and scream at us. Do you wonder why we didn’t visit much?)

In Morrow I nearly died of boredom and the cold. Morrow is such a dry, dead town, a city of wooden corpses that talk and move about, but quietly, quietly. Morrow could never kill a soul with casual flair, as could Ambergris. Not instantly, snuffed out with a cruelty akin to the divine. No, Morrow would grind you down between its implacable wooden molars and create out of the resulting human-colored paste an acceptable, placid citizen who would marry, settle down, have children, retire, and die without a flicker of a flame of passion to warm/warn you on a cold winter night. In Morrow, a noise amongst the sewer pipes could never inspire fear, only conjure up a plumber. No underground existed for Duncan to explore. In Morrow, Duncan would have had to build tunnels or go mad and, sent to Ambergris to recuperate, would still have fallen in love with Her. No wonder Morrow was one of Mary’s favorite cities; you’re more than welcome to it, Mary—it deserves you.
	Menite Morrow had always been predominantly Menite, —--eternal heretics in the eyes of the Truffidians—and I soon discovered that the goal of the great, frozen Menite soul was to trudge on toward some ill-defined transition from unaccountable boredom to the responsible boredom of transcendental bliss—to be enjoyed in the next life. Every doctor there was sensible to a fault, and not a one could help me because none of them had ever been where I had been. Relief came only in small doses; the bracing sense of embarrassment when Cadimon Signal, one of Duncan’s more ancient former instructors, visited me: I could feel real warmth flood my face.
“Good,” Cadimon said. “Shame is a good thing. It means you are alive, and you care what other people think.” Funny, I thought it was an involuntary reaction.
	Another thaw quickly followed my bout of embarrassment: my curiosity returned as well, mostly due to frequent glimpses of the minions of Frankwrithe & Lewden from the window of my guarded room in an ice block of a hotel. With their sinister red-and-black garb, their aggressive sales tactics, their posters pounded into posts with straight nails, proclaiming forbidden books for sale—and their practiced street fights, their marching in closed ranks—they seemed better suited for Ambergris. As indeed they were destined, in time. They were preparing for the war—first with the ruler of Morrow and then anyone further south who might get in their way.
One time, I even imagined I saw L. Gaudy watching his underlings from the shadow of an awning, smoking a pipe, nodding slowly. I wondered as I watched them at work if the town irritated them in the same way it irritated me. Of course they had to acquire Ambergris, if for no other reason than to escape Morrow. (Even then, I am sure, the emissaries of Hoegbotton & Sons haunted the streets, gliding through anonymously, eager for details, gossip, and trade.)
	After two weeks of this foolishnessworrying about my treatment, Duncan’s attention wandered, no doubt due to Sabon’s soft charms. The details of his well-intentioned plans for my imprisonment and rejuvenation became fuzzy and indistinct—as blurry as windows weighed down with sleet. I escaped from between the bars of a logic suddenly lost or non-existent: doctor’s bills unpaid, a nurse given no follow-up orders, a forgotten key languishing in a ready lock.
	…and stepped out into the miserly heat of Morrow’s sunrise, savoring and favoring my freedom. I had a sharp ache in the right wrist to remind me of my iniquities, and not a sign of a ticket home from my dear darling brother. (The nurse stole it, as I’ve told you dozens of times since.)
	As I was lost, so too the light that lingered seemed lost as it stole gingerly across the snow in tones of dappled gold. It crept up my legs, purred its warmth across my face. Revealed: fir trees, two-story wooden houses, belching factories, thoroughfares full of hard-working hard-living quack psychologists. Morrow. I tried to love her in that last glance before I set off for the docks, a pathetic suitcase in hand. But failed. The light had revealed two truths: I was free, and rather than return directly to my former life, I had decided to visit my mother…

***

Here’s a tale for you...
Once upon a time, a woman decided to tell a story about how she tried to kill herself. Her brother saved her at the last second—and then sent her north to be dissected by various disciples of empirical religions. Until one day, when her brother’s attention wandered, she escaped, and made her way south, back to her mother’s home in the fabled city of Ambergris. She felt so hollow inside that she could no longer bear to think of herself as “I.”
	The bitter cold of the north followed her south to Ambergris. She could see her breath. The drone of insects faltered to an intermittent click of surprise, a sleep-drenched distress signal.
	She first saw her mother’s house again through a flurry of snow, flakes sticking to the windshield of the hired motored vehicle. As they lurched down the failed road that led to the River Moth and her mother, the driver cursing in a thick Southern accent scattered with Northern cold, the dark blue muscles of the river came into view, and then three frail mansions hunched along the river bank amongst the fir trees. The river was silent with cold and snow.
The mansions were silent, too: Three weary debutantes at a centuries-long ball. Three refugees of a bygone era. Three memories. (Her mother came from the kind of old money that often has no money, only property.) LG Liz Gorinsky  Better than before, but I’d still argue that this is a section of the narrative that Duncan would probably let Janice have to herself. Is this insertion really necessary? If so, could we have Janice convey it? 
	The force and pull of the past glittered from the wrought-iron balconies, from the hedge gardens sprinkled with snow. The faded appeal of the weathered white roofs that disappeared as the vehicle drove nearer, even the slender, hesitant windows reminding her of the tired places she had just left, with their incurable patients, their incurable boredom…The same lived-in appeal as the unstarched dress shirts her father used to wear, the white fabric coarse and yellow with age.
	They drove through the remnants of faeryland—the frozen fountains on the brittle front yards, the pale statuary popular decades ago, the ornately-carved doors with their tarnished bronze door knockers—until the vehicle came to a rest half-mired in snow, and for a heartbeat they watched the quiet snow together, she and the driver, content to marvel at this intruder: a strange incarnation of the invasion the Menites had long promised the lascivious followers of Truff.
	Then, the moment over, the woman who had undergone a reluctant resurrection, exhumed while still living, paid the driver, picked up her suitcase, opened the door to the sudden frost, and trudged up the front steps of her mother’s house. The driver drove away but she did not look back; she had no inclination to make him wait. She had resolved to stay in that place, and in her present state of mind she could not hold alternatives in her head without her skull breaking loose and rising, a bony balloon without a string, into the fissures of the cold-cracked sky. What if? had frozen along with the rose bushes.
	Her mother’s house. What made the middle mansion different from the other two aside from the fact that her mother lived there? It was the only inhabited mansion. It was the only mansion with the front door ajar. Icicled leaves from the nearby trees had swept inside as if seeking warmth, writing an indecipherable message of cold across the front hallway.
	An open door, the woman thought as she stood there, suited her mother as surely as a mirror.
	She stepped inside, only to be confronted by a welter of staircases. Had she caught the house in the midst of some great escape? Everywhere, like massive, half-submerged saurians, they curled and twisted their spines up and down, shadowed and lit by the satirical chandelier that, hanging from the domed ceiling, mimicked the ice crystals outside as it shed light that mingled with the dislocated LG Liz Gorinsky  Or some adjective like it, to remind people where they came from.  leaves in delicate counterbalance.
	Even there, in the foyer, the woman could tell the mansion’s foundations were rotting—the waters of the Moth gurgled and crunched in the basement, the river ceaselessly plotting to steal up the basement steps, seeping under the basement door to surprise her mother with an icy cocktail of silt, gasping fish, and matted vegetation.
	Having deciphered the hollow, grainy language of the staircases, the woman strode down the main hallway, suitcase in her hand. The hallway she knew well, had seen its doppelganger wherever her mother had lived. Her mother had lined both sides with photographs of the woman’s father, father and mother together, grandparents, uncles, aunts, nieces, nephews, cousins, friends of the family, followed by portraits in gaudy frames of ancestors who had not had the benefit— (or curse—) of the more modern innovations. Most relatives were dead, and the others the woman hadn’t seen for years.
	She could feel herself progressing into a past in which every conceivable human emotion had been captured along those walls, frozen into a false moment. (The predominant expression her brother would later point out, whatever the emotion behind it, was a staged smile, the only variation being “with teeth” or “without teeth.” Perhaps, he would say to her later, parenthetically, outside the boundaries of frozen fairytale-isms, that she should understand the main reason he didn’t like to visit their mother: he had no wish to draw back the veil, to exhume their father’s corpse for purposes of reanimation; wasn’t it bad enough that he died once?) Soon, it was difficult not to think of herself as a photograph on a wall.
	The woman found her mother on the glassed-in porch that overlooked the river, her back to the fireplace as she sat in one of the three plush velvet chairs she had rescued from the old house in Stockton. The view through the window: the startling image of a River Moth swollen blue with ice, flurried snowflakes attacking the thick, rise-falling surface of the water, each speck breaking the tension between air and fluid long enough to drift a moment and then disintegrate against the pressure from the greater force. Disintegrate into the blue shadows of the overhanging trees, leaves so frozen the wind could not stir them.
	Her mother watched the river as it sped-lurched and tumbled past her window, and now, from the open doorway, her daughter watched her watching the river as the flames crackled and shadowed against the back of her chair.
	The daughter remembered a far-ago courtyard of conversation, a question posed by a gravelly-voiced friend of her brother: “And how is your mother? I know all about your father. But what about your mother?” The glint of his eye—through the summer sun, the crushed-mint scent from the garden beyond, and she, with eyes half-closed, listening to his voice but not hearing the question.
	Her mother. A woman who had collapsed in on herself when her husband died, and was never the same happy, self-assured person again. Except. Except: She had provided for them. She just hadn’t cared for either of them.
	The woman had not seen her mother for five years, and at first she thought she saw a ghost, a figure that blurred the more she focused on it. Wearing a white dress with a gray shawl, her mother sat in half-profile, her thin white hands like twin bundles of twigs in her lap. Smoke rose from her scalp: white wisps of hair surrounding her head. The bones of her face looked as delicate as blown glass. Of course, the daughter could see all of this because she was not actually in that room in the past, but in another room altogether, and as she typed she could see her own reflection in the green glass of the window to her left, since she had always been the mirror of her mother, and now looked much as her mother had looked, sitting in a chair, watching the river tumble past her window.
	The daughter stood there, staring at her mother, clearly visible, and her mother did not see her…
	Dread trickled down the woman’s spine like sweat. Was she truly dead, then? Had she succeeded and all else been a bright-dull afterlife dream? Perhaps she still lay on the floor of her bathroom, a silly grinning mask hiding her face and a bright red ribbon tied to her right wrist.
	She shuddered, took a step forward, and the simple touch of the wooden door frame against her palm saved her. She was alive, and her mother sat in front of her, with delicate crow’s feet at the corners of her wise pale blue eyes—the mother she had known her whole life, who had tended to her ills, made her meals, put up with youthful mistakes, given her advice about boys and men, helped her with her homework. Somehow, the sudden normalcy of that revelation struck her as unreal, as from a land more distant than Morrow or the underground of Ambergris.
	The woman dropped to her knees, facing her mother, saw that flat glaze flicker from the river to her and back again.
	“Mother?” she said. “Mother?” She placed her hands on her mother’s shoulders and stared at her. As if a thaw to Spring, as if a mind brought back from contemplation of time and distance, her mother’s eyes blinked back into focus, a slight smile visited her lips, her hands stirred, and she wrapped her arms around her daughter. Her light breath misted my cold ear.
	“Janice. My daughter. My only daughter.”
	(What is it about distance—physical distance—that allows us to create such false portraits, such disguises, for those we love, that we can so easily discard them in memory, make for them a mask that allows us to keep them at a distance even when so close? LG Liz Gorinsky >>  I’m not sure if this paragraph adds much, at least in its current position, where the surrounding paragraphs seem to make the point just as well. ) MSOffice    > Is it any better if Duncan says it?  LG Liz Gorinsky  Yeah, I like that, actually. 
	At my mother’s words, a great weight dropped from me. A madness melted out of me. I was myself again as much as I ever could be. I hugged her and began to sob, my body shuddering as surely as the River Moth shuddered and fought the ice outside the window.

It would be nice to report that my mother and I reconciled our differences, that we understood each other with perfect clarity after that first moment of affection, but it wasn’t like that at all. The first moment proved the best and most intimate.
	We talked many times over the next two weeks, as she led me up and down the rotting staircases in search of this or that memory, now antique, in the form of a faded photograph, a tarnished jewelry case, a broach made from an oliphaunt tusk. But while some words brought us closer, other words betrayed us and drew us apart. Some sentences stretched and contracted our solitude simultaneously, so that at the end of a conversation, we would stand there, staring at each other, unsure of whether we had actually spoken.
	I fell into rituals I thought I had abandoned years before, arcs of conversations in which I chided her for not pursuing a career—she had rooms full of manuscripts and paintings, but had never tried to sell them. For me, to whom creativity came so hard—each painting, each sculpture, each essay a struggle, a forced march—the easy way in which our mother created and then discarded what she created seemed like a waste. (Which begs the question, Janice: Why didn’t you sell her paintings in your gallery? It wasn’t just because she didn’t want you to have them—they also weren’t very good.) She, meanwhile—and who could blame her?—chastised me for my lifestyle, for abusing my body. She had not missed the blue mottlings on my neck and palms that indicated mushroom addiction, although I had inadvertently kicked the habit in the aftermath of my attempt.
	And so slowly I worked my way toward talking about the suicide attempt, through a morass of words that could not be controlled, could not be stifled, that meant, for the most part, nothing, and stood for nothing.
	One day, as we watched the River Moth fight the blocks of ice that threatened to slow it to grimy sludge, we talked about the weather. About the snow. She had seen snow in the far south before, but not for many years. She sang a lullaby for the snow in the form of a soliloquy. At that moment, it would not have mattered if I were five hundred miles away, knocking on the doors of Zamilon. Her gaze had focused on some point out in the snow, where the river thrashed against the ice. The ice began to form around my neck again. I could not breathe. I had to break free.
	“I tried to kill myself,” I told her. “I took out a knife and cut my wrist.” I was shaking.
	“I know,” she said, as casually as she had commented about the weather. Her gaze did not waver from the winter landscape. “I saw the marks. It is unmistakable. You try to hide it, but I knew immediately. Because I tried it once myself.”
	“What?”
	She turned to stare at me. “After your father died, about six months after. You and Duncan were at school. I was standing in the kitchen chopping onions and crying. Suddenly I realized I wasn’t crying from the onions. I just stared at the knife for a few minutes, and then I did it. I slid down to the floor and watched the blood. Susan, our neighbor—you may remember her?—found me. I was in the hospital for three days. You both stayed with a friend for a week. You were told it was to give me some rest. When I came back, I wore long-sleeved shirts and blouses until the marks had faded into scars. Then I wore bracelets to cover the scars.”
	I was shocked.  MSOffice    > I think deleting these two sentences takes care of it, right? I think it’s quite easy for neither child to have been aware of any of what was going on, too. If it was just a week or so away. My mother had been mad—mad like me. (Neither of you were mad—you were both sad, sad, sad, like me.) LG Liz Gorinsky  I think the change to “a week” helps here, but I still wonder why Duncan doesn’t react to this revelation, be it something like, “I didn’t know that she’d actually tried to take her own life, but in retrospect it doesn’t surprise me in the least” or “Mother confessed to me years later, in one of her letters following the publication of On the Refraction. I wish I’d found an excuse to tell you. You might have thought to talk to her about suicide before attempting it yourself.” 
	“Anyway,” she said, “it isn’t really that important. One day you feel like dying. The next day you want to live. It was someone else who wanted to die, someone you don’t know very well and you don’t ever want to see again.”
	She stood, patted me on the shoulder. “There’s nothing wrong with you. You’ll be fine.” And left the room.
	I didn’t know whether to laugh or cry, so I did both.
	Did I believe her? Was it true that you could leave your old self behind so easily? There was an unease building in me that said it wasn’t true, that I would have to be on my guard against it, as much as Duncan was on guard against the underground. (You misunderstand me—I embraced the underground. It fascinated me. There was no dread, only situational dread—the fear that came over me when I clearly did not fit in underground, when I thought the gray caps might no longer suffer my presence.)

	After that, we avoided the subject. I never discussed my suicide attempt with my mother again. But we did continue to talk—mostly about Duncan. Duncan’s books. Duncan’s adventures. Duncan’s early attempts at writing history papers.
	We shared memories we both had of Duncan. We both remembered that bBack in Stockton, sometimes, after breakfast, Duncan would sit by father’s side and scribble intensely, a stern look on his face, while father, equally stern, wrote the first draft of some paper destined for publication in The Obscure History Journal Quarterly. Mother and I would laugh at the two of them, for father could not contain the light in his eyes that told us he knew very well his son was trying to imitate him. To become him.
	It seemed safe, to talk about Duncan in such a way.  Or at least it did, until I discovered my mother had one memory of him I did not share with her.
	Something “your father would have been able to tell better,” she said. We were in the kitchen preparing dinner—boiling water for rice and snapping green beans she had thawed  LG Liz Gorinsky  Dumb question, but would defrosted green beans actually still snap? I’d take out “she had thawed…” to be on the safe side. from the deep freezer in the basement. Outside, the river stared glassily with its limitless deep blue gaze.
	“You know,” she said. “Duncan saw one when he was a child—in Ambergris. Your father went there for research and he took Duncan while I took you to Aunt Ellis’ house for the holidays. You can’t have been more than nine, so Duncan was four or five.”
	“What do you mean?” I asked.
	“A gray cap, of course,” she said, snapping a bean as she said it.
(I remember this incident as if it happened this morning.)
 LG Liz Gorinsky  Better, but should this possibly be a few lines up after “four or five”? Then maybe you could lead in with “But yet I remember…” 	The hairs on my neck rose. A sudden warm-cold feeling came over me.
	“A gray cap,” I said.
	“Yes. Jonathan told me after he and Duncan came back. He definitely saw one. Your father thought it might be fun to go on an Underground Ambergris tour while in the city. They still offered them back then. Before the problems started.”
	“Problems.” My mother had a gift for understatement. The tours to the tunnels just beneath the surface stopped abruptly when the ticket seller to one such event popped downstairs for a second, only to run screaming back to the surface. The room below contained no sign of the tour guide or the tourists—just a blood-drenched room lit by a strange green light, the source of which no one could identify. Much like the light I write by at this very moment. (Apocryphal. Most likely, they closed up shop because they were losing money due to their poor reputation. The gray caps have often been bad for certain types of business.)
	“They bought their tickets,” my mother continued, “and walked down the stairs with the other tourists. Your father swears Duncan held onto his hand very tightly as they went down into a room cluttered with old Ambergris artifacts. They went from room to musty old room while the tour guide went on and on about the Silence and Truff knows what else…when suddenly Jonathan realizes he’s not holding Duncan’s hand anymore—he’s holding a fleshy white mushroom instead.”
Our father just stood there, staring at the mushroom, paralyzed with fear. Then he dropped it and began to run from room to room. He was shaking. He had never been so scared in his entire life, he told my mother later. (Where was I? One minute I was holding my father’s hand. The next...) LG Liz Gorinsky  Not sure if these two insertions do any more than just duplicate the narrative. 
He started to shout Duncan’s name, but then he caught a blur of white from the next room over. He ran into the room, and there was Duncan, in a corner, staring at a gray cap that stood right in front of him, staring right back. (...I was staring at a gray cap.) LG Liz Gorinsky  See above. 
“It was small, of course,” my mother said. “Small and gray and wearing some sort of shimmery green clothing. There was a smell, Jonathan said—a smell like deep river water trickling through lichen and water weeds.” (It smelled like mint to me. It opened its mouth and spores came out. Its eyes were large. I felt a feeling of unbelievable peace staring at it. It immobilized me.)
Our father screamed when he saw the gray cap—and he knows he screamed, because the other tourists came running into the room.
But it was as if Duncan and the gray cap were deaf. They just continued to stare at each other. Duncan was smiling. The look on the gray cap’s face could not be read. (Later, I became aware that we had stood there, watching each other, for a long time. At that moment, in that moment, it seemed like seconds. I felt as if the gray cap was trying to tell me something, but I couldn’t understand what it was saying. I don’t know why I thought that—it’s mouth was closed the whole timeit never made a sound LG Liz Gorinsky  You just said, “it opened its mouth and spores came out” . And yet that’s the way I felt. I also felt as if I had been somewhere else part of the time, even if I could not remember it. Somewhere underground. I had a taste of dirt and mud in my mouth. I felt dirt under my fingernails as if I’d been digging, frantically digging for hours. But, later, when I checked them, my fingernails were clean.)
Then, just as the other tourists entered the room, two things happened.
“First, the gray cap pulled a mushroom out of its pocket. Then it blew on the mushroom, softly.” 
A thousand snow-white spores rose up into Duncan’s face, “and then the gray cap disappeared.”
The gray cap, my father said, melted into, blended in with the wall and wasn’t there after a second or two. Although he knew this couldn’t have happened, although he knew there must be something—a secret passageway, a trapdoor in the floor—to explain it…
Duncan, awash in the milk-white spores, turned at the sound of his father’s voice—the sound of which he could finally hear—and smiled so broadly, with such delight, that our father, for a moment, smiled back. (It’s true. When the gray cap disappeared, a feeling of utter well-being came over me, and of wonder. Again, I can’t say why. I don’t know why. I was too young to know why. The gray caps and the underground have rarely since provided me with anything approaching a sense of calm.)
“Jonathan took Duncan to a doctor right away, but he couldn’t find anything wrong with him. Duncan was the same as he ever had been, even if Jonathan wasn’t. Jonathan was really shaken by what had happened. It even changed the nature of his research. Suddenly, he became interested in The Refraction of Light in a Prison instead of the rebellion of Stretcher Jones against the Kalif. The Refraction of Light led him to the monks of Zamilon, and from there to the Silence. (Much as it led me there. The key may still be in Zamilon, but not at this time LG Liz Gorinsky  Does this imply that it’s gone away and will come back? Or would “but I don’t know where yet” be better? .)
“I never told you because I didn’t know how to explain it. It sounded absurd. It sounded dangerous.”
They never found anything wrong with Duncan, although they took him to the doctor frequently over the next year. Gradually, they forgot about it, buried the memory alongside other memories because, in their hearts, it terrified them. (There were several times I thought about telling you, Janice. I would open my mouth to tell you and the image of the gray cap standing silent in front of me would come to me, and somehow I couldn’t say anything. After awhile, it was no longer possible to tell you without it being clear I’d kept it from you. I still don’t know why I felt such a compulsion against telling you. Was I protecting you? Was I protecting myself? I was so young, perhaps I just couldn’t express what I’d seen.) MSOffice    > Really, this is probably it. At that age, how could he? And, in fact, it would be a vague memory. How many of us remember stuff from when we were five?  LG Liz Gorinsky  Admittedly, I remember barely anything until I was 10 or so, but I’m glad you’re okay with Duncan remembering. This whole section—and what it implies for the whole book—is much stronger now that we get to hear his side of the story. 
“What terrified Jonathan the most,” my mother said, “was not the gray cap, or the spores, but the happy smile on your brother’s face.” 
The beans were in the pot. The rice was on the boil.
I asked, “So Duncan wasn’t changed by the event? No nightmares? No insomnia?”
My mother shook her head. “Nothing like that.”
She paused, put her hand to her throat, her gaze distant. “There was one change, although I’m sure it’s just that he was growing up. A year after he came back, he began to explore the drain tunnels near the house. Before that, I remember he hated dark places. But then he just…lost the fear.” (Is it possible my encounter had been an invitation? That the point had been to invite me to explore?)
Old mysteries, brought home to me in a new way. I kept thinking back, trying to remember my impressions of Duncan at the age of four or five. There was precious little. I remembered him smiling. I remembered him blowing out the candles on a birthday cake, and the time I made him cry by pinching him because he’d pulled apart one of my dolls.
My mother’s story gnawed and gnawed at me, even though I could not see the greater significance of it. (What were you meant to see, do you think? That somehow I have been an agent of the gray caps my entire life? Just what, exactly, are you trying to say, Janice?)
Suddenly, it no longer seemed so safe to talk about Duncan. For the first time, I felt the urge to return to Ambergris, to my gallery, to my life. So I left the very next day, surprising myself as much as I surprised my mother. Even by then, though, we had slowly grown apart, so that I am sure that she, like me, in that awkward moment by the front door, with the motored vehicle waiting, thought that five years until my next visit might be no great hardship.

VIII.

Nothing was the same when I came back.
It’s night here, as I type, and hot. Something is gnawing away at the wood between the ceiling of this place and the roof. I find it almost relaxing to listen to the chewing—at least, I’d rather listen to that than to the sounds I sometimes hear coming from below me. It does not bear thinking about, what may be going on below me. Really, this afterword has been the only thing saving me from too many thoughts about the present. The green light is ever-present, but the clientele is not. It’s late. They’ve gone home. It’s just me and the lamp and the typewriter…and whatever is chewing above me and whatever is moving below me. And I feel feverish. I feel like I should lie down on the cot I had them bring in here. I feel like I should take a rest. But I can’t. I have to keep going on. Despite the heat. Despite the fact that I’m burning up. I have some mushrooms Duncan left behind, but I’m not sure I should eat them, so I won’t. They might help, but they might not. (Good decision! Those are weapons. If you’d eaten them, it would’ve been like eating gunpowder.)
	So, instead, to stave off burning up, I’ll write about the snow. I’ll write about all of that wonderful, miraculous snow that awaited me on my return to Ambergris. Maybe the gnawing will stop in the meantime. Unless it’s in my mind, in which case it may never stop.

I returned to an Ambergris transformed by snow from semi-tropical city to a body covered by a white shroud. Every street, alley, courtyard, building, storefront, and motored vehicle had succumbed to the mysteries of the snow. Ambergris was not suited to white. White is the color of surrender, and Ambergris is unaccustomed to surrender. Surrender is not part of our character.
At first, the city appeared similar to dull, staid Morrow, but underneath the anonymous white coating lay the same old city, cunning and cruel as ever. Merchants sold firewood at ten times the normal price. Frankwrithe & Lewden, in a hint of the strife to come, even raided a warehouse of Hoegbotton books and distributed the torn pages as tinder. Beggars contrived to look as pathetic as possible, continuing a trend that had been refined since before the advent of Trillian the Great Banker. Thieves took advantage of the icy conditions to make daring daylight purse-pinchings on home-made ice skates. Priests in the Religious Quarter preached end-of-the-world hysteria to boost dwindling congregations. Theaters rushed a number of “jungle comedies” and other warm-weather fare into production, finally dethroning Voss Bender’s “Trillian,” that play’s six acts too long for most theater admirers, when frozen bottoms began stuicking to icy seats. Swans died shrieking in ice that trapped their legs. Lizards shrugged philosophically and grew fur. Sounds once dulled by a species of heat intense enough to corrode even hearing were now bright and brassy.
	But I remember most the smell, or lack of it. Suddenly, the ever-present rot-mold-rain scent was missing from the air, replaced by the clean, boring smell of Morrow. It was as if Morrow had colonized a vital element of the city.
	(Not to mention, the fungi, which adapted almost as if the gray caps had planned the change in the weather. There was something unreal about seeing mushroom caps in jaunty bright colors rise through the snow cover, unaffected by the cold.)

Sybel forced me to go back to the gallery. I would have stayed in my apartment for weeks, if I’d had the choice, conveniently ignoring a few bloodstains my brother had missed when cleaning up. I no longer felt hollow, but I did feel weak, sluggish, indecisive. I didn’t have my normal props—I didn’t have those things that used to stop me from thinking about…anything.
	Sybel looked like he always looked—a faint half-smile on his face, eyes that stared through you to something or somewhere else, presumably his future.
	On the way to the gallery, walking through the frozen streets, Sybel turned to me, and said, “You don’t know who your friends are, do you?”
	I stared at him for a second. “What are you trying to tell me?”
	We were only a few minutes from the gallery at that point.
	“You gave keys out to people,” he said.
	“Gallery keys.”
	“Yes.”
	“And I shouldn’t have.”
	“No. How could I stop them when they had keys of their own?”
	I sighed. “Let me guess.”

Inside the gallery, the only element that remained the same was my desk, with its two dozen bills, five or six contracts, and a litter of pens obscuring its surface. The rest of the gallery had been stripped bare. Those paintings least popular, hung for several months, had left the beige shadow of their passing, but otherwise, I might as well have just been starting up a gallery, not losing control of one. Everyone had abandoned me, as if I were whirling so fast toward oblivion that, at some point, they were simply flung off by my impetus.
	“When did this happen?”
	“Gradually, over months,” Sybel said, throwing the gallery keys on the desk and sitting in a chair. “They were pretty thorough, weren’t they?”
	“They?”
	“The artists. I’m fairly certain it was the artists.”
	I looked around. The gallery had, in its emptiness, taken on aspects of my life. What was I to do?
	“I couldn’t be here day and night,” Sybel said. Unspoken: I had parties to plan. I had a suicidal boss to worry about.
	A sudden anger rose up inside of me, though I had no reason to be angry at Sybel. What could he have done?
	“You just let them take all of their art?”
	He shook his head. “David let them in. David’s the one who started it…”
	David. Former boyfriend. A not-unpleasant memory of David and me escaping into the gallery’s back room to make love.
	“Oh.” The anger left me.
	Sybel stared up at me. “There’s nothing left to manage, Janice. There’s no gallery. I wish there were. But,” and he stood, “there’s nothing here for me to do. I’ve found another job. I’m not a rebuilder, I’m a manager. If you need help in the future, let me know.” 
I would need help in the future. A lot of help, but he couldn’t know that now. He couldn’t know how quickly everyone’s fortunes would change.
“What will you do now, Sybel?”
Sybel shrugged. “I will provide people with what they need, even if they don’t always know what they need. I will climb trees. I will enjoy the feel of the sun on my face in the morning. I will swim in the River Moth.” (Mostly, though, he would provide people with whatever they needed. Specifically, me.) LG Liz Gorinsky  Too similar to Sybel’s dialogue. Delete, or find a way to escalate the sentiment. 
I smiled and put a hand on his shoulder. “Take me with you.”
“You wouldn’t like it,” Sybel said, somewhat wistfully, I thought. “You would be bored.”
I nodded. “You’re probably right.”
	At the door, Sybel turned to me one last time and said, “I’m glad you made it back. I really am. But you’ll find it’s changed out there. It’s no longer the same place. Good luck.”
	“What do you mean, it’s changed?”
	“There is no New Art any more.”
Later, a short investigation would prove Sybel right. While everyone’s attention had been on the New Art, real innovation had been occurring outside of our inbred, self-congratulatory little circle. Real imagination meshed with real genius of technique had been bypassing and surpassing the New Art, sometimes with a chuckle and condescending nod. This was the era during which Hale Jorgins first displayed his huge “living canvases,” complete with cages for small creatures to peep out from shyly. Sarah Frayden began to create her shadow sculptures, too. But neither of these qualified as New Art, in part because the galleries they showed in had no connection to the New Art.
	By the time those of us associated with the New Art realized New Art was Old Art—and my only excuse involved being my forced absence from the scene—the only one who had the option of escaping the death of the term was the only one who had never uttered the words in the first place: Martin Lake.
If they hadn’t fled my gallery, I would have been stuck with a long line of has-beens who, squinting, had emerged from their corridor of tunnel vision to realize that, far from being on the frontier, they’d been in a backwater, as obsolete as the first generation of Manzikert motored vehicles the factories had trundled out fifty years ago.
	“There is no New Art any more,” Sybel said, and then was gone, leaving me in my empty gallery, wondering what to do.

What could I do? I needed to find my brother—and find him I did, amid the tinkling rustle of the frozen leaves of the willow trees outside of Blythe Academy. I think he knew I was coming. I think he knew I was looking for him. There he was—sitting at a stone table, wearing a long coat, having regained his customary gauntness, smiling at me. (Grimacing, actually. I experienced a lot of pain during the early days of my transformation. I was still changing.)
	“Hello, helpless helping brother,” I said, smiling back as I sat down across from him. Behind him, the Academy was just waking up. It was a beatific morning—the sun lit the snow and ice into a fractured orange blaze.
	“Hello, suicidal sister,” he said, his gaze clear, focused on the present, on me.
	“You should use more careful language,” I told him. “I could do it all over again, and you’d have to send me on another tour of the world.”
	Duncan grinned. His teeth revealed an underlying rot, despite his apparent health: they were stained a gray-black along the gums.
	“Not likely,” he said. “I’ve already sent you to every head doctor within three hundred miles. If you were going to do it again, you would have done it while listening to the seventh or eighth as he droned on about your disturbed dream life.”
	“But I am fragile,” I insisted. “I’ve been without drugs for weeks. I’ve been getting lots of sleep. I’ve been eating well. I could suffer a mental collapse at any moment.” 
 LG Liz Gorinsky  >> This doesn’t seem like evidence that someone wanting to prove her fragileness would provide.  LG Liz Gorinsky  Wow, that was a dumb query. Please accept my generic apologies for all the times my over-literal editor brain has missed your jokes. I swear I would have laughed at this if I had just been reading.  MSOffice    > It’s a kind of gentle sarcasm. Stet. 	(To see you that way, hollowed LG Liz Gorinsky  Is this a deliberate contradiction of Janice, who claims that she’s “no longer hollow”?  out but whole, made me happy. Just a few months before I had no idea if you would survive, or if you’d be the same person. It didn’t matter that you were thin or drawn, but just that you seemed sane once more.)
	“The city is falling apart, not you. The snow. Look—it’s snowing again.”
	He was right—thin, small flakes had begun to drop out of the sky.
	“It hasn’t really stopped snowing,” I reminded him.
	“I think the gray caps…”
	I rolled my eyes to cut him off. “You think they’re responsible for everything.” (Because they are, Janice!)
	He shrugged. “Aren’t they?”  LG Liz Gorinsky  Hmm. I’m tempted to say that having both the parenthetical comment and the dialogue may be redundant, but I’m not sure. His face suddenly serious, his mouth wavering between a straight line and a frown.
	“Actually, no,” I replied. “I brought the snow with me from Morrow—the most heartless, boring, terrible place you could possibly have sent me to.”
	I felt it again—anger, rising up. It felt good. It felt right. It was the only thing I’d felt besides pain and sorrow in a long time.
	“I saved your life,” he said. “You’d be dead otherwise.”
	“Maybe I wanted to be dead,” I replied. “Did you ever think of that?”
	“No,” Duncan said, shivering, “I don’t think you wanted to be dead. I think you just didn’t want to feel. There’s a difference. And I know all about not wanting to feel.”
	All the air went out of me with a single sigh. The truth was, it took too much energy to talk about such things. I didn’t have that energy. I didn’t want to talk about it.
	A thought occurred to me. “How did you know I’d be here?”
	Duncan grimaced, as if from some physical pain. (As if. Every time I moved, I could feel them all over me, burrowing into my skin.)
	He looked away. “I have…friends…who tell me things. That’s all. It’s the same reason I found you in time.”
	I laughed, said, “Friends! I can only guess what kinds of friends. Do they have legs or spores? Do they walk or do they float?’
	Duncan stared down at the snow. Now I could see, where the light caught his cheek, the side of his neck, that a faint black residue, insubstantial as smoke, had attached itself to his skin.
	“Why did you do it?” he asked me.
	I stared at him, the anger boiling over. What could I say to him? Why should I say anything to him?
	“What kind of answer would you like?” I asked him. “Would you like me to say the pressure was too much? That I couldn’t handle it? Do you want me to say I was under the influence of drugs? Do you want me to say my relationships all failed and I was lonely?”
My voice had risen with each new question until I was shouting. I stopped. Abruptly.
	I realized I didn’t know why I had done it. Not really. Every reason I could dredge up seemed ridiculous. I had written lots of notes about it, true. All the doctors wanted me to write things down, as if they could pull it out of me through ink applied to paper. I wrote nonsensical sentences, pompous things like:

I have finally figured it out. We are redeemed, if at all, I have finally figured out, by love and by imagination. I had imagination enough to realize I was not receiving enough love, and so I allowed myself to be seduced by those who did not love me, and whom I did not love. And then convinced myself, in my imagination, that I did love them, and that they did love me.

Or, on another scrap of paper I have saved as a testament to my foolishness:

I spent my youth gripped in the fear of a sudden exit—like that of my father. I too might run across the sweet, strange grass only to fall prematurely inert (“sudden exit”? “prematurely inert”? For someone who wanted to die you have a real aversion to the word death.) at someone’s feet. And yet as an adult I have tried my best to run to meet that exit anyway, despite all of those careful steps. Driving my gallery into ruin. Driving my relationships into ruin with excess and promiscuity. Indulging in drugs and sex.

And, finally, dredging up the distant past:

My dad was a hard man to love. He lived for his work, and anyone who did not live for his LG Liz Gorinsky  “his work,” as in people who cared about the specific things that Jonathan was studying; or “their work,” (or, I guess, “his or her work, if it’s the grammar you’re concerned about) as in anyone who was passionate about any endeavor?  work would receive very little love. Not a bad man, or a man who could be intentionally cruel. Not a man like that, no, but a man who could ignore you with an imperiousness that could burn into your soul. Duncan rarely saw that side of our father. Duncan was protected by his interest in the mysteries of history. Me, I could have cared less about history growing up. I was interested in many things—painting, reading, singing lessons, boys; in that order—but not history. I never could, at that time, see the personal side to history until I wasstarted living it. Until Mary and Duncan showed me what history could mean. And by then it was too late: Dad was dead, and nearly me as well.

The doctors had made me do it—had made me feel like a political prisoner of the Kalif, forced to recant my beliefs and spout pseudo-personal parody to regain my freedom. (And yet, Janice, some of it rings true. I wish I could say it didn’t.)
	“I don’t need an answer,” Duncan said quietly. “I just thought I’d ask.”
		But I needed an answer, so I could stop it from happening again. Why had I done it? 
	I don’t recall what I said to Duncan next, sitting in the freezing cold outside of Blythe Academy, students beginning their groggy paths across the courtyard to their classes. I don’t remember any of the rest of our conversation. I’m sure it didn’t satisfy him. It didn’t satisfy me. (We talked about the past, Janice. We talked about what Bonmot had been up to at the academy. You told me about Mom and the condition of that old mansion. I told you about the research I had my students doing on Zamilon. Nothing you needed to remember.) I’m sure it didn’t satisfy him. It didn’t satisfy me.
	I could remember, however, the night of the attempt—a night that seemed to epitomize the parties, the drugs, the lack of direction, the stretched, unreal quality of my existence. The late, late nights merging into days, the black of the sky, the hunt for yet another bar.
	I had blown half of my remaining money on what I now realize was a suicide banquet—so much food, so many bodies, so little restraint. The pale white of bodies in a corner of the room, in a writhing orgy of body parts. The leering smiles of the onlookers. The smell of wine, of rot, of decay, of sex. But it wasn’t enough for me, even then. We kept going to other places.
	We were in a cafe. We were inside a burned out building. We were in the street, giggling under a streetlamp. It was all merging together into one place, one time. I didn’t know where I was. Sybel was there, then he wasn’t there, then he was.
	Finally, we came to the steps of an abandoned church. Sybel stood on one side and David, the current cipher I was sleeping with at the time LG Liz Gorinsky  “current” + “at the time” are redundant , stood on the other. I floated between them, staring at the huge double doors of the church, the old oak bound in iron and carved with flourishes. I could hear people talking loudly inside.
	“Did I pay for this?” I asked. It had become my standard question. LG Liz Gorinsky  Just to check, this an indication that for the past while she has frequently unaware of where her money has been going, right? Or just a reflection of her mental state that night? 
	“No,” Sybel said. “You didn’t pay for this. You didn’t like your own party.”
	“You wanted us to take you somewhere else,” David said, an arm around my shoulders.
	“From what I paid for?” I said.
	Sybel laughed. “Yes, to something you didn’t pay for. And you definitely didn’t pay for this—this is a party sponsored by one of the new galleries.”
	“And somewhere else is something I paid for?”
	“We thought it might be fun to spy,” David added, ignoring me.
	“In a church?” I said, incredulous, forgetting all of the blasphemous functions I’d sponsored inside even holier buildings.
	David said, “It used to be for the Church of the Five Pointed Star, but the sect LG Liz Gorinsky  Or should this be religion? Denomination? . It doesn’t exist anymore.”
	Obviously. The grass was high and the steps cracked with vines. The door was rotting on its hinges.
	“Lead the way,” I said, giving up my objections.
	Sybel pushed open the door and we walked inside, the two of them practically carrying me—into the cacophony of sound, the swirl of lights. We blended in perfectly. Same clothes. Same attitude. Within minutes, while Sybel and David looked on, I was carrying on a conversation with a young male artist who had the kind of pale waif look I find irresistible. It was crowded. I had to shout. I didn’t know what I was shouting. I didn’t know who I was rubbing up against. Sybel and David tried to act as my bodyguards; I ignored them. I was babbling.
	At some point, I lost focus and stopped talking, trying unsuccessfully to nod as the young artist who I really didn’t give a damn about went on about the inspiration for his art. I was standing on a stool by then. I don’t know who had provided the stool, but it gave me enough height to survey the crowd.
	Off to the side, I could see the rival gallery owner, John Franghe, chatting up a couple of my clients, oblivious to my presence. I recognized darling Franghe’s hand gestures. I recognized his body language. The odd combination of fawning flattery and absolute authority. He had a glass in his hand and was obviously drunk. He kept putting his hand on the arm of the prettier of the two artists and squeezing it, giving her a quick glance to catch her eye. There was nothing artful about it. 
	At some point while watching, I fell off my stool. My head was full of nails. My thoughts were coiled and frightened. David and Sybel came to my aid, set me down at a chair beside a table, beside two old veterans of the art movement. Bodies were swirling around me. The texture of the table even seemed to swirl, to become a whirlpool of wooden grain. I could smell the beer, the drugs, the sweat of all of those bodies in such an enclosed space.
	At some point, I realized that none of it mattered, that none of it meant anything. I hated what I saw—the corrosion of fame, the accretion of falseness, the misuse of sex and desire. A strange dread came over me. I was alone in that church. I did not know who I was, or how I had come to this. I had become an observer in my own life.
	I sent David and Sybel off on a mission to ask the hosts to find me a special kind of liquor LG Liz Gorinsky  This reads a little like shorthand for “<insert Ambergrisan equivalent of a Cosmopolitan here>.” Any beverage you’ve invented already that you could reuse here?  LG Liz Gorinsky  BTW, what the heck is the proper adjectival form of Ambergris? . As soon as they had been swallowed up by the crowd, I stood up and snuck out of the church, through those rotting oak doors.
	Stumbling, drunk out of my mind, I made my way down to a dirty little club at the dock-end of Albumuth Boulevard. Through the murmurous sounds of the River Moth, right outside, I listened to an old singer that someone said had once been famous MSOffice    >I have thought about moving this scene to the church party and having it all happen there. But then there is the attenuated and stretched out quality to a boozy bar-hopping night that would be lost. . LG Liz Gorinsky  Sounds good to me. 
As one will, I quickly became close friends with everyone at the bar, but even as I sat there joking and drinking with them, in the dark, I knew I was all alonethey’d barely remember me in the morning. I knew the singer realized this, too. He seemed to sing for me and me onlyalone. No one else paid attention to him. It was horrible and wonderful at the same time. He would never reach the heights he had once known. One day, the people in the bar might not even recognize his best-known songs. But he sang them with a kind of terrible defiance. It wore me out to watch him. The empty laughter of the bar wore me out too.
I sat there, smoking a mushroom, looking at the singer, but really staring past him, into the distance, the foreground a blur, with not a thought in my head other than the melody of the song, the voice of the singer.
You become what you pretend to be. I could pretend that I was pretending when it came to the New Art all I wanted LG Liz Gorinsky  I think this reads better if you remove “all I wanted” or move the “all I wanted” earlier in the line, before “that” , but eventually I had begun to believe the lies that justified the excesses.
Slowly, over time, a thought did sneak in past the music and the voice: that I could never be as brave as that singer, that I could never sing old songs to people who didn’t care. (Though, ironically enough, some would say that is what you’ve wound up doing with this account LG Liz Gorinsky  Perhaps something like “…see this account as little more than a struggle to hold onto fame that’s already long gone” ? .)
Is that a good reason? Would that have satisfied the doctors?
Because nothing else did.

I lied earlier, though. I do remember something else from my conversation with Duncan in the frozen courtyard. I remember that I smelled perfume on him. It brought me up short, changed the subject forever.
	“What’s her name?” I asked.
	He smirked and said, “Mary Sabon.”

***

Mary Sabon. Sabon and her necklace of liars. Where to start?
 LG Liz Gorinsky  I’m going to withhold judgment on this until things are in their final order and we can look at all the chapter breaks all at once.  MSOffice    > Should this start a new chapter? 	Sybel was right—the New Art was dead. But it wasn’t just the New Art that had died.
	Before my “accident,” I had lived almost exclusively within the secret history of the city—a history of moments, not events, a history that vanished as it came and lived on only in the shudder of remembered ecstasy. This secret history descends (transcends) to us through the bedrooms of a hundred thousand houses, in the dark, through the tips of our fingers as we learn that our bodies have a thousand eyes to feel with, a thousand ways to learn the true meaning of touch. From foreplay to orgasm, from first touch to last, everything we know is in our skins—this secret history that so few people will be part of. We don’t talk about this history, although it made us and will make us and is the only way to get as close as we can to each other: an urgent coupling to close the space, to experience a pleasure that—excuse me as I stumble into theis rapturous gutter (can we stop you?)—is on one level being filled or filling, but is also so much more. This is where I was and what I lived for before the accident. Afterwards, I gave it all up, even though it wasn’t the problem. 
I traded my secret history for another type of history altogether. I saw the backs of a lot of heads, sang a lot of songs, and had my fundament put to sleep by the hard wood I was sitting on on more than one occasion. Chanting, reading ancient books, fingering beads on a necklace much more humble than Sabon’s. Always worried that this new dependency might end as the old one had, but willing to take the chance anyway.
	But, in some great confluence of chance and destiny, as my erotic star fell, Duncan’s rose, and shone all the more passionately, as his ardor—unlike mine—was directed toward one person: Mary Sabon.
	I already knew Mary, although I did not realize it at the time. Duncan had talked about her for several months before the details of his attraction to her became clear. There was a potentially brilliant student in his class, he told me at lunch one day while Bonmot stared at both of us from beneath his bushy eyebrows. A student who absorbed theory like a sponge and immediately applied it to her own interests. A student who could, moreover, write, and write well. It was so obvious that this student should be in a more advanced class that at first he was undecided as to whether to let her go on to some other school, but, finally, could not bring himself to suggest it.
	“She does not have the necessary social maturity,” I remember him saying. “She’s only nineteen. To go to the Religious Academy in Morrow, with much older students,” he said, shaking his head. “She needs more time. Extraordinary student.”
	Bonmot frowned at that, gave Duncan a look that I didn’t understand at the time.
	“Sometimes,” he said to Duncan pointedly, “it’s better to let them go. Better for the student and better for the teacher.”
	But Duncan just shook his head again. “No. She needs more time.”
	I should have known from the stilted, shameful way he refused to use her name. Thank God I missed the courtship. Thank God I was trying to die.
For Duncan had, while hounding me from hospital to ward, ward to doctor’s office, been displaying all the conjoined lust and random stupidity of a rabbit. He “succumbed to temptation,” as he put it in his journal, when, one afternoon while tutoring Mary privately afterfollowing classes, while tutoring Mary privately, his hand crossed that space between how-it-is and how-it-might-be…and found purchase on the other side.
	“Tell me you don’t love me and I will be glad to escape this fever, this vision,” he wrote in his journal, and how much else I cannot tell from the torn pages. “I’ve never been more naked,” he tells her, apparently forgetting the night I scraped the fungus from his body, surely his most naked moment.
	She did not leave him alone in his nakedness, for as he succumbed, and kept succumbing, without thought of the link between bliss and torment, she reciprocated, and continued to reciprocate. (Truly the driest account of making love I’ve ever read.) What promises they made to each other in those first few sweet, fumbling hours, I cannot tell you. Duncan has ripped those pages from his journal in such brutal fashion that even the pages surrounding that night are shredded—mangled words, mutilated phrases, quartered sentences. No one can read between lines that no longer exist.
	Did he tear them out from anger later, or love before? (I’m not telling.) Did he premeditate their slaughter, or was it a crime of passion? For that matter, why would he rip out those pages as opposed to—, for example—, the pages about the gray caps’ infernal machine? With the pages lost, and Duncan with them, we can only guess. (And yet, dear sister, here I am, editing your work, even after “death.” Some things never change.)
	All I have left as proof are a few short letters from Sabon to Duncan, and from Duncan to Sabon—shaken out of Duncan’s journal like dead moths… LG Liz Gorinsky  >> I’m a little wary about the following notes: sure, they’re in the throes of love, but they’re also both writers. Would they really turn into such hacks just for their love letters? Can we somehow convey these sentiments more literarily?  MSOffice    > Well, the whole point is that it’s a totally different kind of writing. I’ve seen my dad’s sappy old love letters to my mom (er, although thankfully just the non-erotic ones--*shudder*). They’re ‘orrible even though he was and is a great scientific writer. Although this may constitute one of them faux "well, it happens in real life" non-defenses. Also, see added note.     LG Liz Gorinsky  Okay. I’ve never been privy to many non-fiction love letters, but your assessment sounds realistic, and the added note helps a lot. But here’s a crazy notion: what if Janice deliberately made reference to the fact that these are awful (“I am including these here for the sake of scholarly completeness, but readers without strong stomachs are advised to skip directly to the paragraph after the excerpt”), thus giving the opportunity for Duncan to snipe back indignantly (“I’m only letting you get away with this commentary because now that I’m getting my chance to publicly annotate you, I guess it would be unfair to deprive you of yours.”)? 

Sabon: My love, last night was wonderful. I’ve never talked to anyone the way I’ve talked to you. You teach me so much. You make me understand things so well. You make me feel like I’m floating on a cloud, on a star, so light do you make me feel. Until next time, I am sorrowful and sick. I will not sign this letter, in case it is discovered, but you know who I am.

Duncan: Your skin is so smooth I want to lick it all day long. Your body makes my body hum with pleasure. Your hair, your breasts, your small hands, your ears, as delicate as the most delicate of fungi, your strong thighs, your elbows, your eyes, your kneecaps, even! I want all of you, again and again.

Sabon: My beautiful love—last night I felt I knew you better than before, if that is possible. In the dark where we could not see each other, I still felt I could somehow see you, if you know what I mean. (Humorously enough, thinking back, there was, thinking back, a certain glow to me back then, due to the colonization by the fungi.) The way you talk to me—I don’t know if I’m worthy of the love I hear in your voice. But I will try.

Duncan: It is truly amazing, the way our bodies fit together like some kind of perfect jigsaw puzzle. Yours makes mine feel so good. I hope I make yours feel half as good. Every night I cannot come to you is agony. I can’t think of anything else—even in the classroom when I’m supposed to be teaching. And when you are near me then, I tremble. My hands, my legs, shake, and I cannot hear anyone but you, and I want you there, then. This is a craving I cannot satisfy.
	(That was early on, Janice! When I remained acutely aware that I was older and she was younger, and she worried that she was too young and I was too mature. So we each tried to shed our age, to reverse the expected. It might have been foolish, but it reflected concern, affection, care, for the other.)

Standard nattering romantic fare, uttered from the lips and pens of a thousand lovers a year, although perhaps not in such a staccato point/-counterpoint of romance/lust, romance/lust. (Not fair! We used to hide these letters in dozens of places inside Blythe and on the grounds. Some never reached the intended recipient. Of those that did, I only kept a few of hers, and not all of mine were returned. Sometimes she was lustful and I was loving. Sometimes I would look out across the Academy from my office and see nothing but a world of potentially hidden love letters, all for me or by me.)
	Following that first contact and conquest, Duncan offered up a marvelous spectacle to an unsuspecting, often sleeping, potential audience of students, teachers, administrators, and five different orders of monks, none of whom would have sanctioned the holiness of lust between teacher and student if they’d been awake to see it. For more than two years, Duncan slunk, sneaked, crept, crawled, climbed, and slithered past various obstacles to be with his beloved. The logistics of these lust-driven maneuvers were perhaps as complex as Duncan’s perilous wanderings below ground, and almost as dangerous. If caught, Duncan would be fired and barred from teaching elsewhere in the city.
	Having already exhausted the careers of respectable historian and pseudonymous writer-for-hire, I would have thought Duncan would be wary of ruining a third. And in a way, I guess he was—he took great care to be precise. His meticulousness took the form of a map to guide him in his strategic penetrations of Sabon’s room. Each method of penetration had elements to recommend it. Some involved the excitement of speed, while others, in their lengthy explorations, yielded pleasures of a different kind. All, however, flirted with discovery; there would never be any safe way to enter Sabon’s room. 
	 LG Liz Gorinsky  If “Neither in the morning” refers to there being no way of safe entrance, then it should go with the paragraph above. “Neither in the morning nor the night,” Duncan wrote with a kind of unintentional poetry, “neither at noon nor at sunset.” (Bonmot thought it showed a new level of devotion to the Academy, the way I would often trade the comforts of my apartment for the sad seedy room on the premises.) LG Liz Gorinsky  I like this, but I’m not sure that here is precisely the place for it. Perhaps the next paragraph, since you’re talking about rooms there anyway? 
	Complicating matters, Academy rules dictated that all students change rooms every semester, presumably to make trysts more difficult, although it seemed two or three girls got pregnant every year anyway. Therefore, Duncan had to readjust his perambulations every six months or so.
	Duncan used three routes to Sabon’s room during Mary’s her sixth semester at the school. These routes constitute “love letters” in the purest sense of the term. Indeed, in his madness, in his letters to Sabon he even gave them names:

Route A (The Path of Remembering You). This path, this love, can never lead me to you fast enough and yet, cruelly, reminds me of you in every way—from the rough rooftops where we sat and watched the sky turn to amber ash, to the gardens where your walking silhouette would confuse my mind with your scent, with the sight of pale perfect legs sheathed in clean white socks. This path requires that I slip past all the male students who cannot have you as I have had you, and, at the center of their snoring rooms, ascends the stairs to the roof. On the roof, I gaze out upon the line between the dormitory and the classrooms where I teach you things that no longer seem important. Then into the sometimes moonlit gardens, rushing through shrubbery as I throb for you—using the blind shoulder of the storage room to hide me from the night watchmen, only to arrive below your window, your outline ablaze against the curtain.

Route B (The Path of Naked Necessity). When I burn for you and I do not care for anything but you, I use this path, for it is as direct as my desire—past the Royal’s sleeping quarters, past all teachers’ quarters, on to the border, there to creep over unforgiving gravel below every student’s dormitory window, not caring that an errant head might poke out between curtains pastafter curfew between curtains and recognize me—and so once again, in the urgency of my need, I come to your window and you.

Route C (The Path of Careless Ecstasy). When my love for you quivers between caution and bravery, when I am too full of joy to be either brief or circumspect, this is the time that I glide through the alley that separates dormitory from classroom, and brazenly stride down the path alongside the classrooms and past the cafeteria in time to dance with the night watchman at the front gate—zigzagging between entrances, climbing up the fence and back again, waiting in shadow as he walks by oblivious. And then down the wall that separates gardens and the second wing of classrooms—until, once again, breathless but happy, I am outside your window.

He alluded to them at the time, even seemed proud of himself, but I didn’t discover the full sad weight of his obsession until I read those descriptions in his journal. My favorite phrase is “rushing through the shrubbery as I throb for you” (allow a love-besotted fool some latitude), as Sabon wrote in her response to this letter, Sabon wrote, “I throb for you, too, dear-heart, especially rushing through the shrubbery.” Sarcasm? Or just gentle mockery? When, exactly, did Sabon’s intent become treacherous? (Never, really.)
	All rushing throbbery aside, this was dangerous work for Duncan. H, and he used the paths not according to his mood, but according to the by now well-known and ritualistic bumblings of Simon and Jonathan Balfours, the two sixty-year-old night watchmen, twins of (in) habit(s). He would also factor in the arrival of guests who might conceivably tour the academy at night and, of course, the nocturnal walks of Bonmot. (However, by far the most dangerous person in all of Blythe Academy was Ralstaff Bittern, the gardener. What a tough old buzzard! Stringy as a dead cat, and twice as ugly. He had it in for me from the day I accidentally stepped on some of his precious rose bushes. He’d lie in wait for me at night, positioned strategically behind a willow tree, where he could see the entire courtyard. Many a night, I dared not brave his gaze.)
	Indeed, Duncan came close to discovery every few weeks. The first timeOne of the first was when, using The Path of Naked Necessity, Duncan, using the Path of Naked Necessity and,disguised as a priest, rounded a corner and came face to face with a fellow Naked Necessitator: a third-year boy, as petrified as Duncan, the two of them sneaking so noisily through the gravel that neither had heard the other coming.
	Duncan wrote later:	

If he had uttered a single sound, I would have lived up to my surname—I would have shrieked and begun a babbling confession. But his face in the moonlight reflected such a remarkable amount of fear concentrated in such a small space that I found my tongue first and, shaky but firm, let him know that this—whatever this was—would not be tolerated at Blythe Academy. Continuing on, as much from my own exquisite terror as anything else, I proceeded to drive the demons out of the boy with such overwhelming success that I believe he later—certain  LG Liz Gorinsky  “he later—certain” reads a little awkwardly he could never match the conviction and fervor of the mouth-frothing apparition he met that night—eventually abandoned the priesthood as a vocation and eventually ran a brothel on the outskirts of the Religious Quarter. Meanwhile, as he ran away from me, gasping over gravel right out of the Academy, I was shaking so hard my teeth ground together. How close I had come to discovery! What was I to do?

What Duncan did, cynically, iswas volunteer for “tryst duty” as much as possible, which meant that he joined the ceaseless wanderings of the old night watchmen, supposedly on the lookout for those lean and compact boys, their dark wolf eyes shining, who might defy curfew in hopes of bedding a female student. (I performed a valuable service, whether hypocritically or not.) This helped, but t
	There were still unwelcome encounters with unexpected teachers or priests at unfortunate times.—“Why, I was just checking the window to make sure it was securely locked”—and pricked buttocks from sudden throbbing  LG Liz Gorinsky  (I think at this point you’re belaboring the mockery) jumps into rose buses to avoid Bonmot, who Duncan could not lie to (The crushed bushes only made the gardener more relentless. Bittern complained to Bonmot several times, but Bonmot was not ready to believe him).  LG Liz Gorinsky  The clause “Duncan’s new disguise on tryst duty did give him the appropriate camouflage, although” essentially repeats the function of the previous paragraph. As 
Duncan’s new disguise on tryst duty did give him the appropriate camouflage, although his fellow history professor Henry Abascond once said to Duncan at a meeting of teachers, “A taste for the night life, have you? A taste for the dark, the shroud?” in typically pompous Abascond fashion (And he wasn’t joking about it, much as others thought he was referring to my area of study. I thought for one paranoid moment that he and Bittern had formed a conspiracy to ruin me, but there was only one genuine conspiracy: my conspiracy to ruin myself. LG Liz Gorinsky  On second thought, I wonder if this sentence is too much of a giveaway.  Also, Bonmot proved less predictable than I thought, and a greater threat than either Bittern or Abascond.) 
Of course, nothing lasts forever, least of all desperate, ridiculous sexual melodrama, and Duncan would prove no exception to the cliché. But that day was as yet far off. In the meantime, Duncan reveled in his love for Sabon—you could see it in his distant enthusiasm at our lunches in the courtyard: a brightness to his eyes, a sheen to his skin that was impervious to rainy days or scholarly disappointments (or the more sympathetic  LG Liz Gorinsky  Callous? Realistic? Less romantic? interpretation, that it was the effect of the fungi).
Still, I noticed that Bonmot scrutinized us both with a certain suspicion, no matter how pleasant our conversations. With me, I believe he was just worried—looking for signs of a despair that might lead me to again cut my wrists—, and with Duncan, searching  for something hidden that Bonmot could not quite, for all of his wisdom, figure out. (I am sure that if not for my secret studies, he would have found out about Mary much sooner. But rumors that I snuck around at night had, to his mind, more the feel of hidden tunnels and underground depths than of secret assignations with students. My prowess, in his eyes, was the prowess of research and obsession.)
	I did not meet Sabon until ten months after I returned to Ambergris. Duncan did not seem eager for me to meet her—perhaps he was afraid Mary would know he had confided in me about their relationship, even if inadvertently; perhaps he was afraid something in our conversation might give him away to Bonmot. For whatever reason, for a long time I continued to hear about Sabon second-hand, through the mirror of Duncan’s love for her.
	For this first part of their relationship, I cannot bring myself to blame Sabon, not for their mutual seduction. She eventually ruined my brother in many different ways, but at first she made him see a different life—as if all these years there had been another Duncan Shriek, or the possibility of another Duncan Shriek, completely different from the person I knew as my brother. Because they could not be seen together, they devised complex ways of meeting in public. Mary would invite Duncan to one of her parents’ parties along with all her other teachers, and then seek Duncan out for a “fatherly” dance or conversation.
	ConverselySimilarly, Duncan began to make the most of social functions at the Ambergris Historical Society by inviting his students to attend for “educational” reasons. Most students would not show up, conveniently leaving Duncan required to escort Mary for the evening. (You can sneer all you want, Janice, but that was the primary purpose. In fact, I also met other people there who were useful to my career. I re-met James Lacond there, for example, long before he broke with the Society. You are suggesting I was not just incompetent, but actively incompetentsabotaging myself, which is not the case. It was coincidence that Mary sometimes appeared at those events, which were so public that there could be no chance of an assignation.) Most did not attend, conveniently leaving Duncan required to escort Mary for the evening. It was through his attendance at these events that he had his first real conversations with James Lacond, LG Liz Gorinsky  Waitaminute… why would both Duncan and Janice make reference to Duncan re-meeting Lacond to prove opposite points? Please eliminate one or have Duncan build on to Janice’s point about Lacond.  an active member of most of Ambergris’ cultish “research” collectives—the beginning of a friendship that would affect Duncan in many ways.
	Duncan discovered that he didn’t even mind dancing and that, “with a drink or two in me,” as he puts it in his journal, he could “endure chit-chat and small talk”. He began to put on some weight, but it looked good on him, and his new beard, prematurely shot through with gray, gave him a scholarly and respectable appearance. He discovered that people liked to hear him talk, liked to hear his opinions, something that had rarely been true during his prior careeronly been true at the very beginning of his career LG Liz Gorinsky  I think the previous version makes more sense—after all, if it had “only been true” then, how is it true now? . Suddenly, he began to have a foothold on another, different life. It was that simple. Somehow, he saw an future in which he might settle down with Sabon.
	 Duncan’s journal expresses no guilt for his AHS deception, or the many other deceptions “forced” upon him over the next two years (my journal could not express such guilt—after all, my journal is an inanimate object, although you are doing a fine job of forcing it, by tortuous mis-context, into confessions it would not otherwise make). Nor does Duncan’s journal offer much in the way of gray cap research over the next two years. Sabon might have inspired him, but she also took up much of his time. (True, but by then I had other professors unwittingly carrying out my research.) Sabon had so altered his perceptions that a journal entry from the time reads:

All my research, even the gray caps themselves, seems remote, unconnected. There might as well not be a Silence, a Machine, an underground. I feel as if I have emerged from a bad dream into the real world. It does not seem possible that one person should be able to lead two such lives at the same time. (And a third life, in a sense. I could not put aside my conversations with Bonmot. I could not find a way to completely discount the spiritual—not when, in some sense, I was becoming so much a part of the world that, in the particles of it that became the particles of me, I sometimes thought I sensed a kind of presence LG Liz Gorinsky  Find a description for it that indicates its non-secularness—i.e. “sensed something that could not be explained by scholarship” . It maddened me—that I could not be certain of its relevance. That I could not be sure.)

But just because Duncan no longer believed that his life depended on the gray caps did not mean the gray caps no longer believed in Duncan, as he would soon find out.



IX.

The sounds from the ceiling have stopped. The sounds from the hole leading underground have not stopped. Curiously, I am calm. I’m somehow glad, aleven though in the green shadows of the ceiling, I can see Mary’s necklace of admirers and the marble staircase, can see her books hovering like crows or bats in the green shadows of the ceiling. Age does that to you, I think. It makes it impossible to have a memory that is not colored by the future.
	Still, during that time so many years ago, Duncan and Mary’s romance progressed into its second year, still randy and light-of-foot, although punctuated by awkward—but not fatal—events, such as a very tense parent-teacher conference during which Duncan almost fainted when Mary’s father jokingly asked, “So what are your intentions with our daughter?”
	Meanwhile, my gallery never fully recovered from my absence. Those artists who had not stolen their art from my walls deserted me in more subtle ways: a parade of apologetic or sniveling excuses is how I see them in my mind, usually delivered by proxy, the artist in question too cowardly or embarrassed to tell me in person. My little dance with death had been only one of several extreme actions that year: half a dozen writers and artists had died, either from their excesses, or from being murdered by rivals during the Festival (which, mercifully, you’d missed during your travels; I wish I had missed it as well; I had to work devilishly hard to protect the Academy from the gray caps that year). The authorities, namely the family Hoegbotton, thought it wise to lay the blame for such maladies at the (comatose, over-sexed, over-drugged) feet of the art community. Excess was “out,” a new austerity—inappropriate for our great, debauched city, but completely appropriate tofor my new condition—was “in.”
	My suicide attempt had only placed an emphatic exclamation point on a year ruinous to all who enjoyed good, clean fun. (You forget the now-pervasive influence exerted by Frankwrithe & Lewden, which led to many of these mishaps. You should, historically, see this as an action by Hoegbotton & Sons against F&L, not against your friends.)
	So my gallery stuttered on in an altered state, reduced to selling reproductions of reproductions of famous paintings, and unsubtle watercolors of city life created by men and women who would otherwise have made honorable livings as plumbers, accountants, or telephone salesmen.
From time to time, Sirin still gave me article and book assignments—“My dear Janice,” he would say, “come work for me full-time,” a bargain with the devil LG Liz Gorinsky  ‘less appealingly than most bargains with the devil”? —which helped. I also received the leavings of Martin Lake, who sometimes gave me—, as Sybel later put it—, the financial equivalent of “a mercy fuck” in the form of the occasional preliminary sketches for paintings that Lake's new gallery, which Sybel had fled to when my fortunes faded, was selling for many times what I’d ever made off him, hastily brought round by Lake’s flunky, a glib man named Merrimount LG Liz Gorinsky  …though I’m not sure if there’s much point to bringing up Merrimount now, other than to increase name recognition for when they come out as partners , a flunky for Lake's new gallery, which Sybel had fled to when my fortunes faded. All in all, my attempt had killed me.
	But it hadn’t killed me physically—not as Duncan was being killed physically. That second year of his romance with Mary Sabon coincided with a definite worsening of his fungal disease. Sometimes it left him so weak and drained that he could not teach his classes—although this did not mean that if his disease went into remission by nightfall he would not take the Path of Hypocrisy right up to Mary’s window. These symptoms varied with the seasons, as shown by a brief examination of the “symptom lists” he kept:

	Spring
	Vomiting
Diarrhea
Cramps
Dry mouth
Shortness of breath
Violent mood swings

Summer
Dizziness
Blurred vision
Shivering
Profuse sweating
Excessive salivating
Violent mood swings

Fall
Vomiting
Diarrhea
Cramps
Violent mood swings

Winter
Delirium
Blurred vision
Nausea
Violent mood swings

Duncan was convinced he had contracted these systems as a result of his encounter with the Machine. I was convinced the “violent mood swings” had nothing to do with his fungal affliction and had everything to do with a malady know as “Mary Sabonitis.”
Luckily for their relationship, which otherwise might have been punctuated by episodes more suited to a madhouse or a sick house than an institution of learning, the symptoms came and went like the summer storms that had always plagued Ambergris. (Ironic, that. Because now there is no slower turning to the world than with this disease, this gift in flux, in flow. I might as well be turning into a tree, putting down roots. The yearning in my flesh calls out to the yearning in the ground. Nothing can be made that is not a part of me, that will not eventually become me. “I want for nothing and hunger naught,” as some crackpot old saint named Tonsure once said before they buried him underground.)
Admittedly, his disease sometimes brought with it great joy, no doubt also effectuated by the fungi. An episode during the second year of his affair with Mary best describes the extremity of effects that his body could force from him:

I felt a slight disorientation that morning when I woke in my teacher’s quarters. A kind of half-hearted dizziness, a prickling in the skin: a harbinger of encroaching symptoms. However, the sensation faded, so I went to my classes anyway. I remember seeing Mary in the back row of my “Famous Martyrs” class at the exact second that my mouth went dry as the blackboard. I remember thinking it was just her presence that had affected me. For the first twenty minutes I was fine, livening up my lecture by telling some old jokes about Living Saints that Cadimon Signal had related to me at the religious academy in Morrow. Then, suddenly, I could feel the spores infiltrating my head, my limbs—they clambered over my sinuses, got between me and my own skin. I couldn’t breathe. I couldn’t move. The spores began to seethe across my eyes, bringing a stinging green veil over my sight. I did the only thing I could do, the thing I have learned to do, still the hardest thing. I relaxed my arms, my legs, my neck, my head, so that, like the son who trusts his father to catch him before he falls into the grass, the water, to the ground, I entrusted my balance to the fungi…and damned if I didn’t stay up. Damned if I didn’t continue to live, although I felt like I was drowning. I sweated from every pore. I felt nauseous, disoriented, dizzy. I felt as if the gray caps were searching for me across a vast distance—I could feel their gaze upon me, like a black cloud, a storm of eyes…and still the tendrils spread across my vision, blinding me…and then, as soon as they had finished their march from East and West, meeting somewhere around the bridge of my twitching nose, all of the discomfort faded and I could…breathe again. Not only could I breathe, but I was flying, soaring, my body as light as a single spore, and yet so powerful that I felt as if I could hold up the entire Academy with one hand. A fierce joy leaked into me, sped from my feet to my waist to my arms, my head. I could not have been happier had I been the Sun, shining down on everyone from on high. And in that happiness, I did not even really exist, except as a connection, a bridge, an archway, linked with a hundred thousand other archways that extended up and down my body in a perfect crisscrossing pattern of completeness. And I cannot help feeling, even as the spores just as suddenly relinquished their hold and left me gasping and white, that what radiated into me was a thank you from the thousands that comprise the invisible community that has become my body. (Later, Mary told me that I had kept talking through the entire episode, albeit with slurred speech.)

It was just such experiences that led to his first arguments with Sabon. Do I believe him? I’ve seen too much not to. But, then, Sabon saw exactly what I saw, and she couldn’t be bothered to take the leap. She decided, somewhere along the way, to ignore, to miss, to go blind, to see through. It was just such experiences that led to his first arguments with Sabon.
	After Duncan had recounted some of these “episodes” to me, it was hard to laugh when he began to sign his infrequent postcards, “Your Brother, the Fungus Garden.” (But I was—I was a transplanted fungal garden torn from the subterranean gardens of the gray caps. As the seasons came and went, I was the end of the journey for a great exodus, a community of exiles that colonized me and tried to observe the same seasonal rituals—to bloom and ripen and die in accordance with their ancestry. They were homesick, but they made do with what they had: me. And I, poor sap, was in turn able to experience with each season some new explosion of fertility, selfish enough in my pleasure to endure the counterbalanced pain—and to only hope that when in remission my affliction was not contagious. In this way, I remained connected to the underground even though absent from it. One day I will dissolve into the world, will become a gentle spray of spores, will settle on the sidewalk and on trees, on grass and soil, and yet still be—watchful and aware.)
	Perhaps more disquieting, was that, unknown to me, each week brought Sabon’s flesh necklace, and thus Duncan’s final humiliation, closer.
	I had an intimation of the future when, two years into her relationship with Duncan, Sabon finally visited me at my gallery, probably at Duncan’s request. (No—she decided to do that on her own. You were my only family besides Mom. She was curious. It’s your guilt showing through here—that you weren’t supportive, that you were so negative despite never having met her. It strikes me now, Janice, that as much as we’ve talked over the years perhaps we haven’tnever talked about the right things.) You might well ask why she waited so long, why I waited so long, but I think she must have realized how deeply I disapproved of his relationship with his a student. (I’ll grant you this now: you seem to have a sixth sense for impending tragedy. At the time, it just seemed like pettiness on your part.)
	By then, I had begun to shed even my less respectable artists. But my gallery still maintained an aura of the respectable. I kept it Morrow-clean and replaced each departed painting with some admirable imitation. After that strange cold winter, the weather in Ambergris had been near-perfect for more than eighteen months. Good weather meant more walk-ins, and more walk-ins meant more sales. A few more tourists and I might again be as green as the mint-scented, tree-lined Albumuth Boulevard.
	So at first I saw Mary Sabon as only another potential buyer. Besides, from Duncan’s feverish descriptions, I would have expected someone taller, wiser, more voluptuous. She was short but not slight, her frame neither fat nor thin, and from her shiny red hair to her custom-made emerald-green shoes, from the scent of perfume to the muted red dress that hung so naturally off of her shoulder, she radiated a sense of wealth and health. (She dressed up for you, Janice, in her Truffidian Cathedral best.)
	She nodded to me as she came in and wandered from wall to wall, glancing at the paintings with nervous little turns of her head. Her hands, held behind her back, clutched a purse. She had not yet attained the artful guile of poise and positioning that would someday make her the center of attention. The necklace had not yet begun to form.
	“Can I help you?” I asked, half-rising from my desk. I remember wondering if I might interest her in one of the pathetic landscapes that had come to fill my walls—indeed, whether the listed prices were high enough to match her wealth. I had, at that time, some masticated and mauled views of Voss Bender Memorial Post Office—popular since Lake’s success—as well as some nicely watered-down panoramas of the docks and the River Moth. All made respectable by the nearby presence and divine quality of two Lake sketches of fishermen cutting apart the carcass of a freshwater squid.
	She turned to face me, smiled, and said, “I’m Mary Sabon.” Despite her nerves, she carried herself with an assurance I have never had. It rattled me.
	“Mary Sabon,” I said.
	She nodded, looked down at her shoes, then up at me again. “And you, of course, are Janice. Your brother has told me a lot about you.” And laughed at her cliché. 
	“Yes. Yes, I am,” I said, as if surprised to learn my own identity. “So you’re Sabon,” I said.
	“Indeed,” she replied, her gaze fixed on me.
	I said: “Do you know that what you’re doing could get Duncan thrown out of the Academy?”
	It just came out. I didn’t mean to say it. Ever since the Attempt, I had had no tact LG Liz Gorinsky  Or, “I’ve lost my” . (Ever since? You’ve never had any tact!)
	Sabon’s smile had disappeared, a look of hurt flashing across her face. In that hurt expression I saw a flicker of something from her past coming back to haunt her. I never found out what it was.
	“We love each other, Janice,” she said—and there’s a surprise, a shock. Something unexpected brought to the surface by the clacking of keys against paper: she’s just a girl. When we met that first time, she was just a girl, without guile. Now, as I type, I am ashamed of something and I’m not sure what. She was young. I was older. I could have crushed her then, but did not know it. (Dead. It’s all dead. It’s all gone. Senseless.)
	“We love each other, Janice,” Mary said. “Besides, your brother is a historian. He teaches for now, but he's working on new books…. And, besides, I won’t be a student forever.”
	I think now of all the things I could have said, gentle or cruel, that might have led away from a marble staircase, a raised hand, a fiery red mark on her cheek.
	I sat down behind my desk. “You know he’s sick, don’t you?”
	“Sick?” she said. “The skin disease? The fungus? But it disappears. It doesn’t stay long. It isn’t getting worse. It doesn’t bother me.”
	But I could tell it did bother her.
	“Did he tell you how he got the disease?” I asked.
	“Yes. He’s had it since he was a boy, when he went exploring. You know—BDD. It comes and goes. He’s very brave about it.”
	Before Dad Died. Never mind the magnitude of Duncan’s lie; it was the BDD that caught me. All the breath left my body, replaced by an ache. Before Dad Died was something between Duncan, my mother, and me. (And yet here you are, sharing it in a manuscript that might be read by any old drunk off the street.)
	“Are you all right?” she asked.
	There must have been a pause. There must have been a stoppage, a shift of my attention away from her.
	“I’m fine,” I said, leaning back in my chair. “As long as you know about it.”
	Yes, the fungus left his skin for weeks, sometimes months, but when it returned, it was always more insidious, more draining of his energy. How could I possibly explain to her about Duncan’s obsession with the underground, especially now that he swore it no longer obsessed him?
	She smiled, as if forgiving me for something. The simplicity of that smile charmed me for only a moment. Simplicity, where no simplicity should exist. She would always be complex, complicated, devious, in my mind.
	“I want to buy a painting,” she said.
I had a feeling this was her last-ditch position—her last attempt to make nice. She would buy my friendship.
	“A painting,” I echoed as if I were a carpenter, a butcher, a priest, anything but a gallery owner.
	“Yes,” she said. “What do you recommend?”
	This was a good question. I wanted to recommend that she never see Duncan again. Recommend she leave Duncan alone before she hurt him irrevocably. I recommended she never return to my gallery because…because…Did I say these things? No. I did not. I held my tongue and pointed out the most expensive items in my gallery: the two squid sketches by Lake called, perversely, “Gill” and “Fin.”
She nodded, smiled, looked at them, then looked at me. “They’re very nice. I’ll take them,” she said, and, turning, blanched as she noticed the price.
I let her buy them, although I could see they were too expensive even for her. (She didn’t have much money. You made her spend two months’ allowance on those paintings. I bought them from her afterwards so she’d have money to live on.)
	We exchanged minor pleasantries. At the door, purchases in hand, she turned back to me, smiled, and said, “Maybe someday I can join you and Duncan for lunch with Bonmot.”
	For lunch. Under the willow trees. Just the four of us. How comfortable. How perfect. We would eat our sandwiches in the glare of the summer sun and talk of flesh necklaces and how they form and do not form in this forlorn city by the River Moth. J and just now, even in remembering this suggestion, I feel that I am drowning.
	A blackness grew inside of me, or the fungus overcame me, or any of a number of conditions or situations that you may, reading this, imagine for yourselves, and I said:
	“I wonder. What route will Duncan take tonight? The Path of Remembering You or the Path of Forgetting you. LG Liz Gorinsky  Just making sure you didn’t want this to be a question mark. ”
	The painting of the Voss Bender Memorial Post Office actually looked quite striking in the light that pierced the windows and gave my humble gallery a golden hue. The details of that painting became etched in my memory as I stared at it until I could no longer feel the reproach of her gaze and I knew she had gone.
	My gallery was empty again. I was alone again. And that was as it should be.
	Although I saw Mary a dozen times after that, on Duncan’s arm, the next time I spoke to her directly was at the party where she stood waiting for me at the foot of the staircase, the dagger of her comment about Duncan held ready.

Ironic, really. I have reached out across time and space to construct a mosaic of her in a harsh light, only to find that now, when she shares a room with me, that light fails and finds her nearly…harmless.
	Perhaps I have never really understood Sabon. Perhaps she remains the type of cipher who seems more remote the more words I devote to her. Fading into the ink, untouchable.
	The fungus in this place has eaten into the typewriter ribbon. I’m typing in sticky green ink now, each word a mossy spackle against the keys. If I could turn off the light, no doubt my sentences would read themselves back to me in a phosphorescent fury—the indignation of creatures uncovered from beneath a rock. (Equipment failures should never be part of your narrative. That’s the first lesson Cadimon Signal ever taught me.) My ink has defected to the cause of the gray caps; not so my blood.
	I have made Mary Sabon, deservedly so, as much of a villain in this Afterword as the gray caps, and yet I could as easily have offered her an escape—even a fragile excuse could have absolved her for the way my heart feels right now. If only she had offered up something of herself. But she never has: you could pore through her books for a hundred years and never find anything personal. At the party, after I had slapped her—even then she did not offer anything personal. All she did was wave back those who would have otherwise taken me away. She waved back the onrush of beads from her flesh necklace. They retreated, gleaming and muttering.
	“What is it you really want, Janice?” she said, smiling. “Would you like the past back? Would you like to be successful again? Would you prefer you weren’t a washed-up has-been with so few prospects she had to agree to assist to help out with a party for an artist she used to agent?”
	I had an answer, but it wasn’t what Sabon expected. No, it was far more than Sabon expected.

I have lied a little for the sake of dramatic tension, I think. There was one time I saw Mary before she visited my gallery. I just didn’t realize it was her.
I saw her with her parents at Blythe Academy once, surrounded by the controlled chaos that is the start of the spring semester. A spray of sudden greenery from the trees, the clatter of shoes on walkways and stairs as students—nervous and excited—try to find their classes. They stood in the center of the courtyard and also at the center of a kind of calm.
As I passed by on my way to visit Duncan, one family caught my eye by their very stillness. The girl stood, legs slightly apart, staring down at the ground, school books held carelessly in one hand, a pensive look on her face. Her parents stood like towers to either side of her, the space between them containing a daughter not quite belonging to the same world.
	Their unlined, unremarkable faces expressed no great joy or sorrow, or none that I could discern, and yet I could feel a tension there; the presence of some overwhelming emotion. I almost felt as if I were watching some kind of ritual or ceremony. Was the girl’s head bowed in prayer? As I walked away from them, I turned to watch them, and it seemed as if they were receding from me at a glacially-slow pace.
	That must have been Mary’s first year at the Academy, and I find it interesting that even then I noticed her, before Duncan ever pointed her out to me, before I even knew who she was.
	When I later read Sabon’s biographical note in one of her awful books, the image I see when I come across the sentence beginning “Her early interest in nature studies…” rises not from her gallery visit, but from that first glimpse: of twinned parents standing guard to on either side of a daughter whose face is tilted toward the ground. Something about their wary stance still worries me now, even after my research has made of them more than silent statues. 
	In fact, my research has somehow lessened their pull on my imagination—Mary often seeming to stand between two willow trees instead—for the facts do not particularly impress. (They impressed me!)
	Given that David Sabon’s most important contribution to Natural History consists of helping to edit a revised edition of Xaver Daffed’s classic A History of Animals, perhaps it would be best to simply note his presence and move on. However, his peculiar (dangerous!) attitude toward the gray caps, delivered in the form of speeches to many a meeting of the Ambergris Historical Society (smoky, jaundiced events punctuated by coughs, grunts, and unintelligible murmurings from octogenarian senilitians), should be documented somewhere. Where better than an afterword?
	David Sabon preached a theory known as Nativism (otherwise known as “a good way to get yourself killed”). Nativists believed the gray caps, enslaved or enraptured by the fungus, possessed “no more natural intelligence than a cow, pig, or chicken” and therefore should be treated “much as we treat other animals.” As the transcript for one memorable speech reads, “Gray caps should be used to support our labors, for our entertainment, and for meat.”
	Although David Sabon later claimed that “and for meat” had appeared in the speech by mistake (transposed from a speech on the King Squid), the cutthroat Ambergris newspapers had no qualms about printing headlines like DAVID SABON RECOMMENDS SNACKING ON GRAY CAP BEFORE DINNER and NEW “ARCHDUKE OF MALID,” DAVID SABON, LIKES A NICE BIT O’ GRAY CAP BEFORE BED. Surely Mary Sabon, lone seed of a Naturalist’s loins, became indoctrinated with her father’s attitudes at a very early age. This might explain some of the irresponsible theories in Mary’s books. (Perhaps so, but Mary always seemed embarrassed by her father’s activities.)
	While David Sabon’s forebears included no one more distinguished than a barber in Stockton and a minor judge in Morrow, Mary’s mother, Rebecca Verden-Sabon, came from newly-minted stock. Her father, Louis Verden, began his career as a jeweler but went on to illustrate a number of scientific texts, although his best work appeared in Burning Leaves, a creative journal he eventually became art directedor for, and to which I sometimes contributed when I had no work from Sirin. 
	He also illustrated a series of series of paranoid (not paranoid enough) Festival pamphlets for Hoegbotton & Sons, including The Exchange, Bender in a Box, Naysayer Mews, In the Hours After Death, and The Night Step (all in collaboration with the darkly humorous, underrated writer Nicholas Sporlender, who I once bumped into by mistake—underground, oddly enough).
	Rebecca became her father’s apprentice and eventually took over editorial duties at Burning Leaves, although not until my gallery had turned to dust and ash. Before that, she specialized in illustrations for advertisements or to accompany scientific texts. In some ways, it could be argued that Rebecca’s work for her daughter’s first book, The Inflammation of Aan Tribal Wars, gave her more exposure than all of her previous work combined.
	Duncan, of course, continued to conduct teacher-parent-teacher conferences with David and Rebecca. I have this rather humorous vision of Duncan in his office, talking solemnly with Mary’s parents and then, when he has smiled reassuringly and guided them out the door, frantically jumping out of his office window, on his way to a tryst with their daughter. (I honestly thought I was protecting her, and that she could make her own choices. After all, she was, already a young adult. She knew her own mind.)
 LG Liz Gorinsky  > I’m not sure this sentence does anything other than echo the second half of the previous sentence. Can you come up with anything better to close this chapter out with? LIZ--is it better now? 	 LG Liz Gorinsky  Yup, this is great. Just a few tiny wording suggestion. Apparently, the famed Naturalist suffered from a peculiar form of blindness: unable an inability to see anything under his nose unless it crawled or flew or swam or galloped, for that keen observer of the natural world never realized what Duncan and Mary had been up to until he was told by a third party.
	“Thank you,” he’d said to Duncan. “Thank you for taking such good care of our daughter.”
	And in his LG Liz Gorinsky  Possibly “in Duncan’s way” or “in some way”?  way he had, hadn’t he?






X.

Mary and Duncan, Duncan and Mary. As with all utopias, especially those based on love, someone, thankfully, always comes along to say, “No—this is not right. No—this should end.” Why? Because the true path Duncan always took to Mary’s window was the Path of Denial, a path with which I was familiar. For example, take my current situation. I have begun to run out of money, although the owner of this establishment doesn’t know it yet. He believes I just haven’t had a chance to go to the bank, what with all the typing. (Real life, intruding on the recording of real life. How odd LG Liz Gorinsky  Charming? .)
	Besides, I’m akin to a curiosity—he makes a healthy living just from letting loathsome types peek around the corner at me. “That’s Janice Shriek. She used to be famous.” Some slack-jawed gimp is peering from behind a glossy wooden beam right now. I am ignoring him, of course—he will not receive not even a sliver of my attention.
	I do like the smell of beer and whiskey and smoke, however. I do like the busy times when they are all chattering away in there, happy as a bunch of click-clacking gray caps holding a half-dozen severed heads, as LG Liz Gorinsky  as they did in?  in “days of yore.”
	Duncan only started coming here again in earnest after he fell out with Bonmot. When it all came crashing down, he called the Spore of the Gray Cap his home once more; again became. Tthe Green God of the Spore. Many a beer was consumed here. I wonder sometimes if Duncan ever came back during those happy-unhappy hours and sat looking at the corner, where all that can now be seen is a hole.
	Now why would Duncan fall out with Bonmot? Could it be over love? Possibly. If we turn to Duncan’s journal, to the entry where he recounts to Mary Bonmot’s fateful discovery along the Path of Remembering You, we shall soon find out. The ink was not yet dry on his grief when he wrote:

Glimpsed. Detected. Surprised. Held. Ensnared. Ensnarled. Entrapped. Captured. Stricken. No hope of understanding. He’d caught on, grasped, and comprehended, with no hope of acceptance. If I could make a fence of these words to keep him from us, I would, but it’s no use. It’s over. I am no longer a teacher. You are no longer my student. In a sense, we are released from all of it—the hiding, the sneaking around, the lying, the delicious forbidden feel of your lips against mine.
(There I go, romanticizing it already—putting words between myself and the hurt LG Liz Gorinsky  > I feel like this doesn’t precisely explain what he was doing there, which I guess was deliberately picking language to maximize literary effect rather than to fully illustrate how he was feeling.  LIZ—see my rewrite. . I disgust myself sometimes.)(There I go, even in my journal—putting as many words as possible in the way of emotion. Or was it just a kind of shock? Or just that this heightened my experience still further, so it wasn’t real to me at the time? Who was I speaking to? I can’t recall now. It can’t have been Mary. It must have been my image of her instead.) LG Liz Gorinsky  Hmm… I’m not sure if it’s because I’ve lost touch with whatever was bothering me initially or that I just don’t think the rewrite adds much, but I think I prefer the original. Can you take a look at the two versions again, disregarding my silly query? 

I took the Path of Remembering You well after dark. I don’t remember anything about my trip, except the absent-minded scratches from a rose bush in the gardens and the frozen position of the stars. It was cold, and I was glad to pull myself up into your open window and into your smooth white arms. Your skin, as always, awakened my senses, and I trembled from the power of your eyes, the soft place at the base of your neck, the soap smell of you, the miraculous hollows on the inside of your thighs.

And, afterwards, intoxicated by the feel and scent of you, the taste of you on my hands, my lips, I swung happily back into the cold and the night, certain I would see you the next night; even the sudden tight prickle on my left arm, my right foot, that presaged spore-pain only added a spark to my mood. The stars swam and spun, and even the solid, cold buildings seemed to sway with this happiness in me that was you.

But, my love, no happiness ever went untested. No happiness ever lasted unchanged, untransformed. It doesn’t mean happiness has to end, just that it takes on new patterns, new shapes.

It happened by the thickly drooping willow trees where I first saw you, just a flickering shiver of a glimpse, and yet that red hair like a fire burned through the trees. It was by those trees, along the path where I walked, a happy man, that the stone table where I spent my lunch hours came into view. It lay at the very heart of the willows like a black cave, not a stone at all, and the dark green leaves of the surrounding bushes glistened with reflected light. And, my love, someone sat at that table, and even in that uncertainty, I knew who it was and all of the life left my gait. I could tell my happiness was about to change.

Bonmot sat at the table, dressed in his most formal clothes, as a Truffidian priest would on sacrament day at the Cathedral. Glittering robes, with gold thread woven through them. Even in the dark, they glittered.

I looked into that dark and I could not see his eyes. “Bonmot,” I said, “is that you, Bonmot?” Even though I knew already that it was him.

He said nothing, but motioned for me to sit beside him at the table. I didn’t hesitate, Mary—I sat next to him willingly. Any excuses about the cold, the lateness of the hour, would have been crushed by the weight of the stone and that gaze. So I sat and made a joke and remarked on the cold and said, “Should we have a midnight snack, then, instead of lunch?” and then trailed off because throughout my nervous monologue Bonmot had said nothing. He just stared at me with no expression on his face, the staff leaning against the stone bench, the medallion hanging around his neck on silver chain. I clutched the table so hard that the stone cut into my fingers.

Now, finally, he spoke, each syllable unbearably clear against the cold night air. This is what he said, my love. I can’t forget it. I can’t sleep tonight because of it. He said, “It’s no use, Duncan. I know. Once, I too had a secret that made every breath I drew a lie, and so it’s no use for you to talk of other things. Because I know. You have compromised your student, Mary Sabon.”

There was silence for tena full ten seconds and then I began to talk. I could not stop talking. Every word was a denial of what he had said. Every word placed such a distance between you and me that it made me physically ill—and yet I did it because I thought it was the only way to save us. And so I babbled on—what was Bonmot talking about? How dare he? Didn’t he know me better than that? I had just been out taking a late walk. Didn’t he know I helped to keep boys away from female students? Didn’t he realize I was a colleague, a professional, a person who would never do what he accused me of? After so many talks in the gardens at lunch—so many wonderful conversations—how could he possibly consider—why, it was an outrage—why, I had been a model teacher—why, I was a published historian—I was—I was…and, finally, at some point, I realized that he had heard none of what I had said, and that his look of sorrow had transformed his face from granite to skin and flesh and bone. And I stopped talking. I looked away from him. My body shook. I could already anticipate everything he was about to take away from me, and I thought it meant the end. Really, The End.

He said: “There are no more lunches under the willow trees for you. You are no longer a teacher at this academy. I expect you to gather your things now and be gone before dawn. As for Mary, she will finish out the next two semesters and earn her degree, but if you ever set foot in this place again, she will be expelled in a very public way. I have had my fair share of scandal, Duncan. I will not let friendship or anything resembling it destroy my good works at this school. Good night, Duncan.”

I did not even notice when he left because I thought I had lost you. I thought those words meant not just the end of my career as a teacher, but the end of us. But now, as I tell you all of this, I realize it is not the end—it just signals a change. A change for the good. We’ve been desperate and in love, which can be a great thing. It lends an urgency to all we do and say. It means that we do not take lightly each other’s bodies or our hearts. It means we love each other fiercely and with no artifice between us.

But this is not the only kind of love we can have—it’s not the only kind of passion. What we have is a flame like your hair, but there’s another kind of excitement in the freedom to admire each other in public, without fear. There is a charge that comes from sharing our lives through more than just midnight trysts and frantic letters like this one. And this is why, finally, having lost everything tonight, I am still oddly hopeful, Mary. Mary. Your name is still such a revelation to me, your body always reminding me of the first time so that your touch makes me weak with the miracle of this thought: I am with Mary Sabon. I am loving Mary Sabon.

I am writing this by lantern light in my office. As dawn begins to gray the city, I can almost see your window from where I sit. The air is sweet and cool. I have two cases full of books and other personal belongings. In a few minutes, I will leave this Academy, perhaps forever. I will leave only two things behind me: in my desk, for you to take when you will, that copy of Cadimon Signal’s Musings on the Many Faces of Ambergris that you so much wanted—it was supposed to be a birthday present—and this letter, protected by our favorite hiding place, in the slender space hollowed out of the stone bench in the garden. Please, if you have read this far, don’t cry. Everything will be okay. I promise.

Please do not abandon me.

Love,
Duncan

Please do not abandon me, he writes in this journal entry that awkwardly transitions into a letter, thatwhich he rips out of his journal, signs, and leaves for her—only for it to return to him four years later to be reunited with its fellow pages. He did not tear out related pages and send them to her. He did not send her the page right after his tearful but triumphant farewell, the one that contained this passage: “I have lost one of my best friends. I have lost a friend because of my own stupidity. Who will understand now? Who will I be able to talk to?”
	Who will understand now? Here’s the heart of it, what began to eat at Duncan. He told Bonmot so many things—sometimes in abstract, sometimes nonspecific, but still with enough detail that Bonmot could respond with all of his training and intellect. Me, I was neither historian nor priest, neither artist nor subject of art. Mary? Too young, he must have known on some level. Fine for the physical, but not to discuss such mysteries with. (Not true, and unfair, and judgmental, and unworthy behavior, even from for you. I did not discuss the underground, the gray caps, my disease, with her to protect her. And, yes, because she was young, but not because I didn’t think she could understand—but because I was afraid I would scare her. That she would think me a crackpot, a false prophet, a madman.)
	In fact, he did not tear out the first draft of his second page, which is identical to the second draft, except for the speech he attributes to Bonmot:

There are no more lunches under the willow trees for you. You are no longer a teacher at this academy. I expect you to gather your things now and be gone before dawn. As for Mary, she’s just a child. She is as much ayour victim  LG Liz Gorinsky  Or, “a victim of you” as this Academyacademy. Have you ever thought how this might hurt her? And I don’t mean your status as her teacher, but you, Duncan, you in particular. Just how many obsessions can you sustain in your life? How many masters can you serve? Survive?

Did he suppress this part to save Mary from hurt, to protect Bonmot from her resentment? Or to make himself look better? (It doesn’t really matter now, does it? One would think you were more intent on defending Mary than destroying her. You should decide what your purpose is.)
	


	

I thought writing all of this down would help me place events in their proper order and context. Instead, the sequencing grows hazy. I stand at the base of the stairs at Martin Lake’s party, the scarlet imprint of my hand still warm on Mary’s face, about to respond to her careless words. What did I say? I’m not sure it matters anymore. The harder I focus, the faster the sharpness I desire and deserve dissipates the harder I focus, as if it all happened at the same time, or backwards, and we only now approach a beginning.
 	Is there any real reason, other than bad luck and ill-timing, that Mary and Duncan could not still be together? Is there any reason it could not have been Mary and Duncan that I walked toward down the stairs, grinning, the flesh necklace/noose undone before it ever formed, its pieces resolved into smiling, appreciative faces? The imprint of my hand on Mary’s face transformed into the loving touch of a sister-in-law? I might not be here now, the darkness of the ceiling muted only by the purple tiers of fungus that encroach at such speed. (No purple fungus ever grows with good intent in this city, Janice. You must have known that. It is a breed bred for spying, for the source of a myriad fragmented reports collected in the depths of the city’s underground passages.)
	But words will never persuade the past. Bonmot did fire Duncan. It did signal the beginning of the end (in one sense, but only in one sense) for my brother and Mary.
I remember that Bonmot told me about it during one of our sessions in the Truffidian Cathedral. I didn’t have unbridled sex any more, so I had, as you may have guessed, LG Liz Gorinsky  But she already spoke about this in the paragraph beginning “I traded my secret history for another type of history altogether”. Not sure why the coyness is necessary here.  turned to “religion.” That didn’t last, either, because it had little to do with faith, but at least it gave me an excuse to spend time with Bonmot. We were standing in the very place where he later died, among the pews closest the door.
	“Janice,” he said. “I’ve had to do something. I hope you won’t hate me for it.”
	“I don’t think I could hate you, Bonmot.”
	“You might. I’ve had to let Duncan go. Because of Mary. I think you already know what I mean?”
	For a second, it was very quiet. I was shocked. Duncan hadn’t had a chance to tell me. I hadn’t seen him in days.
	“Did you have to?” I asked. I think I was worried, at first, as much about how it might affect my relationship with Bonmot as I was about Duncan. 
	“Yes. I had to.”
	He bowed his head, and we prayed.

	How did Mary respond to this news? For a time—for longer than I might have expected—she stood by Duncan.  Duncan told me a week later, an echo of passion in his voice, that. Mary had smuggled a letter to him through her unsuspecting parents. (Bonmot had left it up to Mary to tell her parents, and she never did.) In it, she begged him to wait for her. Either Duncan’s line of romantic blather had ensorcelled her or she found the general notion of separated lovers, forced to check their desires, tragically romantic.
	“A year and I can be with her,” Duncan told me. “We’ll find an apartment. Settle down.”
	“Have some kids?” I said. “Find a respectable day job? Stop skulking around below ground?”
	A bitter smile twisted his face, but he did not reply.
	(It may have seemed bitter to you, but Iit was really just being aghast at your lack of faith. I truly thought back then that Mary and I shared the same beliefs about the underground. In my dreams, I led her through those tunnels as if I were still a boy of fifteen, her sense of adventure as acute as my own.)
	Mary might beg him, but Bonmot’s begging days were well behind him; the old priest would never forgive my brother. His superiors in the Truffidian hierarchy used the incident to further humiliate him within the church. Nor would the Academy, as a collective of teachers, forgive him, either. Although Bonmot made no attempt to spread the news beyond informing them that Duncan had left the staff, Duncan’s fellow instructors found out. How could they not? 
	Their lack of forgiveness would take many forms, the worst of which would further hound my brother to the outer edge of his chosen field. (I was more concerned about getting from them the data they’d collected while working unwittingly on one of my many projects.) Many (not so many; certainly not, I thought then, enough to scuttle any future career aspirations) of his former colleagues wrote for history journals, or edited them, or had written books. With them as gatekeepers, with their long memories, it became less and less likely that Duncan’s theories would ever find print in respectable publications again. (Respectable? Disreputable, really. Hundreds of pages of print a year devoted to concealing or sidestepping the truth. They were on the fringe the entire time and didn’t know it.) Thus, Duncan’s excommunication from Blythe further isolated him from anyone but Mary. (Mary and you, which certainly wasn’t my idea of a happy family.) Duncan’s journal reached new levels of bathos (It was genuine sadness at the time, but even proper melancholy is worthy of scorn in retrospect) in listing those who had abandoned him:

Abascond, Henry—Fellow history teacher; used to spend breaks between class discussing the repercussions of the Kalif’s war against Stretcher Jones. I made his career by whispering in his ear that he could do worse than recheck the diary entries of the priest sent from Nicea to Ambergris after the Silence. Now, when I see him, he pulls his coat closer about him and ignores me. (I may have been overdramatic; I believe I’ve seen him at a tavern since and we’ve talked.)

Atriarch, Elizabeth—Assistant dean of student affairs, made a mock ritual of me dancing with her at school functions. Next to Bonmot, her support was the most helpful in continuing my underground studies. She had once accompanied the famous Daffed on one of his infamous  LG Liz Gorinsky  Famous / infamous intentional? specimen exhibitions into the Southern jungles, and had learned to love the muck and mire of slogging through vegetation in search of something that seems remote yet exciting. I fed her a steady diet of harmless stories about the underground, and in return she looked away as my classes grew more and more esoteric. Now, I cannot catch her eye when I pass by the school and she’s in front talking to the night watchmen. I might as well be a shadow. (Everyone was a shadow to that woman. I should not have taken it personally.)

Balfours, Simon—One of the guards I used to evade while making my way to trysts with Mary; he liked to joke with me about the Hoegbottons. The one time I saw him in the street since, he barked out my name like a curse, and followed it with real curses. (Since dead, of a heart attack, falling while on duty. I can’t blame him for his response—I made a fool of him.)

Bittern, Ralstaff—The gardener! Even the gardener won't talk to me, won't look at me. Although, in truth, he never liked me much. But I thought he at least enjoyed matching wits with me in his efforts to uncover the scope of my midnight perambulations. It seems I was incorrect. (Now he's the gardener for the grounds around the Truffidian Cathedral, and his attitude has completely changed; we talk every once in awhile. We both loved Bonmot, and that counts for something, at least.)

Binder, David—A stuffed shirt fool, head of Morrow Studies, who used to chatter on endlessly while I was trying to get to my next class. Now he's gone silent as dumb stone, the bastard. His upper lip trembles if he has to pass by me, as if I am likely to turn into a gray cap and eviscerate him then and there. He was never very suggestible. I could never get him to do any work for me on my underground research. (I stand by my assessment, especially now that he, too, is dead, run over by a motored vehicle.)

Cinnote, Fiona—Indigenous Tribes Studies. Beautiful in her own way. She used to laugh at my jokes. I used to laugh at hers. There was a world-weariness behind her eyes that made me think she had history, that she had her own story to tell. But she had an affair with Binder, for Truff’s sake. How dare she judge me! (And how dare I judge her, truly. I actually thought about suggesting lunch, but I discovered she had quit the Academy and mounted an expedition to the Southern jungles, never to be seen again. Somehow, I see her now in my mind’s eye as living in the trees quite happily with the Nimblytod Tribes, that a bit of mystery still illuminating her features.)

…and on, and on…
	When it came to Blythe Academy, all Duncan could think of for several years was how he had been wronged by them. He couldn’t see how he’d hurt the Academy, or his fellow professors. There was nothing in him, then, that was able to accept the guilt of his misdeeds. (Perhaps not on the surface, Janice. But I’ve made up for it since. I think I’ve made up for it thrice over. LG Liz Gorinsky  Deletion is fine, but I think you need to replace it with. some kind of a connection between these two sentences.  But I guess Nno one makes it out, a lines Lacond was fond of , quoting from Tonsure, was fond of saying.)
	Even worse, these were people Duncan had never mentioned to me or hadn’t known while at Blythe. He had never cared about them before, but their features came into sharp relief after he believed himself wronged by them. (I have no comment, no defense.)
	So Duncan became absent from Blythe Academy, no longer roaming its halls, its gardens, its classrooms. The effect of Duncan’s sudden removal on Mary, paradoxically, was an unlikely blossoming. Released from constant “tutelage” and the equally lustful pressure of Duncan’s ideas, she, Bonmot told me, had become one of the school’s best students. With Bonmot to guide but not smother, Mary began to develop her own theories, the seeds that would eventually lead to disagreement and betrayal. (You find her theories totally without merit, Janice, and yet claim that I constricted her intellectual freedom like some monstrous…monster. You can’t have it both ways. I don’t deny I made some mistakes, as I’m sure you’ll soon demonstrate, but I’m not totally at fault. I’m not sure anyone is at fault.)
	I can only guess how no longer having access to the Academy affected Duncan’s studies of the gray caps. I would imagine it hurt him to the core, if he could even register that pain above the intensity of his lust for Mary. (Wrong again! Wrong! You are setting new records for presumption in this account. By the time of my expulsion, I had nearly completed my experiments. There was little else I could set my students to doing that would not arouse suspicion. My classes had, by that point, become mockeries of classes, mockeries of studies. The students themselves sensed it. That the results were inconclusive does not mean they experiments were incomplete. I just moved my laboratory and studies to another location—namely, my own body. And quite a schooling that proved! As I began to live with my condition, and then find ways to control it, it became less of a disease and more of a transformation.)

A week after Duncan told me about his expulsion from Blythe Academy, the late afternoon brought not only rain and the murmur of prayers from the Religious Quarter, but also a knock on the door. Duncan stood on the porch in the rain, his hair plastered to his head and puddles around his booted feet. Gray as a mushroom dweller, and smelling of mildew. Eyes like phosphorescent green circles with dead black centers. For a startled second, I saw him as Mary would later—not of this world, but not having left it. Half-invisible spores, caught by the porch light, formed a hazy halo around his head. His hair had begun to thin and, I noticed, with a pang of recognition, the emergence of gray at his temples. And yet, once again, he was fleeing the ruins of a self-made disaster. A part of me could not sympathize.
	“This is becoming routine,” I said, but could not help smiling.
	“Can you find me a job?” he asked, grinning. “I’m broke.” As matter-of-fact as that. With the old glow of fragile confidence you find in people held together by nothing more substantial than affection (and fungi).
	“Hello to you, too,” I said, walking back into the apartment to find him a towel, vaguely happy that I would not be asked to scrape mushrooms off of him this time.
	As I threw the towel in his face, I said, “Of course I can find you a job. There are lots of available positions for a paranoid, discredited, fringe historian with a fungal disorder who has recently been laid off for laying his students.”
	Duncan winced. “Student. Singular.”
	“Singular. Plural. Does it really matter?” I turned away from him. “So. Should I go or do you want to?” I asked. “Neither of us really has a choice. It’s not like my gallery is going to pay for your bills when it doesn’t even pay for mine.”
	“Go?” He stared quizzically at me for a moment, and then he understood. “You should go. What if he disapproves of me now?”
	“You assume he knows.”
	“He knows everything. And what he doesn’t know, he finds out quickly. You should go.”
	So I went. And that was the start of something altogether different.

 LG Liz Gorinsky  > Possible chapter break here? LIZ—I like that idea, but I still haven’t been able to get a grip in my brain about other chapter breaks, so I’ve left it and your comment for now. Sirin’s office occupied part of the second floor of Hoegbotton & Sons’ headquarters on Albumuth Boulevard. The dull mass of red bricks always smelled of packing sawdust and exotic spices. It had gained a kind of inbred notoriety due to a novel that had used those offices as a prop to its fading plot during the its climactic scenes. The building had survived not only that malaprop, but centuries of other challenges—from the Gray Tribes, to Festivals gone bad, to fires set by outraged monks from the Religious Quarter protesting unsavory business practices. (Not to mention, the ongoing assault on its editorial domains by a certain pair of increasingly toothless and shrill Shrieks.) “There are only two times not to trust a Hoegbotton: when you’re selling and when you’re buying” was a common saying down at the docks.
	Sirin’s office—a haven for culture within the blunt instrument of greed that formed the building proper—had a seasonal quality to it. In the winter and early spring, Sirin’s rosewood desk would be buried in contracts, manuscripts, proposals, financial information, and related books, all in preparation for publication. (Not then, but soon, perhaps even within three or four years, one of those manuscripts would be Mary’s. She truly was gifted at one point. And prolific—positively fecund—once she got started.) As the year progressed, his desk would slough off much of the clutter, until, by autumn, all but the finished books had vanished, and the magazines or broadsheets pregnant with reviews, both bright and dark, had taken their place. Then winter would once again obscure the lovely rosewood of his desk with the weight of things promised and things promising. His office had the most wonderful smell: of parchment pages, of ink, of newly-printed books. 
	Remembering this as I type, I suddenly see not just one trip to Sirin’s office, but many, over several seasons, a pleasant overlay of memories as sensual as any heated groping of bodies in the back rooms of a guest house. I see the perpetual but graceful aging of Sirin, which for him manifested itself solely in his hair, which whitened and receded, while the rest of him stayed exactly the same. I see the constant rush and withdrawal of the papers on his desk. I see the sudden and inexplicable disappearance and reappearance of his legion of secretaries. The blur of colors and motion outside of his windows. The steady permanence of his smile, his desk, his butterflies. (It’s difficult to shake off the feeling, isn’t it, Janice? Difficult because you don’t want to. Neither do I.)
	One of the more distinctive aspects of Sirin’s offices, beyond the sheer expansive clutter on his desk (early spring, then, was it?), and the lingering odor of cigars and vanilla, were the tubular glass enclosures a Morrow glass blower had made for him. They lay clustered on the table behind his desk, near an oval window that overlooked Albumuth Boulevard. Each had tiny holes cut into the glass and contained a caterpillar, chrysalis, or fully-formed butterfly. (Certainly, nothing bound his butterflies to the past, or the present. For them, emerging glistening from their tight houses, they knew nothing but the moment. Sometimes I envied them.)
	Many times I had observed Sirin puttering over his charges as his secretary showed me in, but this time Sirin stood there lamenting a dead butterfly. Sirin looked tan and well-rested beneath his crisp gray suit and burgundy shoes, any graceful effect ruined by a glaring multi-colored bowtie that a clown would have been ashamed to wear; it was his only vice, besides tricking people. By this time, his hair had receded to reveal more and more of his narrow, intelligent face.
	I had known him for many years, and yet I knew little or nothing about him, really.
	Sirin spun around at my approach. (Butterflies and moths lived inside his head, Janice, just as mushrooms lived inside of mine. This made it difficult to hear.) He fixed me with the famous stare that could pierce walls and bring confessions from even the most hardened Truffidian monk. 
	“Look at this,” he said, gaze bright but disturbed behind the gold frames of his glasses. “My favorite sapphire cappan has been colonized by the emissaries of the gray caps. It’s a sign, perhaps.” His outstretched hands, smeared with fungal spores and bearing the crumpled corpse of his beloved butterfly, belonged to a piano player, not an editor and writer. (I often thought his piano playing was a step above his editing, to be honest.) LG Liz Gorinsky  > Maybe I am overly self-protective in this regard, but I have to wonder why Sirin would leave in such an aspersion on his editing ability. LIZ—Sirin’s an odd sort. I’d like to leave it in. Probably thinks that someone as weird as Duncan calling his editing bad is a compliment.  LG Liz Gorinsky  Heh. Of course. Just chalk this up to my overawareness of the good old editorial imposter syndrome. 
	We met halfway between the door and his glass habitats. I stared at the creature in his hands. True enough—the dead butterfly was completely encrusted with an emerald-green fungus. The outstretched wings had sprouted a thousand tendril colonists, topped with red and resembling a confusion of antennae. It looked like some intricate wind-up toy covered with jewels. It looked more beautiful than it could have alive—not just a butterfly choked with fungus, but a completely new creature. Even the texture of its exoskeleton appeared to have changed, become more supple. I stared at it with sudden irrational fear. It was too similar to the process that had begun to claim my brother. (I am neither butterfly nor fungus, and I chose my fate, but I appreciate your concern.)
	Sirin’s voice brought me back to the present.
	“It’s a shame,” Janice,” he said. “A terrible waste. A tragedy of Manzikertian proportions. I should never have left.” He had just returned from a forced “vacation” in the Southern Isles escaping LG Liz Gorinsky  “while he rode out”?  the backlash from his role in the Citizen Fish Campaign, about which the less said the better. (Even an aging historian such as I, Janice, must consider that statement a challenge: Senior members of the Hoegbotton clan had suggested Sirin temporarily disappear after it became known through a leak to the city’s broadsheets that Sirin had been behind Citizen Fish, an effort to fill the recently-vacated Antechamber position with a stinking, five-day-old freshwater bass.)
	“You had no choice,” I said.
	A dismissive shrug. “We might have won the election. Anyone would have been better than Griswald. He’ll last a few weeks, perhaps, before they tear him down. Figuratively, one can only hope. A shame.”
	“Yes,” I said. “It is.” But I wasn’t sure if he meant the butterfly or was referring to something more elusive, more dangerous. The distance between us grew with each new utterance.
	Sirin turned toward his desk, butterfly still cupped in his hands, and seemed startled by the cacophony of papers, books, pens, manuscripts, newspapers, and contracts that greeted him. Most prevalent were the manuscripts, which looked as if they were bleeding out, he had so thoroughly lacerated them with red pen marks. (Sirin the Invasive, I used to call him. Always trying to put his stink on a poor writer’s immaculate style. Always intimidating people with his little red pen. I used to joke that if he had had to use his own blood to make his marks he’d be stingier with his criticism.) 
	“Sit, sit,” he said, gesturing to a chair piled high with books. “Just push those off.”
	Bent almost double by the burden, I did as he suggested. As I sat down, I could not help but notice a ragged piece of paper, in his handwriting: “Did the arrival of the Manzikert family in some way trigger a change in the gray caps? Did the arrival of M ruin our chance to understand them?” (That is another thing I will never forget about Sirin: his ragged notes, the emissaries of authorial destruction.)
	So Sirin, too, had his finger on the pulse of a mystery (or simply a note mimicking or correcting some book he planned to publish). I sometimes thought that should Sirin and Duncan ever sit down for a serious talk, all mysteries would be solved, revealed, undone. (No—not true. An altogether uglier scenario comes to mind.)
	Sirin laid his tiny burden down on the desk in front of me, then sat back in his chair, arms crossed, and stared at me, an odd smile flitting across his face. Perhaps he was already contemplating his escape, or perhaps it was one last smile of pain for his Sapphire Cappan. An exotic jewel, the butterfly looked ever more beautiful in the light streaming from Sirin’s window.
	“I heard a rumor,” Sirin said, “that Duncan has left Blythe Academy under peculiar circumstances. Is this true?”
	“He has left, it’s true,” I said. “There is nothing peculiar about it, however. A difference of opinion, really. Nothing that would get in the way of his being hired by someone else.”
	“Janice. Is Duncan determined to destroy every career he makes some progress toward?” (Typical of the bastard.)
	I gritted my teeth. “It was an amicable parting of the ways.”
	“I hear otherwise,” Sirin said, but dismissed my nascent protest with a wave of the hand. “Not that it matters much.”
	I’m confused now. I can’t remember if we had this discussion in his office or somewhere else, if I’m thinking of another conversation. As I try to imagine his office during our meeting, I see books that belong to other eras, other encounters. I’m fairly sure that The Exchange & Other Stories by Nicholas Sporlender had not yet been published, for example, and that that book of essays about Martin Lake wasn’t published until several years later, either. Why, now that I really look, I can see a cane in the corner of Sirin’s office, although he didn’t use one. And over there—glimmering darkly, like some expanse of black lamp-lit water—a starfish Duncan never showed him. No, actually, it’s a pair of the same glasses I brought with me to Lake’s party. I can see that now.
Does that mean Sirin knew what Duncan knew? About the glasses? LG Liz Gorinsky  Perhaps, “Knew what those glasses were trying to tell us?”  (You worry me, sister. The one thing you had going for you was a kind of grim, lurching linear progression. You seem to be losing that now.)
	It’s darker in here than before, but I can see better, if that makes any sense. The spores are thick. I shall ask the bartender to bring me a fan, or to open the window. I can’t afford to leave again now. It’s getting too late to rewrite. All I want to do is move forward. All I want is to look ahead. Typos will proliferate. Sentences will wind up nowhere. I don’t care.
	But we were in Sirin’s office, attempting to throw off the weight of accumulated memory. 

	Sirin told a joke of some kind, but I didn’t understood the punch line. W and we sat there, uncomfortably, for a moment, before I said, 
	“I came here to see if—”
	“You came here to find work for Duncan, and possibly for yourself. Your gallery is failing. Duncan was indiscreet with a student. Tell me why I should help you?”
	No respite from that uncanny knack he had for knowing things. I said the only thing I could say: “We’ve always done good work for you. Rarely missed a deadline. Our private lives have never affected Hoegbotton.”
	Sirin laughed at that—or perhaps I am again remembering some other meeting—and as his body shook with that not unsympathetic laughter, a strange black dust rose from his suit.
He sat forward, elbows on the desk, fingers templed. His features took on a sudden intensity. He said: “I am going to recommend you both for positions. Temporary or permanent, who can tell? Something horrible is about to happen that will provide an opportunity for you both to find work. The Ambergris Daily Broadsheet will soon become the only reliable source for information. They will need reporters. Between the two of you, you should be able to supply that need, do a good job.” (Just do a good job? Nothing was ever so simple with Sirin, which is why I kept well away from him. 
	This information stunned me. “How do you know?” I started to say, but then shrugged. I had given up trying to understand how or why Sirin knew so much, or why it continued to surprise me. Someday, I was sure, Sirin would write a book that explained it all LG Liz Gorinsky  You know it would be totally cool if he did, right? :) .
	 “It doesn’t matter why, does it? I’m offering you employment.” (Witty, yes. Clever, yes, with a core of hidden sadness, but also deadly in his way.)
	He leaned forward, offered me a card from the end of his long fingers. I liked looking into his eyes like that—used to experience a tiny tremor from the effect of that gaze.
	“Visit the editor at the Broadsheet,” he said, In about six weeks. When it all begins.”
	“Six weeks is a long time to wait,” I said. Ahead, in those six weeks, lay a period of the doldrums—Duncan stalking Mary from afar, unable to get close, while I piloted the doddering skeleton of my ever-less sea-worthy ship of a gallery. At times, sitting at my desk with no customers on the horizon, I could actually feel the room begin to list from side to side, the gallery anchored to nothing more permanent than perpetual debt.
	Sirin sat back in his chair. “Not as long as you might think.” His gaze softened. “I cannot guarantee you anything, Janice. No one ever receives what might be called an iron-clad guarantee. Now, I have another appointment, so you’ll have to excuse me. If you’re lucky, perhaps you can turn your work for the Broadsheet into a book for me.  LG Liz Gorinsky  Would it be appropriate for Duncan to comment here, something like, “So that’s why you started this whole endeavor? You thought you’d get a contract out of it?” We’ll see about that later, depending on whether or not Ambergris is still standing at the end of this.” 
	And that was the end of my meeting with Sirin. As I left, he had returned to his butterflies, clucking his disapproval of the fungus that had swallowed up his sapphire cappan.
	Two things stayed with me from that encounter. First, the name on the card: “James Lacond.” Lacond—thick, stinking of cigars, rumpled, pinkish, rambling—would soon play a large role in Duncan’s life. But as I stared down at the name and tried to understand that our lives would be changing in six weeks, he seemed nothing more than a bit player. This was when it first occurred to me that perhaps Sirin had not received his information about Duncan in quite the way he’d implied. As I left, I could have sworn that I saw a manuscript with a title page reading “The Role of Chance in the History of the Southern Cities” pinned between two volumes of The Lore of the Ancient Saphant. Even now, the thought of that title, Sabon’s first book, causes an involuntary shudder.
	(Incorrect, incorrect, incorrect! Mary did not publish her first book for four years.  LG Liz Gorinsky  This is a little hectoring. Maybe something a little gentler, like, “This, like those hallucinations you were having a few paragraphs up, is clearly impossible. Mary wouldn’t be published for another four years.” For two of those years, I saw her drafts. Such marvelously light, sensual drafts. I would only reluctantly apply my red pen to them, for to edit there, thenher, often in the afterglow of making love, was almost to draw upon her skin, to criticize her very form—which I could not do, for she was perfect in every way.)
	Within the hour, Sirin, that elegant man, would disappear from Ambergris for years. Where he went, what he was doing, no one would ever know.

 LG Liz Gorinsky  Previous “as I’m writing in the bar” scenes have all been in the present tense. A fight has broken out in the bar, I think. As I typed, I listened to the raised voices for a few minutes before the chairs screech of chairs and a heavy sound, like a table being overturned, markeds the escalation to something more serious. For a moment, I wanted to go out there. I feltel insular, removed. I wanted to talk to someone. Anyone. Instead of just “talking” to whoever is reading this account.
	I have wondered, more than once, just who will be reading this after I am gone. I am faced with the distinct possibility that the owner of the Spore will read it—or at least glance at it. (Wrong—I got here first.) If this is so, thank you for your hospitality. I wonder what you’ll make of these spore-stained pages. (I wonder what he’ll make of my notes. Except I’m not sure I’ll leave the pages here when I’m done. I might move them somewhere safer.)
	There. The bar is silent now. Someone is breathing deeply. Someone is typing and breathing deeply. We’re getting close to the end. I can see Mary at the bottom of that staircase, waiting patiently for me to destroy her world.
	There’s a hole behind me, you know. I may have mentioned it. They’ve filled it in, but on breaks from typing I’ve been re-opening it. I’ve cleared away a lot of rubble in the last few days...

Five weeks after my talk with Sirin, a man later identified as Anthony Bliss walked up to the entrance of a Hoegbotton storage house near the docks. He nodded to the attendant, who stood inside stacking boxes, and then, according to a witness, held out his hand with something in it. The attendant straightened up, nodded back, and took a step toward Bliss. Bliss tossed the object to the attendant. The attendant caught it with one hand, cupped it with his other hand, and then frowned. He tried to pull his hands away from the object, but he was now stuck to it. Bliss nodded, smiled, and walked away into the crowd, while the attendant writhed on the ground, his skin turning rapidly whiter and whiter while beginning to peel off in circling strands of the purest white...until nothing remained of him but glistening strands of fungus. (Most people witnesses had by this time left the area, except for a few tourists ignorant of the ways of Ambergris.) The strands of fungus began to darken to a deep red, and then exploded into a gout of flame. Within minutes, before water could be pumped to the scene, the storage house had burned to the ground, taking a considerable portion of Hoegbotton & Sons’ imports for the month with it. The object Bliss had tossed to the attendant had been a kind of spore mine bought from the gray caps: Frankwrithe & Lewden’s first overt action against their mortal enemy, Hoegbotton & Sons, in what would come to be known as the War of the Houses.

